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About this Report

About this Report

In 2009, Taiwan High Speed Rail Corporation (hereinafter referred to as “THSRC”) released the first ever “THSRC Corporate Social Responsibility 

White Paper” to disclose its performance and actions in social responsibility. In response to international trends and compliance with non-financial 

information disclosure standards in Taiwan, the report has been renamed as “THSRC Corporate Social Responsibility Report” since 2015. This report 

is the sixth Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Report published by THSRC. The previous edition was issued in June 2018. THSRC continues to 

enhance its operational capabilities by demonstrating its efforts locally and expectations internationally through the 2018 CSR Report. In the future, 

CSR reports will be published periodically every year. 

Current version: Issued in June 2019

Reporting Period

This report discloses THSRC’s CSR results and performance in 2018 (from January 1, 2018 to December 31, 2018). However, as part of the content, 

which involves trend comparisons, the report reveals historical data at the same time.

Basis of Preparation, Scope and Boundary

This report follows the core requirements of the Global Reporting Initiative Sustainability Reporting Standards (hereinafter referred to as “GRI 

Standards”) developed by the Global Sustainability Standards Board (GSSB), the “Rules Governing the Preparation and Filing of Corporate 

Social Responsibility Reports by TWSE Listed Companies,” and the “Corporate Social Responsibility Best Practice Principles for TWSE/TPEx Listed 

Companies.” In addition, it has been verified by third-party certification body, the British Standards Institute (BSI) that this report meets the Core 

option of the GRI Standards, and complies with the AA1000AS with 2018 Addendum Type 2 high-level assurance. The Independent Assurance 

Statement issued by BSI has also been included in the appendix to this report. Based on the requirements of the GRI Standards, this report discloses 

THSRC’s responses to material topics in economic, environmental and social aspects, as well as related performance.

The scope of this report is consistent with the financial statements. There is no significant difference between this report and the previous edition 

in terms of scope and quantitative data measurement methods. Any difference in terms of scope or data measurement from the previous edition 

will be indicated in the particular paragraph. All the statistical data disclosed in this report were compiled and provided by our first-level units. 

Financial performance data were information published publicly upon attestation by certified public accountants (CPAs), and were consistent 

with data in THSRC’s annual reports. The basis for calculating and estimating environmental data was derived from public data provided by the 

government, and was calculated by THSRC.

If you have any suggestion or question about this report, please feel free to contact us at:

Taiwan High Speed Rail Corporation

Contact Unit | Corporate Planning Office, Taiwan High Speed Rail Corporation

Address | 13th Floor, No. 66, Jingmao 2nd Road, Nangang District, Taipei City 11568

Phone  | (02) 8789-2000  ext. 72710

E-Mail | Spokesman_MBOX@thsrc.com.tw

Website | www.thsrc.com.tw

Corporate Social Responsibility Section | www.thsrc.com.tw/tw/Article/ArticleContent/8d291a1a-90ba-4b0f-b4d5-db2a35d881f5

Click on the  icon in this report for further information.

Website Corporate Social 
Responsibility Section
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Letter from the Chairman

In 2018, marked the 20th anniversary since the establishment of THSRC. Along the way, THSRC has always adhered to the five core values of “Discipline, 

Integrity, Efficiency, Innovation, and Sensibility,” and held fast to its positions, galloping between Northern and Southern Taiwan, as well as striving 

to provide safe, convenient and high-quality travel services to the public. With five key elements, including “Forward-Thinking, Core-Oriented, 

Customer-Based, Proper Innovation, and Courage to Transform” for continuous growth, THSRC is fully committed to pursuit the highest quality of 

services and performance.

Based on the concept of 4Ts, including Transportation - Professional Transportation, Technology - Innovative Technology, Taiwan - Enhancing Local 

Connection, and Touch - Sustainable Care, as our main developmental goals, and gradually realizes our vision to be the platform for advancement 

and enjoyment. In addition to achieving excellent performance in professional transportation, THSRC also optimizes overall service quality through 

innovative technology, while connecting the beauty of Taiwan through efforts to enhance our local connection, thus offering a warm travel experience to 

the public.

Over the past 20 years, THSRC has competed with itself to encourage itself continuously to become better and better. In 2018, we organized the “THSRC 

Consensus Camp” to bring together the members of the management team and jointly discuss about the formulation and implementation of medium- 

and long-term strategies for the next five years, with a view to continuously driving THSRC forward through strategic goals. Meanwhile, employees are 

the most valuable assets of the Company, while constructive proposals and open communication are the key driving forces for the stable growth of 

THSRC. Through the “Be There with the Chairman Forum,” we strive to create and revitalize exchanges and sharing between departments and levels, as 

well as promote horizontal communication and collaboration among all colleagues, while examining the major achievements of THSRC in all areas, with 

hopes of realizing an even more outstanding THSRC with positive energy via two-way interaction and joint participation.

THSRC continues to strive to exert its social influence by not only promoting the “localization of railway industry” to improve domestic talents in the 

railway industry through local industry-academia collaboration, but also incorporating the “autonomization of maintenance capabilities” and “localization 

of maintenance materials,” in line with government policies, as corporate goals for which THSRC continues to strive. In addition, “Taiwan High Speed 

Rail Opening Year of Arts” jointly organized by THSRC and the National Culture and Arts Foundation (NCAF) has also turned high speed rail (HSR) into a 

platform for art exhibition, and transformed HSR stations and trains into bridges of communication between the public and arts.

Our stable business status and market performance have also gained recognition from domestic and international investors. In 2018, THSRC was selected 

and listed in the “FTSE4Good Emerging Index” and the “Taiwan Corporate Governance 100 Index.” For the first time participated in the Corporate 

Governance Evaluation, THSRC ranked among the top 5%, in the Corporate Governance Evaluation. With regard to corporate social responsibility, THSRC 

has won the “New Star Award” in the large enterprise category of the “CommonWealth Magazine Corporate Citizen Award.” These recognitions not only 

are an honor to THSRC, but also motivate us to pursue performance of higher standards.

THSRC has enlivened Taiwan’s western corridor and tightly connected with one-day living circle. At the milestone of our 20th anniversary, we, along 

with all our employees, will continue to enhance our local connection and look to the future through the application of intelligent technologies and 

improvement of overall service qualities, thereby leading Taiwan to a new sustainable era!

Chairman
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Letter from the President

Since the commencement of operations in 2007, THSRC has always adhered to the idea of providing high-

quality and safe transportation services. THSRC transported 63.96 million passengers in 2018, surpassing 

the 500 million passenger mark cumulatively. In 2018, THSRC provided 52,437 train services at a reliability 

rate of 100% and a punctuality rate of 99.76%. At the same time, THSRC’s annual ridership volume hit a 

new record high, demonstrating continuous improvement of our transportation capabilities.

We also use information technology to promote a variety of ticketing services, as well as incorporate 

mobile payment services, such as “Apple Pay” and “Android Pay” into the “THSRC T Express mobile 

ticketing service,” and payment mechanisms, such as “Taiwan Pay” into our online ticket booking system. 

In order to enhance the digitalization of ticketing channels, we have launched booking service on 

Facebook Messenger, and ticket pick-up service for senior and disabled concession tickets on our mobile 

ticketing app and from automatic ticketing machines. In 2018, we won the German “Red Dot Award: 

Communication Design” for our T Express mobile ticket purchasing app.

Furthermore, in the era of Internet connection, how to ensure that HSR passengers enjoy continuously 

smooth Internet connection without interruption has always been a huge challenge. In February 2018. 

THSRC, along with various government agencies and institutions, five major telecom operators, and first-

line construction colleagues, jointly completed the setup of 4G network communications along the entire 

HSR line, thus achieving our ideal goal of “High speed travel with uninterrupted on-board connection.” 

This also serves as the best evidence of our efforts to continuously improve service quality.

To ensure that passengers can truly get in touch with the magnificence of Taiwan and local art and 

culture, as well as experience and uncover the beauty of this land, THSRC continues to develop a diverse 

range of products for different customer groups, such as college students, and different purposes, such 

as travel, business and homecoming, in response to market needs. Our travel products can be divided 

into different areas, including “T Holiday” package sold by THSRC authorized travel agencies, as well as 

“THSR+Bus/MRT Combo Ticket,” “THSR+Hotel Combo Ticket,” and “THSR+Airline Combo Ticket” which 

meet the needs of individual travelers, thus combining travel elements provided by hotels and travel 

agencies in cities and counties to meet the diverse needs of travelers. In 2018, the number of travelers 

under the “Journey with THSR, Discover Taiwan” program reached 2.68 million people. We will continue 

to convey the experience of Taiwan local culture, and create more thoughtful and high-quality travel 

services, in order to create more happiness with you.

President
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Performance Highlights for 2018

 ∣ Based on the calculation of passenger-kilometer, compared to passenger cars, HSR  

significantly reduced carbon dioxide emissions by 878,468 metric tons in 2018,  

which is equivalent to the carbon uptake of 2,961 Da-An Forest Parks.

 ∣ In November 2018, THSRC was given the Outstanding Award in the “2018 Low-Carbon Product 
Awards” and the “Outstanding Contribution Award” in the “2018 Carbon Footprint Product 
Emission Factors Database Construction” by the Environmental Protection Administration.

 ∣ In 2018, THSRC trained a total of 64 qualified internal lecturers. As of 2018, THSRC trained a total of 750 main 

lecturers, with each teaching an average of 65 hours.

 ∣ The “THSR ART Together Program” in 2018, 100 sessions were organized at nine HSR stations in 2018, involving a 

total of 3,166 performers.

 ∣ THSRC launched  “Taiwan High Speed Rail Opening Year of Arts” together with National Culture and Arts Foundation 

(NCAF), in which seven professional performing arts groups were invited to perform in a total of 42 sessions.

 ∣ A total of 1,445 groups and more than 45,000 visitors have visited the THSR Museum since its official 

opening on January 5, 2017 till the end of 2018.

 ∣ In 2018, THSRC collaborated with the “After School Association of Taiwan” to raise funds for the “High-Speed 

Educational Endowment Program,” where more than NT$8 million was raised in the process. This event has 

successfully raised a total of NT$120 million in the past nine years, benefiting approximately 22,000 
disadvantaged children and children with developmental delays.

 ∣ In 2018, the THSRC Smiling Train Program provided assistance to 808 disadvantaged groups and was participated 

by 139,528 individuals, thus sponsoring a total ticket amount of NT$2,925,688.

 ∣ In 2018, THSRC carried out the “Disaster Relief Program” twice, donated a total of NT$5 million to the “Ministry 

of Health and Welfare Disaster Relief Account” as post-disaster reconstruction funds, and issued approximately 

1,200 HSR tickets, in order to actively support disaster relief.

 ∣ Since 2008, THSRC has organized the “HSR camps” for undergraduates, high school students, middle school 

students, as well as fifth and sixth grade students, during both summer and winter vacation every year. In 2018, 

12 batches of camps were organized, with a total of 3,445 people signed up for these camps, out of which 360 

people participated in this activitiy.

 ∣ THSRC participated in efforts to conserve pheasant-tailed Jacanas in Guantian, Tainan in order to fulfill our 

commitment to environmental protection. In 2018, the population of pheasant-tailed Jacana was 1,292. Since its 

establishment in 2007 till 2018, the “Jacana Ecological Education Park” has been visited by nearly 220,000 times.

 ∣ Since THSRC commenced operations in 2007, punctuality rate and reliability  

have always been above 99%.

 ∣ In 2018, punctuality rate was 99.76%, whereas average delay time was only 0.17 minutes.

 ∣ Since the commencement of operations in 2007, THSRC continues to achieve excellent operational safety 

performance, resulting in zero casualties among passengers due to traffic accidents.

 ∣ In 2018, passengers’ satisfaction toward our overall services was 96%.
 ∣ Starting from October 8, 2018, eight additional train services were added weekly; which brought the total to 

997 train services every week after the additional train services provided.

 ∣ On October 26, 2017, THSRC launched the TGo membership program,  

which accumulated 800,000 registered members at the end of 2018.

 ∣ THSRC received the German “Red Dot Award: Communication Design” for the 

T Express mobile app.

 ∣ On February 15, 2018, THSRC completed the setup of 4G network communications along the entire 

HSR line, thereby providing free 4G Internet service along the entire HSR line all year long.

 ∣ In 2018, THSRC’s Facebook Page garnered 297,000 fans cumulatively, and received a total of 69,000 new fans 

within the year, while post reach on THSRC’s Facebook Page was 59.52 million people, with 1.97 million 

interactions on these posts.

 ∣ THSRC shared its experiences and achievements in transportation operations. Since 2006,  

we have organized a number of visitations. In 2018, THSRC welcomed 46 delegations from  

Europe, the US, Japan, and Taiwan, comprising a total of 630 counts of visitors.

 ∣ THSRC promoted exchanges with international industry operators, with a view to improving the quality of HSR 

passenger services. In 2018, two train masters and three train attendants from THSRC attended an observation 

visit to Kyushu Railway Company (JR Kyushu), whereas five train attendants from JR Kyushu also visited Taiwan to 

attend an exchange activity in the same year.

 ∣ THSRC facilitated the localization of procurement to enhance Taiwan’s industrial supply capabilities. In 2018, local 

procurement of labor services by THSRC exceeded 89%, whereas local procurement of materials exceeded 70%.

Transportation  — Professional Transportation

Technology  — Innovative Technology

Taiwan  — Enhancing Local Connection

Touch — Sustainable Care
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6Material Topics and Stakeholders

Material Topics and Stakeholders

Identification of Stakeholders

Identification and Responses to Material Topics

THSRC prepares its CSR reports in compliance with the GRI Standards published by GSSB, and conducts analysis of material topics 

according to the following four steps to confirm the scope of report disclosure and comprehensively examine the effectiveness of 

sustainable management.

Identification

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Validation

Prioritization

Review

Apart from identifying sustainability topics of concern to different stakeholders through colleagues in various 

departments, we also review the matrix of material topics in previous reports and examines important 

considerations of leading domestic and international peers to ensure the objectivity, completeness, and 

inclusiveness of material topics. And eventually summarized 24 sustainable development-related topics as the 

scope for the identification of material topics in the report based on the content of indicators disclosed by GRI.

We analyze the materiality of each topic according to each topic in three major areas of “effect on stakeholders’ 

assessments and decision-making,” “impact of the enterprise on the economy, the environment and the society,” 

and “importance to business operations,” for preliminary sorting. We also collected a total of 92 completed 

questionnaires from internal and external parties, including employees (27 questionnaires) and external parties 

comprising 8 important stakeholders (65 questionnaires), and identified the effect and impact of various topics 

through statistical and quantitative analysis to generate the preliminary matrix of material topics.

In order to ensure the results of material topic identification meets the principles of completeness and 

stakeholder inclusiveness in GRI, THSRC’s Corporate Governance Promotion Committee examines the 

results of preliminary material topic identification, and enhances the materiality of five topics, namely 

“local development,” “knowledge advocacy and human care,” “supplier management,” “climate change 

adaptation strategies,” and “passenger rights,” with regard to the importance to business operations or 

the impact on the economy, the environment and the society based on factors such as international 

benchmark analysis, sustainability trends, and THSRC’s development strategies.

We will continue to practice sustainability, while maintaining two-way and real-time channels of 

communication with stakeholders. During the publication of the next report, we will re-examine the matrix 

of material topics, and plan further communication with stakeholders as appropriate to confirm whether 

adjustments are required.

2018 Matrix of Material Topics

Note: After discussing and confirming the matrix of material topics, we classified the above mentioned 24 sustainability topics into seven key 

topics, 12 important topics and five topics of continuous concern according to the effects of three areas provided by internal and external 

stakeholders. “Key topics” and “important topics” form the scope of materiality disclosures in this report. On the other hand, items in “topics 

of continuous concern” are regarded as non-material topics, where in principle, these items will not be disclosed in this report. However, 

non-material topics which significantly impact material topics, will still be properly explained and disclosed in this report.

passengers media employeescommunity 
residents

partnersshareholders  
and investors

suppliers and 
contractors

government 
and competent 

authorities
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non-governmental organizations and schools), 

suppliers and contractors, as well as government 

and competent authorities.
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Materiality Material topic Corresponding to GRI topic
Corresponding to chapter  

or subchapter Page No.

Impact boundary of each topic

Occur directly  
in THSRC

Occur through THSRC’s 
commercial relationships

Occur through THSRC’s other direct relationships

THSRC Passengers Suppliers and 
contractors

Shareholders 
and investors Partners Government and 

competent authorities

Safety management
GRI 416: Customer Health and Safety

GRI 403: Occupational Health and Safety

Safety Services and Responsible Transportation

Disaster Prevention and Professional Response

Convenience and Attentiveness and Maintaining Relationships

Protection of Rights and Considerate Care

Partner Management and Local Supply

19

22

30

56

37

l l l

Disaster prevention and major 
incident countermeasures

No direct correspondence Disaster Prevention and Professional Response 22 l l l

Operational strategies No direct correspondence

Letter from the Chairman

Letter from the President

Sustainability Strategies and Goals

Glide through Taiwan and Stretch Global Wide

3

4

13

34

l l

Corporate governance
GRI 205: Anti-corruption

GRI 405: Diversity and Equal Opportunity

Operational Performance and Sustainable Practices 
Sustainable Governance and Ethical Corporate Management

16

43 l l l

Operational performance GRI 201: Economic Performance Operational Performance and Sustainable Practices 16 l

Traffic dispersion and  
transit services

No direct correspondence
Smooth Travel in Adherence to Commitment

Glide through Taiwan and Stretch Global Wide

25

34 l l

Product price GRI 203: Indirect Economic Impacts Smooth Travel in Adherence to Commitment 25 l l l

Compliance

GRI 307: Environmental Compliance

GRI 416: Customer Health and Safety

GRI 417: Marketing and Labeling

GRI 419: Socioeconomic Compliance

Sustainable Governance and Ethical Corporate Management 43 l l l l l

Passenger rights GRI 418: Customer Privacy
Quality Services and Intelligent Transportation

Convenience, Attentiveness and Maintaining Relationships

28

30 l

Corporate image GRI 203: Indirect Economic Impacts

Letter from the Chairman

Letter from the President

Sustainability Strategies and Goals

Glide through Taiwan and Stretch Global Wide

Partner Relationship Management and Local Supply

Sustainable Governance and Ethical Corporate Management

Carrying for Society and Developing Local Area

3

4

13

34

37

43

59

l l l

Comparison between Material Topics and Topics in GRI Standards
l : denotes that this node may lead to impact resulted from material topics on the left. For details regarding related management approaches, please refer to the page numbers for the corresponding chapters or subchapters.
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Materiality Material topic Corresponding to GRI topic
Corresponding to chapter  

or subchapter Page No.

Impact boundary of each topic

Occur directly  
in THSRC

Occur through THSRC’s 
commercial relationships

Occur through THSRC’s other direct relationships

THSRC Passengers Suppliers and 
contractors

Shareholders 
and investors Partners Government and 

competent authorities

Protection of labor rights
GRI 402: Labor/Management Relations 

GRI 407: Freedom of Association and 
Collective Bargaining

Protection of Rights and Considerate Care 56 l l

Product/Service quality No direct correspondence
Smooth Travel in Adherence to Commitment

Quality Services and Intelligent Transportation

25
28 l l

Transparency of  
information disclosure

No direct correspondence Quality Services and Intelligent Transportation 28 l

Climate change  
adaptation strategies

No direct correspondence Disaster Prevention and Professional Response 22 l l

Talent placement  
and development

GRI 202: Market Presence    

GRI 401: Employment   

GRI 404: Training and Education

Nurturing Talent and Value Cultivation 53 l

Employee care
GRI 201: Economic Performance

GRI 401: Employment

Nurturing Talent and Value Cultivation 
Protection of Rights and Considerate Care

53
56 l l

Supplier management
GRI 204: Procurement Practices 

GRI 414: Supplier Social Assessment
Partner Relationship Management and Local Supply 37 l l l

Reduction of noise and vibrations GRI 413: Local Communities Smooth Travel in Adherence to Commitment 25 l l

Innovative services No direct correspondence
Quality Services and Intelligent Transportation

Low-Carbon Train Operation and Environmental Sustainability

28
46 l l

Energy use efficiency

GRI 302: Energy  

GRI 303: Water and Effluents 

GRI 306: Effluents and Waste

Low-Carbon Train Operation and Environmental Sustainability 46 l l

Ecological impact management GRI 304: Biodiversity Smooth Travel in Adherence to Commitment 25 l l

Climate change  
mitigation strategies

GRI 305: Emissions Low-Carbon Train Operation and Environmental Sustainability 46 l l

Local development
GRI 203: Indirect Economic Impacts 

GRI 413: Local Communities

Glide through Taiwan and Stretch Global Wide

Partner Relationship Management and Local Supply

Carrying for Society and Developing Local Area

34
37
59

l l

Knowledge promotion  
and Human care

GRI 203: Indirect Economic Impacts
Glide through Taiwan and Stretch Global Wide

Carrying for Society and Developing Local Area

34
59 l l
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Performance of Communication with Important Stakeholders
In 2018, THSRC and the eight major stakeholders stimulated different results and diversified social values through a diverse range of periodic and non-periodic communication channels, as shown in the following table.

Stakeholder Communication channel Performance of key communication points for 2018  Material topic

 
 

Passengers

Periodic

• Taiwan High Speed Rail In-Train 
Magazine《TLife》(monthly)

• Passenger satisfaction survey (annually)

• Station and train service personnel

Non-periodic
• Company website

• Customer feedback form

• Customer service line 4066-3000

• THSRC’s Facebook Page

• Railway Bureau Public Opinion Mailbox

• Notices from government agencies at all 
levels or consumer protection agencies

Periodic

• Passengers’ satisfaction toward overall 
services was 96%

• Issued 100,000 copies of《TLife》
magazines (monthly)

Non-periodic
• THSRC’s Facebook Page garnered more 

than 290,000 fans cumulatively

• Received 3,608 customer feedback forms

• Received 776,861 calls through the 
customer service line

• Passenger rights

• Safety management

• Disaster prevention and major incident 
countermeasures

• Product/service quality

• Product price

 
 

Community 
Residents

Non-periodic
• Local environmental and ecological 

organizations

• Station event promotion and invitation

• Site visit invitation

• Local opinion leaders, public opinion 
representatives, mayors of counties or 
townships, etc.

• Regional communication meeting

• Participation in local activities

Continuous

• Collected 1,620 bags of blood during the 
“Annual THSRC Winter Outreach Blood Drive”

• High-Speed Educational Endowment Program

• Received 100 applications for performance 
session during the “THSR ART Together 
Program”

• Gifted 1,000 tree saplings to passengers 
during the “Travelling with Saplings” program

• Sponsored the “Jacana Ecological 
Education Park”

Non-periodic
• Assisted the public in improving on digital 

television interference problems arising 
from train passing

• Conducted investigations to handle 19 
noise petitions addressed by the public 
along the HSR line, in which noise 
prevention measures were adopted to 
improve on requirements of one petition

• Product/Service quality

• Product price

• Traffic dispersion and transit services

• Safety management

• Disaster prevention and major incident 
countermeasures

• Corporate image

• Passenger rights

• Innovative services

• Local development

 
 

The Media

Periodic

• Issue press releases and news 
bulletins

• Organize and co-organize press 
conferences

• Organize media visits

Non-periodic
• Clarify erroneous reports

• Handle media inquiries

• Collaborate with THSRC on feature reports

Periodic

• Released 136 press releases

• Organized 23 press conferences/media 
events

Non-periodic
• Clarified erroneous reports 16 times via 

press releases or news bulletins

• Handled 195 media inquiries

• Published 51 feature reports

• Passenger rights

• Product price

• Safety management

• Disaster prevention and major incident 
countermeasures

• Product/Service quality

• Traffic dispersion and transit services

• Operating strategies 

• Protection of labor rights

• Employee compensation and benefits

Employees

Periodic

• Labor-management meeting 
(quarterly)

• Corporate union (monthly)

• Industrial union (every two 
months)

• Town Hall meeting (quarterly)

• Quality Month (annually)

• Organize seven proposal review 
meetings

• HSR Outlook Newsletter (monthly)

Non-periodic

• Electronic bulletin board

• Internal website

• Briefing

• Orientation training

• Systematic employee opinion survey

Periodic

• Conducted 19 labor-management 
meetings every quarter, totaling 76 
meetings throughout the year

• Conducted Town Hall meetings in 12 
stations/each operations section every quarter, 
totaling 90 meetings throughout the year

• Published 169 articles in the HSR Outlook 
newsletter, garnering a total of 129,009 
clicks throughout the year

• Conducted seven proposal review meetings 
and one commendation conference, as 
well as organized one overseas visit for 
outstanding proposers and one overseas 
visit for the winning team in the Quality 
Control Circle

• Conducted Quality Month in November, 
including proposal improvement awards, 
as well as two preliminary rounds and one 
final round in the Quality Control Circle

Non-periodic

• Conducted two environmental education 
sessions, with 73 counts of participation by 
employees

• Conducted three sessions of “Be There 
with the Chairman Forum,” which were 
participated by a total of 90 individuals

• Employee compensation and benefits

• Protection of labor rights

• Talent placement and development

• Safety management

• Occupational safety
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Stakeholder Communication channel Performance of key communication points for 2018  Material topic

Shareholders and 
Investors 

Periodic

• Shareholders’ meeting (annually)

• Annual report (annually)

Non-periodic

• Market Observation Post System

• Company website - Investor Relations section

• THSRC Facebook page

• Spokesperson mailbox

Periodic

• Shareholders’ Meeting on May 24, 2018

• Investor Conference on March 23, 2018

• Investor Conference on June 20, 2018

• Investor Conference on September 12, 2018

• Investor Conference on December 19, 2018

• Safety management

• Compliance

• Operational strategies

• Corporate governance

• Operational performance

Partners

including non-governmental 
organizations and schools

Periodic

• Taiwan High Speed Rail In-Train 
Magazine 《TLife》(monthly)

Non-periodic

• Forum, coordination meeting, briefing and 
seminar

• Press release

Non-periodic

• Collaborated with the “After School 
Association of Taiwan,” raising a total of 
NT$8 million

• The THSRC Smiling Train Program assisted 
60 disadvantaged groups, and was 
participated by 5,185 individuals, with a total 
of NT$6,508,302 worth of tickets sponsored

• Organized observation and exchange 
activities for train attendants from JR 
Kyushu and controllers from Hakata 
General Control Center

• Organized the Railway Safety Seminar on 
July 19, 2018

• Organized eight campus recruitment 
seminars in 2018, which were participated 
by approximately 490 students

• Safety management

• Corporate image

• Disaster prevention and major incident 
countermeasures

• Climate change adaptation strategies

• Compliance

• Innovative services

Suppliers and 
Contractors

Periodic

• Financial safety report (quarterly)

• Annual damage prevention survey

• Insurance workshop (training/
seminar)

• Contractor meeting (every two 
months)

• Customer service meeting 
(monthly)

Non-periodic

• Initiation meeting for hazard notification

• Information survey

• Supplier/contractor meeting

• Online announcement

• Overseas supplier/contractor visits

• Customer service center visits

• Supplier evaluation and discussion 
(acceptance of new and existing suppliers)

• Loss survey

• Insurance claims meeting

Periodic

• Published four financial safety reports

• Conducted two damage prevention surveys

• Organized two insurance workshops

• Conducted two customer service meetings 
a month

Non-periodic

• Conducted 132 maintenance contract 
initiation meetings to promote hazard 
notification

• Implemented contract management, in which 
the responsible unit organized an agreement 
organization meeting every month

• Conducted labor and financial evaluation 
and discussion on a total of 550 
manufacturers

• Conducted one audit visit and one 
personal information audit visit at 
customer service centers

• Conducted six loss occurred surveys

• Organized two insurance claims meetings

• Supplier management

• Compliance

• Safety management

• Corporate image

• Operational strategies

Government 
and Competent 

Authorities

Periodic

• High Speed Rail Operation 
Coordination Meeting (Note 1) (first 
half of 2018, quarterly)

• Railway Operation Coordination 
Meeting (first half of 2018, 
quarterly)

• Annual regular HSR operation 
inspection by the Ministry of 
Transportation and Communications/
Railway Bureau (Note 2)

• Large-scale emergency response 
drill (every two years)

• Supervision mechanism (annually)

Non-periodic

• Project meeting with Tourism Bureau, 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Communications

• Business visit

• Promotional briefing

• Meeting description

• Temporary inspection

• Quality assurance inspection

Periodic

• Organized two high speed rail operation 
coordination meetings and two railway 
operation coordination meetings

• Ministry of Transportation and 
Communications/Railway Bureau organized 
one annual regular HSR operation 
inspection

Non-periodic

• No temporary inspection in 2018

• Safety management

• Disaster prevention and major incident 
countermeasures

• Compliance

• Product/Service quality

• Occupational health and safety

• Passenger rights

• Product price

• Traffic dispersion and transit services

Note: 1. The previous “High Speed Rail Operation Coordination Meeting” was no longer convened, and was merged into the “Railway Operation Coordination Meeting.”

 2. In June 11, 2018, Bureau of High Speed Rail, Ministry of Transportation and Communications (MOTC) was merged into Railway Bureau in order to provide an exchange and coordination platform for the operation of existing railway institutions (agencies).
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About Taiwan High Speed Rail Corporation
Subchapter title Material topic Management purpose Management method Assessment mechanism

Sustainability Strategies  

and Goals
Operational Strategies

Achieve the goals formulated by the 
organization and ensure that all relevant 
operations are carried out in order.

• Adhere to the five core values of “Discipline, Integrity, Efficiency, Innovation, and 
Sensibility,” and pursue the four attributes of “Real, Progressive, Passionate, and 
Premium” as we strive for sustainable management and innovation, in order to 
implement the vision and mission of THSRC.

• Develop four major sustainability strategies, draw up corresponding 
short-, medium- and long-term goals and actions plans, and track 
issue development and solution performance through the relevant 
assessment mechanisms.

• Develop the strategic planning procedure and budget management 
rules, and track the progress of each unit on a quarterly basis based 
on THSRC’s future strategies.

Operational Performance  

and Sustainable Practices

Operational  

Performance

Manage and optimize THSRC’s financial 
structure to lay the foundation for 
sustainable management, and seek 
maximum benefits for employees, 
shareholders, and creditors. At the 
same time, design a logo according 
to THSRC’s corporate culture, 
philosophy, and spirit, demonstrate 
the corporate image of THSRC through 
visual communication, and to be 
the platform for advancement and 
enjoyment.

• Specify a clear dividend policy in the Articles of Incorporation in accordance 
with the relevant laws and regulations. Distribute the profits generated by the 
management team and employees at THSRC in daily operations to shareholders, so 
that shareholders are willing to hold THSRC shares.

• Manage the status of assets, liabilities, and equity by having CPAs to review first-, 
second- and third-quarter financial statements, as well as audit and attest fourth-
quarter financial statements every year.

• Dividends distributed according to the surplus distribution 
plan submitted by the Board of Directors and approved by the 
shareholders’ meeting to meet the requirements of the dividend 
policy specified in the Articles of Incorporation.

• The status of assets, liabilities, and equity disclosed in the financial 
statements attested or reviewed by CPAs serves as the basis for 
management.

Corporate Image

• Formulate the “Corporate Identity Guidelines” to develop THSRC’s identity 
management system to ensure the distinctiveness, originality, and value of identity.

• Implement the 4T sustainability strategies, including Transportation, Technology, 
Taiwan, and Touch, to guide THSRC in providing and creating high-quality 
transportation services, or to highlight events of positive value.

• To be reviewed periodically by the responsible units in accordance 
with the rules and regulations listed on the left.

Operating Bases and Services

The THSRC commenced operations in 2007, headquartered in Nangang, provides transportation services to major cities in western Taiwan.

Total length of HSR line: 350 km, passing through 11 counties and 
cities, and 76 townships

Stations in service: 12 

Nangang, Taipei, Banqiao, Taoyuan, Hsinchu, Miaoli, Taichung, 
Changhua, Yunlin, Chiayi, Tainan, and Zuoying

Maintenance depots in service: 5

Depots have different functions from stations, and can be 
subdivided into main workshop, marshalling yard, civil engineering 
base and electrical engineering base, and maintenance base. At 
present, maintenance depots in service include Liujia/Hsinchu, 
Wuri/Taichung, Taibao/Chiayi, Zuoying/Kaohsiung, and Yanchao 
Main Workshop/Kaohsiung; while Xizhi Depot is currently pending.

In addition to providing fast, convenient and comfortable rail transport service, THSRC also offers affiliated services such as retail 

service and retail space leasing, thus creating added value and increasing income from affiliated services.

Our upstream industries mainly provide train carriages, construction services, track services, and other services related to the 

manufacturing and maintenance of service facilities and equipment. Midstream industries include the power supply industry, 

support activities for transportation related to train preparation, and operators related to the provision of transfer services, including 

the parking lot management industry, the freeway bus industry, the car rental industry and the taxi industry. Downstream industries 

comprise THSRC passengers or travel agencies which provide T Holiday packages.

In 2018, upon review and approval from the Board of Directors, the position of “Executive/Senior Vice President” was added to the 

organizational structure of THSRC, where this position is responsible for overlooking and supervising four major areas, including 

company-wide planning, operation, business, and administration. On the other hand, the “Engineering Technology Division” and 

the “Core Technology Service Department” were removed, while the “Core Technology Development Department” and the “Facility 

Engineering Department” were placed under the “Senior Vice President of Operation.” Furthermore, a unit named “Travel Business 

Related Department” was added under the Business Division, while the previous “Operation Safety Committee” was renamed “Safety 

Committee.” There were no significant changes to the supply chain in 2018.

Item Content

Rail Transport
• Fast, convenient and comfortable rail transport service, while offering different 

types of train services, including direct train, semi-direct train, and stopping train 
to meet the needs of the public.

Operation of  

Affiliated Services

• Retail space leasing (e.g., convenience stores, food and beverage, and service 
counters), parking lots at stations, advertising sales (e.g., lightboxes, column space, 
wall space, product displays, and train decorations), retail, trolley sales and others.

Business Scope of THSRC

Note: For details regarding rail transport service, please refer to the subchapter titled “Quality Services and Intelligent Transportation.” 
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Sustainability Strategies and Goals

Spirit of High Speed Rail and Mission of Sustainability

THSRC adheres to five core values of Discipline, Integrity, Efficiency, Innovation, and Sensibility, as the guiding principles for 

sustainable management and development. In addition to formulating the strategic planning procedure, and the development of 

the Company based on the Company’s future development strategies, we have always adhered to the concept of “Go Extra Mile,” 

thereby continuously improving quality and safety.

The external benefits generated from the operations of THSRC are well reflected economically, socially, and environmentally. 

Economically, we shorten travel time between the north and the south, and enhance time and cost benefits, while increasing the 

value of land use. We also foster the development capability of the local rail industry through operational activities and services 

in order to promote local and overall economic development. Socially, we provide a highly safe mode of transportation, which 

reduces social expenditures resulted from traffic accidents and brings people closer together. Environmentally, we balance various 

characteristics, including comfort, convenience, low carbon, low pollution and high efficiency, and reduce the impact of the public 

space of HSR stations on the environment by integrating green buildings.

With increasing emphasis on sustainable management internationally, external stakeholders are paying more attention to 

companies in the governance, social and environmental aspects. THSRC is Taiwan’s first public listed company in the railway 

transportation industry. In 2018, THSRC was selected and listed as a constituent in the FTSE4Good Emerging Index and the Taiwan 

Corporate Governance 100 Index, demonstrating that THSRC has gained recognition from domestic and international investors in 

terms of operational performance, corporate governance and corporate social responsibility. We will strive to practice sustainability 

in the provision of safe and high-quality transportation service, create value through a continuously optimized business model, and 

focus on the pursuit of long-term interests and sustainable management, with a view to establishing a sustainable momentum for 

local development in Taiwan.

THSRC Sustainability Strategy Blueprint

In 2017, THSRC developed the sustainability strategy blueprint, with 4Ts, including Transportation - Professional Transportation, 

Technology - Innovative Technology, Taiwan - Enhancing Local Connection, and Touch - Sustainable Care, as the backbone of 

sustainable management. In pursuit of better sustainable practices, we re-examined our sustainability strategy blueprint and 

adjusted the goals and directions of our sustainability strategy blueprint based on our operational strategies and future outlook 

in 2018, so as to enhance its consistency with the direction of our core businesses, thereby practicing sustainability with even 

greater drive.

Our sustainability strategy blueprint corresponds to eight UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), thus setting the direction of 

deepening and practicing sustainability at THSRC. In the future, we will continue to draw up short-, medium- and long-term goals 

and action plans based on the four major sustainability strategies by referencing international developments and local needs, 

and regularly track issue development and solution performance through the relevant assessment mechanisms, with a view to 

effectively promoting and implementing the concept of sustainability at THSRC. The goals of each sustainability strategy and its 

implementation measures in 2018 are listed as follows. The relevant details are described in the following chapters and subchapters. 
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4T component Goal Implementation measures in 2018
Corresponding SDGs

17 goals 169 targets

 Transportation

Continued to improve operational 

safety, actively face the impact of 

climate change on transportation, 

establish relevant early warning 

mechanisms, develop relevant 

response measures in collaboration 

with the government, and actively 

interact with residents along the 

HSR line to create positive values 

for the outside world.

• Set up three levels of safety committee to ensure operational safety, and a safe, hygienic 
and healthy workplace.

• Continued to promote the employee proposal improvement system and quality control 
circle activities, where proposals with the most outstanding improved performance in 2018 
were “Improvement of Chemical Spraying Method for Train Washing Machines” and “Station 
Ticketing Information System.”

8.3 Promote development-oriented policies that support productive activities, 
decent job creation, entrepreneurship, creativity and innovation, and encourage the 
formalization and growth of micro-, small- and medium-sized enterprises, including 
through access to financial services.

8.8 Protect labor rights and promote safe and secure working environments for all 
workers, including migrant workers, particular women migrants, and those in precarious 
employment.

• Continued to examine the weatherability of stations, equipment and routes, improved 
design thresholds in a timely manner and conducted drills.

9.1 Develop quality, reliable, sustainable and resilient infrastructure, including regional 
and trans-border infrastructure, to support economic development and human well-
being, with a focus on affordable and equitable access for all.

• Established early warning systems for slope safety, strengthened protection of tunnel portal 
slopes, conducted risk assessment and protection designs for scoured cross-river bridges, 
and other adaptation measures.

13.1 Strengthen resilience and adaptive capacity to climate-related hazards and natural 
disasters in all countries.

• Continued to develop relevant early warning and response measures in collaboration 
with the government, such as “Memorandum of Cooperation on Cross-border Disaster 
Prevention.”

• Sales executives at each station participated in activities non-periodically, and continuously 
interacted with residents and organizations along the HSR line.

17.14 Enhance policy coherence for sustainable development.

17.17 Encourage and promote effective public, public-private and civil society 
partnerships, building on the experience and resourcing strategies of partnerships.

 Technologies

Actively innovate and enhance 

technical capabilities, adopt new 

technologies and promote intelli-

gent transportation, continue 

to improve operations, services, 

safety and the efficiency and 

quality of emergency response, 

as well as adopt big data and 

digitalization to optimize customer 

experience and create a more 

convenient life.

• Monitored train running status in real time via IoT facilities.

• Monitored weather information in collaboration with the government and professional 
organizations.

9.1 Develop quality, reliable, sustainable and resilient infrastructure, including regional 
and trans-border infrastructure, to support economic development and human well-
being, with a focus on affordable and equitable access for all.

• Continued to improve services, software, hardware and packages for the convenience of 
specific groups, such as passenger guidance for elderly or disabled passengers traveling 
alone.

11.2 By 2030, provide access to safe, affordable, accessible and sustainable transport 
systems for all, improving road safety, notably by expanding public transport, with 
special attention to the needs of those in vulnerable situations, women, children, 
persons with disabilities and senior citizens.

• Promoted e-tickets and mobile payment, and introduced mobile payment services, 
including “Taiwan Pay (Debit Card)” and “GAMA Pay (Credit Card),” in order to reduce 
paper consumption.

12.2 By 2030, achieve the sustainable management and efficient use of natural 
resources.

12.5 By 2030, substantially reduce waste generation through prevention, reduction, 
recycling and reuse.

• Joined the International Union of Railways (UIC) and tracked weather items on the NAZCA 
platform under UIC and the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
(UNFCCC). (Note)

17.16 Enhance the global partnership for sustainable development, complemented 
by multi-stakeholder partnerships that mobilize and share knowledge, expertise, 
technologies and financial resources, to support the achievement of the sustainable 
development goals in all countries, in particular developing countries.

THSRC Sustainability Strategies, Goals, Implementation Measures in 2018 and Corresponding SDGs

Note: UIC is committed to reducing carbon emissions by 50% in 2030 and 75% in 2050 based on carbon emission levels in 1990. 
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4T component Goal Implementation measures in 2018
Corresponding SDGs

17 goals 169 targets

Taiwan

Actively cultivate local talents 

and establish industry-academia 

collaboration, strive to create 

opportunities for diverse products 

and different industries through 

our business model, become the 

platform for local life enjoyment 

and promote the prosperity and 

development of local industries 

by fostering the development 

capabilities of the local railway 

industry. At the same time, 

establish a sustainable supply chain 

management mechanism, and 

become the leader which guides the 

railway industry to sustainability.

• Established collaboration with colleges and universities, and promoted talent cultivation in 
Taiwan’s railway industry through industry-academia collaboration and internship programs, 
where a total of 50 station interns and 17 maintenance interns were accepted into our “College 
Summer Internship Experience Program” in 2018, and a total of 30 station interns and 20 
service interns were accepted into our internship program for the academic year.

4.4 By 2030, substantially increase the number of youth and adults who have relevant 
skills, including technical and vocational skills, for employment, decent jobs and 
entrepreneurship.

• Actively promoted local supply and enhanced the capabilities of local vendors.

• Provided equal employment opportunities through talent recruitment and development.

• Enhanced the professional competencies of personnel based on assessment and training.

• Launched the “Journey with THSR, Discover Taiwan” initiative and established 
collaboration with a diverse range of industries, collaborated with MRT services in various 
locations and the Taiwan Tourist Shuttle service through the “THSR Combo Tickets,” and 
organized the “Big Fun holiday break” event to drive the overall growth of combo ticket 
sales, where sales grew by more than 50% compared to that in 2017.

8.3 Promote development-oriented policies that support productive activities, 
decent job creation, entrepreneurship, creativity and innovation, and encourage the 
formalization and growth of micro-, small- and medium-sized enterprises, including 
through access to financial services.

8.5 By 2030, achieve full and productive employment and decent work for all women 
and men, including for young people and persons with disabilities, and equal pay for 
work of equal value.

8.6 By 2020, substantially reduce the proportion of youth not in employment, education 
or training.

8.9 By 2030, devise and implement policies to promote sustainable tourism that creates 
jobs and promotes local culture and products.

• Marketed various attractions in Taiwan through HSR to promote tourism benefits and the 
development of local tourism industry, reaching a total of 2.68 million passengers.

12.B Develop and implement tools to monitor sustainable development impacts for 
sustainable tourism that creates jobs and promotes local culture and products.

• Conducted exchanges and visits with domestic and international transportation operators 
by welcoming 46 delegations, comprising a total of 630 counts of visitors, in 2018.

• Organized observation and exchange activities with JR Kyushu Railway Company (JR Kyushu).

17.16 Enhance the global partnership for sustainable development, complemented 
by multi-stakeholder partnerships that mobilize and share knowledge, expertise, 
technologies, and financial resources, to support the achievement of the sustainable 
development goals in all countries, in particular developing countries.

Touch

Comprehensively improve the 

CSR governance mechanism, 

and strengthen the integration 

of governance and sustainable 

development by incorporating the 

CSR vision into corporate culture. 

In addition, promote employee 

development, implement energy 

conversation and carbon reduction 

to create positive environmental 

benefits, and actively support 

charity events, arts and ecological 

development as an important 

platform for strengthening the 

cohesion of Taiwan’s society.

• Organized the “High-Speed Educational Endowment Program” in collaboration with the 
“After School Association of Taiwan” to help economically disadvantaged groups obtain 
education opportunities.

4.1 By 2030, ensure that all girls and boys complete free, equitable and quality primary 
and secondary education leading to relevant and effective learning outcomes.

• Leased out the rooftop of maintenance depots to energy suppliers for the installation of 
solar power equipment in line with the government’s effort to promote renewable energy, 
thereby generating 7,140 MWh of electric power throughout the entire year.

• Installed solar panels at HSR stations to generate electric power for use by HSR stations. 
In 2018, completed application for Renewable Electricity Certificate for solar power 
generation systems at Miaoli, Changhua and Yunlin Stations, which were approved by the 
Bureau of Standards, Metrology and Inspection, Ministry of Economic Affairs.

7.2 By 2030, increase substantially the share of renewable energy in the global energy mix.

7.b By 2030, expand infrastructure and upgrade technology for supplying modern and 
sustainable energy services for all in developing countries, in particular least developed 
countries (LDCs) and small island developing states (SIDS).

• Set up the “Corporate Governance Promotion Committee” to develop strategies for 
optimizing corporate governance systems and functions, and review CSR policies.

• Organized “Taiwan High Speed Rail Opening Year of Arts” to exert the influence of HSR and 
support the development of arts in Taiwan.

8.9 By 2030, devise and implement policies to promote sustainable tourism that creates 
jobs and promotes local culture and products.

• Established collaboration with education and charitable organizations in order to help 
disadvantaged groups fulfill their dreams of taking the HSR train for free.

• Offer concession tickets for the elderly and disabled local passengers.

11.2 By 2030, provide access to safe, affordable, accessible and sustainable transport 
systems for all, improving road safety, notably by expanding public transport, with 
special attention to the needs of those in vulnerable situations, women, children, 
persons with disabilities and older persons.

• Continued to improve and management operational energy efficiency through trains 
energy- saving driving and equipment settings.

9.4 By 2030, upgrade infrastructure and retrofit industries to make them sustainable, with 
increased resource-use efficiency and greater adoption of clean and environmentally 
sound technologies and industrial processes, with all countries taking action in 
accordance with their respective capabilities.

• Reduced the impact of public transportation on the environment through energy 
management and waste recycling mechanisms.

• Increased the procurement of eco-friendly products to reduce the impact of supply chain 
on the environment.

12.5 By 2030, substantially reduce waste generation through prevention, reduction, 
recycling and reuse.

12.7 Promote public procurement practices that are sustainable, in accordance with 
national policies and priorities.

THSRC Sustainability Strategies, Goals, Implementation Measures in 2018 and Corresponding SDGs
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Item Unit 2016 2017 2018

Sales volume (rail transport)
thousands of 
passenger-km

10,488,340  11,103,359 11,558,787

Sales value

Rail transport NT$ thousands 39,433,807 42,221,888 44,098,796

Sales revenue NT$ thousands 198,547 189,262 208,683

Other income such as rent NT$ thousands 978,552 1,023,892 1,107,528

Operating ratios

Rail transport 97.10% 97.21% 97.10%

Sales income 0.49% 0.43% 0.46%

Other income such as rent 2.41% 2.36% 2.44%

EBITDA and EBTDA (note)

EBITDA NT$ thousands 29,416,483 31,657,691 32,921,179

EBTDA NT$ thousands 21,156,372 24,290,438 26,409,766

Turnover and profitability

Operating revenue NT$ thousands 40,610,906 43,435,042 45,415,007

Gross profit NT$ thousands 14,637,733 18,821,397 20,333,613

Net operating margin NT$ thousands 13,699,496 17,754,984 19,144,964

Net income before tax NT$ thousands 4,997,575 6,478,500 7,311,823

Net income after tax NT$ thousands 4,149,098 5,339,905 10,696,381

Assets, liabilities and equity

Total assets NT$ thousands 461,207,372 440,060,457 433,057,069

Total liabilities NT$ thousands 400,143,691 377,042,108 363,644,056

Total shareholders’ equity NT$ thousands 61,063,681 63,018,349 69,413,013

Note: 1. EBITDA: Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization

 2. EBTDA: Earnings before taxes, depreciation and amortization

Operational Performance and Sustainable Practices

Financial Performance Economic Value Distribution

2016 2017 2018

Operating costs

Operating costs  
(total)

25,973,173 24,613,645 25,081,394

Operating expenses 
(total)

938,237 1,066,413 1,188,649

Employee salaries  
and benefits

3,983,519 4,361,246 4,650,413

Dividend payout 3,376,976 4,221,220 6,303,688 (Note 1)

Interest payment 8,375,559 7,463,329 6,618,272

Payments to the 
government

Taxes (Note 2) 2,152,961 1,930,247 (Note 3) 2,078,937

Feedback fund 1,883,383 3,180,612 647,850

Rental expenses 704,739 831,722 835,601

Community investment 3,026 4,784 11,758

Note: 1. It refers to the amount proposed by the Board of Directors. The Company’s surplus distribution plan for 2018 was approved in the annual 

shareholders’ meeting convened on May 30, 2019.

 2. Government tax payments include business tax, profit-seeking enterprise income tax and other taxes.

 3. Due to the fact that the Company applied for and obtained the approval of the Ministry of Finance for exemption from profit-seeking enterprise 

income tax in 2018 in accordance with the “Statute for Encouragement of Private Participation in Transportation Infrastructure Projects,” taxes 

for the year were recalculated.

Unit: NT$ thousands

Operating costs
Community 
investment

Interest payment

Payments to the
 government

Dividend payout

Employee salaries 
and benefits

Cash outlays that occur 
outside the organization 
for the purchase of raw 
materials, product parts, 
site facilities and services

Including total salary, as 
well as payments, periodic 
contributions, and other 
employee subsidies made 
to the government

Dividends paid to all 
shareholders

All taxes and penalties paid 
at international, domestic 
and regional levels

Voluntary donations and 
investments whose target 
beneficiaries are 
non-organizational 
external units

Interests paid to lenders
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Type Purpose/Description 2016 2017 2018

Tax deduction  

and credit

Tax credit applicable to capital expenditures 
invested in personnel training specified in 
Article 29 of the “Statute for Encouragement 
of Private Participation in Transportation 
Infrastructure Projects” (Note 1)

2,272 4,351 3,687

Five-year tax exemption specified in Article 
28 of the “Statute for Encouragement of 
Private Participation in Transportation 
Infrastructure Projects” (Note 2)

– 1,264,751 2,841,765

Investment 

subsidies, research 

and development 

subsidies and 

other related 

subsidies

Subsidy for the “2016 Upgrade Plan for 
Highway Public Transportation - Taiwan 
High Speed Rail Multi-Card Ticket Integration 
Transfer Service Project” issued by the Bureau 
of High Speed Rail, Ministry of Transportation 
and Communications (MOTC)

9,171 3,930 –

Subsidy program for 4G Smart Broadband 
Application in Cities (Taiwan High Speed Rail 
iTaiwan Application Service Project) - High 
Speed Rail Wi-Fi Smart Application Project 
issued by the Industrial Development 
Bureau, Ministry of Economic Affairs

– – 24,049

Note: 1. The amount of deductible tax return in 2016 and 2017 have been verified by CPAs, whereas the amount of deductible tax return in 2018 is yet 

to be verified by CPAs.

2. The Company applied for five-year exemption from profit-seeking enterprise income tax in accordance with Article 28 of the “Statute for 

Encouragement of Private Participation in Transportation Infrastructure Projects.” On April 13, 2018, exemption from profit-seeking enterprise 

income tax for this case was approved by the Ministry of Finance, and the scope of tax exemption was determined in accordance with ticket 

fare income for passenger transit and transportation charge income for cargoes specified in Subparagraph 1, Paragraph 1, Article 3 of the 

“Regulations Governing Application of Profit-seeking Enterprise Income Tax Exemption to Private Institutions Participating in Transportation 

and Communication Infrastructure Projects.” In addition, the Company has chosen to delay the start of tax exemption period to January 

1, 2017 for exemption from profit-seeking enterprise income tax for five consecutive years within the scope of statutory tax exemption in 

accordance with Paragraph 2, Article 28 of the “Statute for Encouragement of Private Participation in Transportation Infrastructure Projects.”

Government Subsidies Unit: NT$ thousands

Operational Performance

Indicator Unit 2016 2017 2018

Number of train services times 51,106 51,751 52,437

Passenger volume thousands 56,586 60,571 63,963

Punctuality rate  
(arrival within five minutes of scheduled time, 

excluding delays due to force majeure)
% 99.58 99.78 99.76

Reliability rate  
(excluding delays due to force majeure)

% 100 100 100

Average delay time for arrival  
at terminal station

minutes 0.250 0.102 0.170

Shareholding Structure

THSRC was officially listed on the Taiwan Stock Exchange on October 27, 2016, and was the first rail transportation operator to be 

listed in Taiwan. As of April 1, 2019, the shareholding structure of THSRC is shown as follows:

Financial Performance in 2018

After the implementation of the “High Speed Rail Financial Solutions,” THSRC has a sound financial structure, thereby laying a solid 

foundation for sustainable development. We continue to optimize our financial structure and improve our operating profits. With a 

sound financial structure, we conduct assessments and decision-making with regard to governance, operations, and development 

planning from the perspective of sustainable management, leading the growth of THSRC.

Foreign institutions and individuals 
14%

Individuals 10%

Government agencies 45%
Public institutions 4%

Financial institutions 9%

Other legal entities 18%

Performance Highlights

In 2018, our cumulative revenue was NT$45.42 billion, an increase of 4.6% from the 

previous year. Meanwhile, our net income before tax was NT$7.31 billion, an increase of 

12.8% from the same period last year, and our net income after tax was NT$10.7 billion, a 

significant increase of 100.4% from the same period last year.

Action Plan

• THSRC successfully reduced interest rates of syndicated loans through negotiations with bank 

consortiums to save on interest expenses.

• In July 2018, THSRC once again repaid the principal for Transche A Facility of syndicated loan 

totaled NT$10 billion in advance. From 2016 to 2018, THSRC has settled the principal for 

long-term syndicated loans up to NT$72.2 billion.

• THSRC successfully obtained the “5-year tax exemption” from the government.
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Subchapter title Material topic Management purpose Management method Assessment mechanism

Safety Services and 

Responsible  

Transportation

Safety management

Ensure the safety of every 
passenger, employee and 
other public users.

• Establish the Safety Committee covering different levels and functions to manage issues such 
as reviewing safety performance, verifying the implementation of safety management, etc., 
and regularly supervise, review, and manage abnormal events in train services due to natural 
disasters.

• Perform audits to examine whether the implementation of safety 
management meets specific standards, assess whether each unit 
has fulfilled its safety responsibilities and carry out its functions 
according to the relevant regulations, and confirm whether the 
system is continuously operating in an effective manner.

Product/Service quality
• Implement the ISO 9001 Quality Management System, and establish quality policy. • Each unit has established QKPI for quality goals including safety, 

reliability, efficiency, and customer satisfaction, and developed a 
review mechanism for regular review, discussion, and examination.

Disaster Prevention  

and Professional 

Response

Climate change  

adaptation strategies

Reduce possible hazards 
caused by climate change 
impacts to travel services, 
strengthen the climate 
resilience of our operations 
and enhance disaster 
prevention and response.

• Set up “Disaster Warning System” (DWS) in train operations along the HSR line to reduce the 
threat of natural disasters and external factors to train services, and prevent accidents and 
disruption of operations.

• The Operational Safety Committee will periodically supervise, 
review, and manage abnormal incidents in train services caused by 
natural disasters to continuously improve operational safety and 
strengthen climate change adaptation capabilities.

Disaster prevention and  

major incident  

countermeasures

• Plan overall preventive and response measures for three major risk factors affecting the safety of 
HSR train services, namely “natural environment,” “human factor,” and “equipment anomalies.”

• Provide the necessary procedures, principles, and guidelines through the emergency management 
plan so that our personnel possess the ability to cope with various types of emergencies that 
endanger the safety of railway personnel or railway systems.

• Each responsible unit shall organize disaster prevention and response 
drills based on plans.

Smooth Travel  

in Adherence  

to Commitment

Passenger rights

Maximize capacity and 
efficiency with flexible train 
schedule and train stopping 
patterns, in order to satisfy 
the travel needs of all types 
of passengers. Furthermore, 
in order to reduce the impact 
of operational activities on 
neighboring communities, 
THSRC has established 
management regulations, 
effective communications 
and tracking operations, in 
hopes of creating a win-win 
situation involving corporate 
sustainability and mutual 
benefits for communities.

• Publish important information, such as “Passenger Transportation Contract” and related notices, 
station operating hours, train schedules, ticket fares, miscellaneous fees that may be derived 
from passenger transport services, in noticeable areas on THSRC’s website and at each HSR 
station. At the same time, establish the “THSRC Corporate Website and Subwebsites Development 
Regulation” to ensure the implementation of information update-related management.

• Understand customers’ feelings and aspects of services that require 
improvement by conducting customer satisfaction survey every year, 
and submit customer feedback to the quality management process 
at each department and customer feedback review meetings among 
departments, so as to facilitate the implementation of improvements.

Product price
• Establish the “Ticket Price Management Regulation,” and implement the regulation in 

accordance with the relevant laws and regulations, construction and operation contracts, 
market conditions, and marketing needs.

• Periodically track the achievement rate of budgets and marketing 
projects, and report the implementation of discount fares mar-
keting in the previous year to the Board of Directors every May.

Traffic dispersion  

and transit services

• Formulate each traffic dispersion plan through rigorous internal procedures, and implement 
them after being submitted to the Ministry of Transportation and Communications (MOTC) 
for future reference.

• Periodically track and observe the status of train reservation during 
traffic dispersion periods, discuss the need and feasibility of additional 
train runs, and reserve spare trains for ad hoc scheduling.

Reduction of noise  

and vibrations

• Establish the “High Speed Rail Noise Autonomous Improvement Plan” and the “Work Plan for 
Noise Prevention and Improvement among Sporadic Households along the High Speed Rail 
Line.”

• Formulate the “High Speed Rail Noise Case Handling Process” and 
set up the “Noise Prevention Project Team” to continuously control 
the impact of noise on communities along the HSR line.

Safety Services and Responsible Transportation

THSRC celebrated its 11th anniversary of operation in 2018 and has maintained zero operational accident. In 2018, THSRC’s punctuality rate was 

99.76%, whereas the average delay time was only 0.17 minutes and has demonstrated performance of international level in the railway industry. 

With an average passenger volume of approximately 175,000 people per day, we bear the responsibility of ensuring the safety of every passenger 

and providing high-quality travel. All the decisions and actions are formulated and implemented with safety as the highest guiding principle.

Safety Management and Culture

We are committed to building an operational safety management mechanism with risk management as the backbone, properly applying 

internationally recognized risk assessment and safety management methods, and implementing risk prevention and full personnel participation. 

Each section must follow the relevant operating procedures to ensure operational safety and maintain a high-quality safety culture.

Spirit of Safety Service

The “Operational Safety Plan” is adopted as the highest level of safety regulations for safety management at THSRC. The plan combines railway 

operations and maintenance, high speed rail systems and related new businesses, development and implementation, as well as integrates 

the principles of Plan-Do-Check-Act (P-D-C-A), thereby effectively achieving the strategies and goals of THSRC through the implementation and 

continuous improvement of 12 safety management elements.

Safety policy

Plan

Act

Check

Do

Safety Management System — Operational Safety Plan

• Safety responsibility

• System safety, risk management, 
and control

• Safety goals and supervision

• Formulation, publication, 
and review of regulations

• Safety Committee

• Communication on safety issues

• Employee competencies and 
performance

• Disaster prevention and response 
management

• Contractor, supplier, and visitor 
management

• Safety inspection and audits

• Reporting, investigation, and 
analysis of incidents and 
accidents
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Dedicated Safety Management Framework

We have established three levels of safety committees to implement full personnel participation and provide a platform to jointly 

learn about the implementation of safety management and relevant improvement measures, with a view to ensuring operation 

safety and workplace safety and health.

Organizational Structure of Safety Committees in 2018

Board of Directors

President

Safety Committee

Operational Safety 

Committee

Senior Hazard  

Review Group

Hazard Review 
Group

Safety Regulation 
Review Committee

Technical Reporting-cum-
Incident and Accident 

Improvement Committee

Operation  
Division Safety 

Committee

Maintenance 
Management Division 

Safety Committee

Information Security 

Management Committee

Occupational Safety and 

Health Committee

Company-level 
(Policy/Strategy) 

Committees

Cross-division-level 
(Management/
Supervision) 
Committees

Division-level 
(Functional) 
Committees

Company-level Committees

• Serve as the highest safety committee at company level, and review major internal and 
external safety issues.

• Formulate the Company’s safety-related policies and implementation strategies to ensure 
the safety of passengers and the HSR system, and control corporate risks.

• Report all safety-related management matters to the Board of Directors.

Cross-division-level 
Committees

• Report the effectiveness of safety management system to Safety Committee.

• Responsible for managing and supervising safety implementation performance to ensure 
that all the operations at THSRC can run effectively in safety management systems.

Division-level Functional 
Committees

• Responsible for day-to-day operations at all divisions and continuously monitor the 
operation of their safety management systems.

• Develop and review safety management strategies that meet the purpose of company 
safety, as well as supervise and review safety implementation performance, to ensure that 
all the operations at THSRC can run effectively in safety management systems.

Note: 1. The Company-level Safety Committee convenes a meeting every six months. The Occupational Safety and Health Committee, as well as the 

Operational Safety Committee and the Information Safety Management Committee at cross-division-level convene a meeting every quarter. The 

Operation Division Committee and the Maintenance Management Division Safety Committee at division-level convene a meeting every month.

2. In 2018, the title “Chief Executive Officer” was changed to “President” in line with the amendment of THSRC’s Articles of Incorporation. Furthermore, 

in line with organizational restructuring at THSRC, “Operation Sub-division” and “Maintenance Sub-division” were amended to “Operation Division” 

and “Maintenance Management Division.” The Construction Management Division was included in the operation of the Maintenance Management 

Division Safety Committee and the Operational Safety Committee as the Construction Management Division was transferred to the Maintenance 

Management Division due to organizational restructuring, or certain units were placed directly under the Executive Vice President.

3. The Occupational Safety and Health Committee is parallel to other safety committees, and is tightly connected to employee safety. For more details, 

refer to the subchapter titled “Protection of Rights and Considerate Care.” 

According to the safety and health policy of THSRC, every colleague is responsible for maintaining his/her personal safety, and 

protecting the safety of service targets and HSR assets for which he/she is responsible. Furthermore, our colleagues are given the 

appropriate management or execution responsibilities according to their positions as indicated in their work instructions, in order to 

fully implement safety management.

To implement operational safety, we carry out safety policy planning, formulate strategies and supervise the implementation 

of these strategies through safety committees at various levels, so that every employee understands and adopts THSRC’s safety 

regulations, with a view to providing our passengers and colleagues with a safety first operational environment.

Safety and Quality Services

Providing safety and quality services are important mission of THSRC. We promote our quality policy from top to bottom, extending 

from the Quality Management Committee chaired by the President to all employees, with a view to internalizing quality into our DNA.

Safety and Quality Management System

THSRC’s quality management system is built on the requirements of ISO 9001 Quality Management System, and ensures the 

implementation of quality policies through regular meetings.

Quality Review Mechanism

We conduct quality control and inspection of internal operations in three major areas of “operations,” “maintenance,” and “customer 

service,” in order to ensure full implementation of quality management. During traffic dispersion of long holiday periods, crowd control 

and service status are observed at stations and on trains, and the observation results are reported for the reference of operating units. 

Each opportunity for improvement is regularly tracked, reviewed, improved, and concluded so as to provide rail transport service with 

“safety,” “reliability,” “efficiency,” and “customer satisfaction” to the public. From the perspective of life cycle, we have configuration 

baseline for operation-related facilities, equipment, and related system hardware and software components, and conducts regular 

review to ensure that passengers can enjoy safe and quality services when trains are traveling on the track at high speed.

Configuration Identification

Annual quality management  

review meeting

This meeting is convened annually, hosted 
by the President, and participated by the 
head of each division and office at THSRC.

It serves to review the implementation 
of THSRC’s quality management system 
and the continued applicability of THSRC’s 
quality management system.

Quarterly quality  

representative meeting

This meeting is hosted by THSRC’s quality 
representative (Head of Quality Assurance 
Office), and participated by quality repre-
sentatives designated by each unit.

It ensures the implementation of quality 
policy from top to bottom.

Item Content

Main categories
Core, trackside equipment, track, closed circuit television,  
facility, station, maintenance depot, and depot equipment

Total monitored items 34,955

Percentage of configuration monitored items 80.78%

Verification method/frequency Internal verification by the Quality Assurance Office/once every quarter

To continuously improve the quality of operation and maintenance, and ensure that THSRC’s quality management system moves with 

the times, THSRC appointed a third party to conduct certification on overall core business covering “HSR management, maintenance and 

passenger service” in 2018 according to the new version of ISO 9001 published by the International Standards Organization (ISO) in 2015. 

No non-compliance was found in this round of certification; thus, THSRC successfully passed this round of version transfer. In addition, 

the government also plays a supervisory role in external quality assurance, while the Railway Bureau, Ministry of Transportation and 

Communications (MOTC) conducts regular inspection, temporary inspection and other items on the HSR operations every year.
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In 2011, THSRC launched the employee proposal improvement system to encourage employee participation, so that quality 

and service are closer to customer needs. We also incorporated Quality Control Circle (QCC) activities to drive toward continuous 

improvement of quality, safety, and operational efficiency, which not only improves the timeliness of overall operations, but also 

achieves positive benefits such as lowering operating costs.

The most outstanding quantifiable improved 

performance in 2018 — Improvement of Chemical 

Spraying Method for Train Washing Machines

The most outstanding quantifiable improved 

performance in 2018 — 

Station Ticketing Information System

Chemical spraying methods for train washing machines 

were analyzed to determine the best improvement 

mode, saving approximately NT$3 million worth of 

chemicals used for train washing machines while 

reducing water and electricity costs.

THSRC Chairman Chiang Yao-Chung presented the certificate of 
appreciation to the members of the Red Star Circle Team from 
the Rolling Stock Maintenance Department who won the Golden 
Tower Award in the unity category during the 31st Taiwan 
Continuous Improvement Awards.

It allows the website to provide real-time ticketing 

information to all managers as reference through 

the updated design of ticketing information system, 

which greatly assists in decision-making during traffic 

dispersion.

In addition, in order to improve the overall safety awareness toward domestic railway operations and encourage horizontal 

exchanges and experience sharing in the industry, THSRC organized the “Railway Safety Seminar,” which revolved mainly around 

railway safety risk management, on July 19, 2018, and invited supervisors and managers from various domestic railway operators to 

exchange management experiences on related issues.

The seminar was full of enthusiastic discussions and produced fruitful results, in which a total of seven railway safety-related topics 

were presented. Discussion topics in the seminar mainly focused on areas including “Analysis and Outlook of Railway Accident 

Investigation and Safety Supervision Mechanism,” “System Operation Reliability Management Practices and Promotion,” and 

“Disaster Management and Emergency Response.” The seminar was attended by a total of 37 participants from domestic railway 

institutions, such as Taiwan Railways Administration, Taipei Rapid Transit Corporation, Taoyuan Metro Corporation, and Institute of 

Transportation, Ministry of Transportation and Communications (MOTC), as well as Railway Bureau. Through exploration, exchange 

and experience learning, we achieve the goal of raising overall safety awareness toward railway operations, and improve the quality 

of passenger, public and operational safety while promoting the safety culture of teamwork.

Quality Advancement Direction and Review

Since 2008, THSRC has facilitated internally and established quantitative quality performance indicators (QKPI) to continuously 

improve various operations. We track the implementation status of these indicators every quarter, and conduct review and 

improvements on related operations that are yet to meet targets to ensure that the operations meet the performance of four 

categories, including passenger safety, reliability, efficiency, and customer satisfaction.

In terms of operational safety, we are proud of our zero-accident record, no accidents or injuries to passengers or to the general 

public were caused by train service operations in 2018. Along with the efforts of our colleagues, we also successfully met the targets 

of performance indicators (passenger injury rate) associated with passengers.

Quality Performance Indicators

Group photo of participants during the 2018 Railway Safety 
Seminar.

Area Item Formula

2016 2017 2018

Target/
Estimated 

value

Achieved 
value

Target/
Estimated 

value

Achieved 
value

Target/
Estimated 

value

Achieved 
value

Passenger injury rate 
(severe injury and death)

Passenger injury (severe injury 
and death) per million trips

0 0 0 0 0 0

Passenger injury rate 
(minor injury and 

medical treatment)

Passenger injury (minor injury 
and medical treatment) per 
million trips

<0.08 0 <0.04 0 ≦0.04 0.03

Passenger injury rate 
(minor injury)

Passenger injury (minor injury) 
per million trips

<0.20 0.05 <0.10 0.08 ≦0.10 0.06

Five-minute  
punctuality rate

Number of train runs with delays 
within five minutes of scheduled 
time/Total number of train 
services

>99.0% 99.58% >99.1% 99.78% > 99.5% 99.8%

Automatic Fare  
Collection System (AFCS) 

station equipment 
availability rate

[(Total operating time of main 
equipment every season - Total 
downtime of main equipment 
every season)/Total operating 
time of main equipment every 
season]*100%

99.60% 99.99% 99.90% 99.99% 

This 
item was 
canceled 
in 2018

This 
item was 

canceled in 
2018 (Note)

Customer feedback 
response rate

Number of cases replied within 
7 days/Total number of cases

≧99% 100% ≧ 99% 100% ≧  99% 100%

Overall service 
satisfaction

Number of respondents giving 
5 points and 4 points in the 
customer satisfaction category/
Total number of respondents

≧94% 94% ≧ 94% 95% ≧ 95% 96%

Note: THSRC re-examines the KPIs of each item every year, and revises as appropriate. The maintenance of the Automatic Fare Collection System (AFCS) 
was originally outsourced, but has been taken over by THSRC since 2018 and placed under the maintenance of information systems at THSRC. 
Since the statistics on the maintenance of AFCS equipment was not listed separately, this KPI was removed in 2018.

(%)

95

93

97

2016 2017 2018

95%
94%

96%

(year)

94% 94%
95%

▇ Achieved value

▇ Target

External Quality Inspection Items
External unit Item 2016 2017 2018

Certification company Certification of ISO 9001 Certification/renewal Routine audit
ISO 9001 certification 

of version transfer

Government units
Annual regular operational 
inspection and temporary 

inspection
Three times Four times Once 
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Station and Route Safety and Risk Management

After daily train operations, railway maintenance personnel conducts routine inspections to ensure the safety of rail tracks and civil 

works. In 2018, a total of 1,800 turnouts were inspected, while routine rail track inspections and rail track irregularity inspections 

were completed over a distance of 8,389 km. In addition to rail track maintenance, daily inspection and maintenance of HSR 

facilities, including stations, trains, mechanical and electrical facilities, civil structures, route safety, etc., include safety inspection of 

various facilities.

In addition, the hazard management mechanism is a mandatory part of safety management at THSRC to ensure the operational 

safety of the HSR system and effectively manage possible hazards arising from operations, maintenance, and engineering projects. 

THSRC’s Hazard Review Group (HRG) is an independent group whose members originate from different professional fields. The group 

convenes regular meetings every month to review reported hazard information and the appropriateness of related risk assessment, 

as well as whether hazard controller proposes mitigations in compliance with proper procedures and techniques, so that risks can be 

reduced to ALARP (As Low As Reasonably Practicable) level. As of 2018, the hazard risk levels identified by the HRG meetings for three 

consecutive years have lied within the risk tolerance range.

Inspection and Maintenance Performance for 2018
Category Cycle Number of trainsets maintained

Daily inspection Every two days 5,062 trainsets

Monthly inspection Every 30 days or 30,000 km 652 trainsets

Bogie inspection Every 18 months or 600,000 km 30 trainsets

General inspection Every 36 months or 1.2 million km 16 trainsets

Establishment of warning 
system for slope safety

Strengthen protection of  
tunnel portal slopes

Risk assessment and  
protection designs for  

scoured cross-river bridges

Compiling the experience in slope management and prevention over the past 11 years 
of operation, and planning to construct a warning system for slope safety based on 
rainfall intensity.

Taking into account of future increasing frequency of extreme rainstorms, the 
inspection and protection works of HSR tunnel portal slopes along sections in Hsinchu 
and Miaoli will be strengthened in the future.

Conducting risk assessment and protection of scoured cross-river bridges annually to 
ensure HSR facility and operational safety.

THSRC’s Climate Change Adaptation Measures (2018-2022)

Disaster Prevention and Professional Response

Climate Change Adaptation 

THSRC actively faces the impact of climate change. With regard to the “Adaptation Strategy to Climate Change in Taiwan” proposed 

by the National Development Council, we continue to assist the Institute of Transportation, Ministry of Transportation and 

Communications (MOTC) in conducting research related to climate change adaptation, participate in the development of the railway 

and highway climate change adaptation information platform and the expansion of its functions, and strengthen the analytical 

functions regarding vulnerability and risk of the information platform, with a view to supporting decision-making analysis of climate 

change by railway and highway competent authorities. Furthermore, THSRC has also signed the “Memorandum of Cooperation 

on Cross-border Disaster Prevention” with the Central Weather Bureau, Ministry of Transportation and Communications (MOTC) to 

enhance meteorological interpretation capabilities through mutual cooperation, while serving as an important reference for THSRC 

to make traffic dispersion decisions and assess track safety during disasters. All the facilities built by THSRC for “flood prevention, 

earthquake prevention and wind damage prevention” comply with domestic and international regulations.

In order to develop risk maps and examine adaptation gaps, based on the “Research of Climate Change Adaptation Action Plan of 

Railway and Highway Systems” conducted by the Institute of Transportation, Ministry of Transportation and Communications (MOTC), 

and “Taiwan Climate Change Projection and Information Platform” executed by the “National Science and Technology Center for 

Disaster Reduction” (NCDR), THSRC set climate change scenarios and analyze the recurrence period for climate change with different 

frequencies. The effects of climate change on railways mainly include increase in rainfall and rainfall intensity, as well as increase 

in the frequency and intensity of extreme weather phenomena such as typhoons and cyclones. The HSR core system has referenced 

past climate change data during the design stage, and has incorporated the relevant protection and monitoring devices into its 

overall design, in order to reduce potential damage to operations caused by climate change.

According to results from the “Research of Climate Change Adaptation Strategies and Vulnerability Assessment Indicators of Major 

Highway and Railways Constructions” conducted by the Institute of Transportation, Ministry of Transportation and Communications 

(MOTC) in 2015, there were no high-vulnerability hotspots in the current status of the HSR system. On the other hand, only the 

northern section of Changhua was a high-exposure area, mainly because of the potential impact of geological disasters on 

the embankments and cuts along this section, whereas no potential impact was identified in the elevated section along other 

central and southern regions. Due to the high adaptability of existing facilities and management mechanisms of HSR, including 

maintenance and protection of facility structure, disaster warning system (DWS) (please refer to “Real-time Detection and Disaster 

Prevention - Disaster Warning System” for more details), emergency response mechanism, etc., sections with medium or high 

potential impact are yet to be considered as vulnerability hotspots after assessment has been conducted. We will continue to utilize 

existing monitoring and management mechanisms along the HSR line in order to cope with operational safety risks.

The operational insurance plan at THSRC has taken into account various risk effects in a reasonable manner, including natural disasters 

(e.g., earthquakes, typhoons, torrential rain, slope sliding, rockfalls, etc.), human factors (e.g., vandalism on equipment, arson, 

explosives, violent attacks, hostage-taking, etc.), and equipment anomalies (e.g., system failures). In addition to taking out adequate 

operational asset insurance on important operational assets, THSRC also takes out business interruption insurance to compensate for 

the financial impact of possible decrease in revenue and additional operating expenses resulted from damage to operating assets.
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Train Safety and Disaster Prevention and Response

The risk factors affecting HSR train safety can mainly be divided into three types, namely natural disasters (e.g., earthquakes, typhoons, 

torrential rain, slope sliding, rockfalls, etc.), human factors (e.g., vandalism on equipment, arson, explosives, violent attacks, hostage-

taking, etc.), and equipment anomalies (e.g., signaling system failures, turnout failures, train bogie failures, power line sag, etc.). We 

plan overall prevention and response measures by prioritizing passenger and personnel safety according to the three types of risk factor. 

During emergency repair of equipment, we try to avoid damages or delays from spreading as the primary considerations.

To ensure that our colleagues at all levels familiarize themselves with various emergency procedures, we formulate training 

programs every year to conduct drills regularly and without warning for various hypothetical scenarios, and discloses our prevention 

and response measures to the outside world via this report and our corporate website. Besides, in order to keep train operations in 

a safe state at all times, we have built a train safety system of high standards, while monitoring the operating status of trains at all 

times using advanced track technology and ensuring the safety of each passenger using safety technology.

Emergency Response Flow Chart

Authorized personnel takes  
corrective actions

DWS receives incoming warning signal
Employee or external personnel  

discovers warning signal

Notify the chief controller at OCC

Set up an emergency response team

Carry out rescue and repair operations

Conduct operations resumption assessment

Resume operations

Prepare recovery report

Notify the emergency response convener  
and head of the relevant departments

Contact external emergency 
supporting units

Contact external emergency 
supporting units

Consult relevant controller

Conduct investigation

Prepare investigation report

Notify government agencies

Notify and discuss with local 
government agencies about 

rescue operations

Emergency occurs

Natural Disaster Warning Mechanism

Apart from the climate change adaptations above, THSRC has formulated internal plans and regulations in accordance with regulations 

related to disaster prevention and fire prevention, and promotes various disaster prevention works at all stations and depots according 

to requirements. Standard operating procedures for various disaster responses are examined independently by international experts at 

the stage of government inspection, which adequately responds to various disasters that may affect the safety of passengers and HSR.

Natural Disaster Prevention Measures

THSRC fully considered the earthquake resistance of civil facilities according to national specifications and standards at the 

beginning of the design and construction of the HSR system, and established corresponding response methods for natural disasters, 

such as earthquakes, typhoons, and torrential rain. Although Taiwan is located in the Pacific Rim which results in high incidence of 

earthquake, THSRC possesses the ability to quickly integrate the mobilization and recovery of domestic and foreign resources. During 

an unexpected dramatic change, THSRC is able to quickly resume operation to reduce the inconvenience caused to passengers, 

thereby providing the public with safe, convenient, and high-quality travel services.

Event 2018 Response methods

Earthquakes (Note)

February 6, March 
20, May 4, August 
18, October 3, and 
November 26

These events did not cause any damage to the railway system facilities. After 
warning was sent by the earthquake detector, trains traveling along the 
affected sections were stopped according to automatic system setting. Besides, 
the necessary civil structure inspections and visual inspection of trains were 
conducted according to the relevant procedures. The facilities resumed normal 
operation after confirming that no anomalies were found.

Typhoons and 
torrential rain

June 13, June 19, July 
2, August 8, August 
22, and September 9

These events did not cause any damage to the railway system facilities. 
Temporary speed limitation and train operation scheduling were conducted 
according to typhoon forecast and monitoring of rainfall and wind speed by 
natural disaster warning detectors.

Note: For THSRC’s earthquake response plan and passenger response, please refer to THSRC’s “High Speed Rail Encyclopedia - High Speed Rail 

Earthquake Prevention and Response.” 

Natural Disaster Events Affecting Operations

Type of 
prevention Passive prevention Predicted or knowable  

disaster prevention
Detection and prevention 

along operating routes

Earthquake prevention 
for civil structural 

facilities

Position of 
prevention

Station facilities and 
operating trains

HSR operation sites and  
operating trains

Operating trains
Elevated bridges, tunnels  

and flat sections

Content of 
prevention 
measures

Construct station 
facilities and operating 
trains using fire-retardant,  
fire-resistant, low-smoke,  
and non-toxic 
materials according 
to fire prevention 
and environmental 
protection regulations, 
as well as regulations 
of the US National Fire 
Protection Association.

• Initiate typhoon/rain prevention 
preparations in advance through 
interpretation of typhoon/
torrential rain warnings and 
weather information.

• Formulate the “Overall Disaster 
Prevention and Response 
Plan for Taiwan High Speed 
Rail Traffic Accidents” with 
the Ministry of Transportation 
and Communications (MOTC), 
and establish supporting and 
assistance mechanisms with 
central and local rescue units.

Install natural disaster 
warning detectors along 
the HSR line, which 
are directly connected 
to the automatic train 
control system and 
can automatically stop 
trains immediately if 
there are earthquakes, 
slope sliding, and 
rockfalls which directly 
affect train safety.

Civil structural facilities  
can still resume safe  
operation after 
earthquakes under 
the impact of 
structures equivalent 
to earthquakes with 
a 950-year return 
period.

THSRC conducts an earthquake disaster drill in mainline areas every 

year to enhance the ability of colleagues to cope with responses. After 

more than three months of discussion and preparations, THSRC held 

an earthquake response drill in the evening of September 12, 2018 at 

the Shulin elevated section of the mainline. In addition, THSRC has 

also designed the scenario of train masters being attacked and injured 

by impatient customers during evacuation preparations, and conducts 

joint disaster and rescue drills for this scenario. In addition to mobilizing 

relevant employees at THSRC to participate in the drill, THSRC also 

mobilized the New Taipei City Fire Department, the Police Department, 

the Department of Health (including the designated district hospital - 

Yadong Hospital), the Railway Police Bureau, and other units. More than 

250 people participated in this drill.
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Man-made Disaster Prevention Mechanism

At the beginning of the construction of HSR, the HSR police force was set up to assist in maintaining order and train safety at HSR stations 

with help from the Ministry of Transportation and Communications (MOTC) and the Ministry of the Interior. Besides, security companies were 

also commissioned to assist in maintaining order, equipment and train safety at HSR stations. At the same time, CCTVs were installed in vital 

maintenance facility rooms or tunnels at all stations along the HSR line, while dedicated personnel was deployed to conduct monitoring. 

Moreover, THSRC has also established implementation and response plans for disaster prevention and security. For details regarding security 

management, refer to the subchapter titled “Partner Management and Local Supply”  in this report.

Regarding man-made hazardous disasters, in order to ensure the safety of HSR facilities and the public, we have reviewed our standard 

operating procedures for responding to events that endanger HSR safety, and conducts safety inspections on various scenarios, including at 

HSR stations, on trains which are parked at stations, and on trains which are traveling between stations. The relevant key prevention points 

have been included in the planning of drills.

All-day Monitoring and Safety First - Operational Control Center (OCC)

The command hub for the overall system of THSRC is located in the automated and computerized Operational Control Center (OCC) at 

the Taoyuan OMC Building, and is equipped with route control, signaling and safety interlock, power control, communication, data 

transmission or monitoring and warning equipment required for system operation scheduling. In order to monitor the status of operation 

and night maintenance along the entire HSR line in real time all day long, we have designated controllers specializing in operations and 

maintenance to serve in OCC, while maintaining close contact with station control centers, depot control centers, and external emergency 

supporting units, in order to maintain normal system operations and implement passenger safety.

Real-time Detection and Disaster Prevention - Disaster Warning System (DWS)

THSRC has installed the “Disaster Warning System” (DWS) in train operations along the HSR line, including detection facilities for strong 

winds, torrential rain, floods, earthquakes, intrusion of foreign bodies, slope sliding, and rockfalls, in order to reduce the threat of natural 

disasters and external factors to train safety, and prevent such incidents and interruption of operations. If earthquakes, intrusion of foreign 

bodies, slope sliding, rockfalls, and other danger signals which are directly related to safety are detected, the Automatic Train Control (ATC) 

System, will be triggered to send a stop command to stop the train, so as to ensure train safety. THSRC continues to improve equipment 

quality by adding earthquake detectors under the DWS framework to rapidly monitor the range of regional earthquakes in a more accurate 

manner, and improve earthquake early warning capabilities along the HSR line in order to provide the safest transportation service.

Disaster Prevention and Response Information System

The THSRC disaster prevention and response information system includes train operation management system, disaster warning 

information system, real-time disaster investigation system, and disaster prevention geographic information system. The disaster database 

is usually used to collect disaster information and assist personnel in simulation training. Once a disaster occurs, this database is used as 

a source of reference for rescue and repair units. In 2018, THSRC’s existing disaster prevention and response management mechanism is 

continuously advanced and enhanced on the existing basis.

Disaster Warning System (DWS) Framework

Note: 1. SCER: Signaling and Communication Equipment Room 

2. ISCER: Intermediate Signaling and Communication Equipment Room 

3. SCR: Station Control Room 

4. SCH: Signaling and Communication Hut

Anemometer
Ombrometer

Water level meter

SCER
ISCER
SCH

Disaster 
Warning 
System

Automatic  
train control 

system
SCR

OCC

Seismometer
Rockfall detector
Intrusion detector

Slope sliding 
detector

Automatic stop signal

If detectors with 
direct connection 
to safety detect 

danger signals such 
as earthquakes, 

intrusions, rockfalls, 
slope sliding, etc.

The automatic train control system will be triggered to send stop command to stop the train. 
At the same time, the relevant information will also be collected and processed by the Disaster 
Warning System (DWS), and transmitted back to OCC and station control rooms.

After confirming that there  
is no damage to any  
structure and equipment,  
temporary speed limitation  
will be implemented on  
the section, and will be  
inspected by maintenance  
personnel. Normal operating  
speed will be resumed 
after confirming that there  
are no anomalies.

Information on 
detectors with no 

direct connection to 
safety, such as wind 
speed, rainfall, and 

water level

The information is collected and processed by the system, and transmitted to OCC and station control 

centers. Train operations are restricted by controllers depending on the degree of hazard according to 

operation regulations.

• Wind speed

• Rainfall

• Water level

• Earthquake

• Rockfalls

• Intrusion

• Slope sliding

Warning message

Trackside signal detection Response actions

Application Process of Geographic Information System for Disaster Prevention

Geographic Information System for Disaster Prevention

Meteorological, hydrological, earthquake, debris flow, HSR train, signaling 

facility room, power system, structural, disaster warning and other 

information along the entire HSR line are overlapped simultaneously to 

provide and integrate timely disaster prevention geospatial information 

and attribute data.

Disaster response process

Allow decision-makers to formulate appropriate operational and resource 
allocation strategies during the disaster response process, thereby facilitating the 
integration of decision support for disaster prevention.

Disaster prevention and response

Provide disaster warning function so that our colleagues are calmer and more able 
to cope with disaster prevention and response appropriately.

Operational Control Center (OCC) at THSRC
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Safety Training

In order to ensure and enhance operational safety, we continuously refer to domestic and international experiences in various 

railway incidents and the “Taiwan High Speed Rail Overall Disaster Prevention and Response Plan” approved by the Central Disaster 

Prevention and Response Council, Executive Yuan, plan and launch various types of disaster prevention training and rescue drills 

with external supporting units to familiarize with the joint command response mechanism and improve on-site rescue capabilities, 

and carry out various types of preparations for disaster prevention. In 2018, the operating mechanism for THSRC’s disaster 

prevention and response management is continuously advanced and enhanced based on the existing foundation. A total of 85 

disaster prevention drills and training activities were completed in various locations, including stations, depots, and routes.

Safety Training in 2018

Internal training for site 
commanders and disaster 

relief engineers

Disaster prevention and response 
mechanisms seminar

Disaster prevention drills  
and training

A total of 60 site 

commanders and disaster 

relief engineers completed 

internal training.

THSRC invites various external 

supporting units and emergency shuttle 

bus transport operators to jointly survey 

the 184 emergency escape exits along 

HSR line once every six months, in order 

to continuously familiarize with the 

disaster relief routes and emergency 

escape routes along the HSR line.

On November 14 and 22, various external 
supporting units along the HSR line 
(including firefighters, police, health 
units, environmental protection units and 
Northern, Central and Southern medical 
response centers) were invited to attend the 
seminar on HSR disaster prevention and 
response mechanisms. A total of 85 people 
participated in this seminar.

Number of Disaster Prevention Drills and Training Sessions in 2019

Station Route Building No-warning test Total

Number 67 8 5 5 85

Large-scale Joint Drills and Training Events in 2018

• THSRC held a joint training session for station explosions in the evening of June 7 at Yunlin Station. In addition to 
mobilizing relevant employees at THSRC to participate in the drill, we also mobilized the Railway Police Bureau, 
the Yunlin County Police Bureau and the 5th Investigation Brigade, of the Criminal Investigation Bureau, the Fire-
Fighting Department, the Public Health Bureau, and the Yunlin Branch of the National Taiwan University Hospital. 
More than 120 people participated in this drill.

Photographs of Joint Training Session for 
Station Explosions Train Stopping Patterns Plan

Smooth Travel in Adherence to Commitment

Scheduling Policy and Traffic Dispersion

At present, THSRC can provide up to 34 trainsets for operational services. Train schedules are planned to meet travel needs at 

different time periods. THSRC makes the best attempt to maximize trainsets for passenger transportation, thereby providing 

maximum operating capacity to meet travel needs via HSR.

Traffic Dispersion Scheduling Measures

Occurrence period Traffic dispersion scheduling measure

Weekdays (Mondays to Thursdays)
Temporarily increase the number of trains according to the number of 
passengers on the current day.

Peak weekend periods (Fridays to Sundays)

Move part of the maintenance operations to weekdays to increase the 
number of usable trains during holidays, and temporarily increase the 
number of trains on the current day according to the number of passengers 
on the current day during the peak weekend period.

Traffic dispersion 
during long holidays

(e.g., Lunar New Year,  
Tomb-Sweeping Day, etc.)

Control maintenance operations and provide maximum operating capacity to 
meet transportation demand, and temporarily increase the number of trains 
according to passenger demand on the current day during the traffic dispersion 
period for long holidays, in order to disperse large numbers of passengers.

In response to the continuous growth of ridership, as well as to meet travel demand during weekdays, we have added 8 train runs 

per week (4 southbound train runs and 4 northbound train runs) starting October 8, 2018 upon review of train operation status. 

These include 4 southbound train runs from Nangang Station in the afternoon and 4 northbound train runs from Zuoying Station 

in the afternoon. Besides, 2 train runs which were originally added on Fridays and Sundays, have been added from Mondays to 

Thursdays this year, providing business travelers with more travel options for business purposes on weekdays. A total of 997 train 

runs were provided every week after the addition of train runs.

In response to the travel needs of long-, medium- and short-haul passengers, HSR train stopping patterns are categorized into three 

types, namely “direct train,” “semi-direct train,” and “stopping train.” “Direct train” can meet demand for fast and convenient 

travel among long-haul passengers, whereas “semi-direct train” can closely satisfy demand for travel between different departure 

and destination stations among medium- and long-haul passengers. On the other hand, “stopping train” can fulfill demand for 

travel between stations among medium- and short-haul passengers at all stations.

Moreover, in response to travel needs of passengers who transfer from HSR to Taoyuan International Airport, we have also adjusted 

a total of 12 stops every week starting July 1, 2018, with the previous stop of Banqiao Station being changed to Taoyuan Station 

in order to strengthen services for passengers who travel to and from Taoyuan International Airport via HSR. THSRC’s traffic 

dispersion plans are drawn up based on rigorous internal procedures, and are implemented after being submitted to the Ministry of 

Transportation and Communications (MOTC) for reference.

Nangang Taipei Banqiao Taoyuan Hsinchu Miaoli Taichung Changhua Yunlin Chiayi Tainan Zuoying

Direct

Semi-direct

Stopping

Note: For the latest information on HSR train services, please visit the webpage http://www.thsrc.com.tw/tw/TimeTable/SearchResult, or use the search service on the “T Express” mobile app.
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Sustainability Commitment

Neighboring Care

We care about the land of Taiwan and the residents along the HSR line. Sales executives at various stations participate in activities from time 

to time in order to establish communication with local opinion leaders and residents. Facing different needs of community residents, we have 

established different management regulations and established effective communication and tracking, in hopes of achieving win-win results.

We continue to implement environmental monitoring and environmental protection works through environmental management systems, 

so that our environmental protection projects comply with the relevant laws and regulations. With regard to the current environmental 

and noise problems under HSR bridges, which are most frequently reflected by residents along the HSR line, THSRC periodically organizes 

environments and waterway facilities under these bridges, and implements improvement measures such as installing soundproof doors 

and windows at homes or building soundproof walls to reduce the impact of noise. At the same time, we have established the “High Speed 

Rail Noise Improvement Plan” and the “Work Plan for Noise Prevention and Improvement among Sporadic Households along the High 

Speed Rail Line,” formulated the “High Speed Rail Noise Case Handling Process,” and set up the “Noise Prevention Project Team” to handle 

improvement needs (of dense settlements or sporadic households) from time to time according to cases, and convene meetings to discuss 

and decide on improvement solutions (building soundproof walls or installing soundproof doors and windows at homes) and related costs. 

In 2018, we handled 19 cases of HSR noise problem reported by residents along the HSR line. Except in one case which occurred along 

Abao Lane at Yuanlin City, Changhua County, there was no need for further noise prevention measures to be implemented and no noise 

prevention and improvement expenses were required for the remaining cases. In addition, one meeting was convened to handle the noise 

improvement case of indoor sound insulation along Abao Lane at Yuanlin City, Chuanghua County.

Procedures for Handling Noise Petitions 

Calculate the hourly equivalent sound 
level using maximum volume and the 
annual target number of train runs 
indicated in operational plans

Case received Local affairs handling unit Environmental protection unit

Contact the complainant/unit

Schedule site survey/interview date

Send formal reply to the  
complainant/unit

Receive letter of complaint from 
complainant, the competent authority 
for transportation, the competent 
authority or township office

Measure the maximum instantaneous 
noise level

1. Continue to track if the assessment 
meets the criteria

2. Promise to implement noise 
prevention measures

Conduct self-improvement assessment, 
approve assessment results and responses 
or report improvement solutions

Explain the noise prevention 
measures/improvement solutions to 
the complainant

Number of Noise Petitions and Related Handling Statuses in the Three Most Recent Years (2016 to 2018)

Year Number of 
cases

Need to be 
improved Remarks

2016 23 1 Improved

2017 26 1
The improvement plan was approved by the Department of Environmental Protection, 
Taoyuan City Government on September 22, 2018. Improvements are expected to be 
completed in Q1 2021.

2018 19 1 Improved

Total 68 3
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Technology Innovative Technology



Technology — Innovative Technology

Subchapter title Material topic Management purpose Management method Assessment mechanism

Quality Services and  

Intelligent  

Transportation

Passenger rights

Continue applying new technologies in 
order to improve the convenience of 
ticketing services, the smoothness of ticket 
purchase channels, and the efficiency of 
train operations, while deepening customer 
relationships through digital innovation and 
strengthening communication.

• Specify the rights and obligations of both THSRC and passengers through “Passenger 
Transportation Contract” which complies with regulations related to the Railway Act, 
and has been submitted to the Ministry of Transportation and Communications (MOTC) 
for reference, and announced and implemented in public. Handle other unspecified 
matters involving passenger rights in accordance with the relevant regulations and 
practices, as well as the principles of equality, reciprocity, honesty, and trust. Establish 
safety inspection and certification mechanisms for goods sold, and state the relevant 
specifications in supplier contracts, such as providing inspection reports, examining 
and accepting goods in accordance with the relevant regulations, and requiring 
manufacturers to obtain the relevant certifications of products.

• Understand customers’ experiences and aspects of services that require 
improvement by conducting an annually customer satisfaction survey, 
and submit customer feedback to the quality management process 
at each department and customer feedback review meetings among 
departments, to facilitate implementation of improvements.

Innovative services

• For medium- and long-term strategic planning, the responsible units are in 
charge of collecting and evaluating information of communication technologies 
or products, and provide the relevant information to sales units to implement the 
application and strategies for innovative services in order to integrate the technical 
and application aspects of these plans.

• Establish the “Origination Process of Business Process Computerization 
Regulation” and “Acquisition of IT System and System Development 
Regulation” to ensure that collaborative operations among all units can 
smoothly promote innovative services.

Convenience,  

Attentiveness and  

Maintaining  

Relationships

Transparency of  

information disclosure

• Establish the “THSRC Corporate Website and Subwebsites Development Regulation” 
as the basis for the implementation of real-time updates.

• The website management unit completes the webpage information, and 
arranges online time schedule after the demanding unit has reviewed 
and confirmed the information via e-mail. Each demanding unit should 
periodically check the webpage information (at least once a year) to 
maintain correct and timely information. For webpage contents requiring 
constant maintenance, apply for background management system 
operational authority to the website management unit, in order to 
perform maintenance and maintain webpage contents.

Safety management

Provide passengers with safe, convenient, 
and reliable information services, including 
the collection, processing or utilizing of 
passengers personal information, in order 
to ensure internal and external stakeholders’ 
trust in THSRC’s information environment. At 
the same time, through periodic customer 
satisfaction survey to learn about customer 
feedbacks and suggestions to improve service 
quality and maintain customer relationships. 
Moreover, through inspecting products sold at 
HSR stations and on trains to ensure product 
safety and to protect passenger rights.

• Establish the ISO 27001 Information Security Management System, and formulate 
the “Information Security Policy” to supervise our colleagues and vendors in 
implementing information security protection. Implement regular audit to examine 
whether the implementation of information security system is up to standards, and 
evaluate whether each unit performs its information security responsibilities and 
matters related to the relevant regulations.

• Formulate the procedure for the “Plan of Security Measures for Personal 
Information File,” and set up the “Personal Information Protection 
Implementation Group” to hold regular meetings and conduct; regular 
training sessions on personal information awareness annually and 
personal information inventory audit twice a year to ensure that internal 
employees have adequate awareness towards information security.

Passenger rights

• Establish the “Customer Feedback Management Regulation,” and set up a dedicated 
customer response department and a variety of response channels to ensure 
passengers’ opinion and feedback are being fully expressed.

• Understand customers’ experience and aspects of services for improvement 
by conducting annually customer satisfaction survey, and submit customer 
feedback to the quality management process at each department and 
customer feedback review meetings among departments, to facilitate the 
implementation of improvements.

Quality Services and Intelligent Transportation

In recent years, in order to implement intelligent transportation, THSRC continues to apply the latest technologies to optimize operational efficiency 

and service quality. Our outstanding performance has gained high recognition from all parties. Through intelligent transportation technologies, which 

enables passengers to fully enjoy convenient, comfortable and safety of high-quality services brought by “intelligent transportation” throughout the 

journey, ranging from ticket reservation, ticket purchasing and boarding to subsequent transit and shuttle services.

Smart Ticketing System

Smart Passenger Service

Integrated i-Traveling Information

Smart Train Operation

Smart Safety & Emergency Management

THSRC ITS Smart Railway Services System
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Ticketing Services

THSRC is committed to expanding ticket sales channels to improve service quality. We not only ensure smooth operations of conventional 

ticket purchase channels, but also respond to mobile payment and expand payment methods to enhance the convenience of ticketing 

services. Furthermore, in order to ensure the fairness of ticket purchase transactions, THSRC has introduced mechanisms to prevent bots 

from snatching huge numbers of tickets. Any abnormal situation found will be dealt with by taking appropriate blocking measures against 

specific sources. In the near future, THSRC will continue to optimize and set up relevant blocking mechanisms through system monitoring.

Ticket Purchase Channels

Gate
(Mobile payment)

Others
Smartphone

• Using Co-branded EasyCard/
iPASS Co-Brander Card to 
purchase tickets for non-
reserved seats enables 
passengers to board HSR trains 
without having to store and 
purchase tickets in advance. 
In 2018, a total of 1.77 million 
passengers purchased electronic 
tickets for non-reserved seats 
using co-branded credit card, an 
increase of 15% from 2017.

• Receive the German “Red Dot Award: Communication 
Design” in 2018.

• Add the “Electronic Convenience Store Payment Barcode” 
which integrates both online and offline ticketing 
channels, in order to provide ticket purchase/collection 
experience which better meets passenger needs.

• Add the “Credit Card Promotion/Upgrade Ticket Purchase” 
function and payment with “Taiwan Traveler Card” and 
“Notification for Seats Difference in Train Cars.”

• In 2018, a total of 8.61 million mobile tickets were 
issued, a significant increase of 53% from 2017.

Electronic ticket system via smartphones  
(T-EX mobile ticketing app)

Co-branded EasyCard
iPASS Co-Brander Card

Customer Service Center

Reservation for group tickets 
(including ticket sales counters at HSR 
stations, fax, and online booking)

THSR+Airline/Hotel Combo Ticket 
Booking System

Agent Ticketing Management System

HSR stations TelephoneWebsite Convenience store

Ticket sales counter
Ticket vending machine

Online  
reservation system

Voice  
reservation system

Convenience store  
ticketing system 

• Add the “Mobile 
Ticketing Service 
(MTS)” to shorten the 
ticket sales process 
and provide proactive 
ticketing services.

• Add “Taiwan Pay (Debit Card)” and “GAMA Pay (Credit Card)” for 
passengers who are used to cash or credit card transactions 
to enjoy the convenience of online payment as well.

• Add thoughtful mechanisms such as “Notification for 
Seats Difference in Train Cars” and “E-mail Notification for 
Reservation Record Change.”

• Provide passengers with convenient ticket 
purchase/collection services 24 hours a day, 
all year round, at over 10,000 convenience 
stores (President Chain Store, Family Mart, 
Hi-Life, and OK Mart) nationwide. A total 
of 7.35 million HSR tickets were sold at 
convenience stores in 2018.

Overview on the Use of Ticketing Channels in 2018

Ticket sales counter

Ticket vending machine

Periodic ticket + Multi-ride ticket

Electronic ticket via co-branded credit card

Convenience store

Mobile phone

Ticket agency Periodic ticket + Multi-ride ticket  8.2%

Electronic ticket via  
co-branded credit card  2.8%

Ticket agency  0.7%
34.1%

31.4%
10.1%

12.7%

Ticket Types and Promotions

THSRC not only actively improve service convenience, but also plans multiple types of tickets base on customer needs. We will 

continue to maximize our resources through the development and design of ticketing products and services, as well as discounts and 

promotions, with a view to achieving maximum revenue.

Every year, we review the fares of existing ticket types based on prices approved by the Ministry of Transportation and 

Communications (MOTC), and report to the MOTC upon discussion and approval by the Board of Directors. In addition to senior and 

disabled concession tickets and child tickets, as well as discounts for non-reserved seats and group tickets, we also launch a wide 

variety of marketing programs, products, and services to meet the needs of different passengers. In addition, we implement price 

control and detailed revenue management by launching product and service designs for different customer groups and time slots 

while actively expanding customer base. In order to fully communicate the nature of products and ensure passenger rights, we 

clearly present the content and description of ticket types and discount products, fare discounts, ticket sales channels, changes and 

cancellation rules, as well as other notices via our corporate website. 

In order to revitalize local tourism, THSRC manages the “Journey with THSR, Discover Taiwan” tourism market and expand its market 

share through various sales channels, including travel agency, airline/hotel reservation webpages, and our corporate website, along 

with support systems such as “Add-on Car Rental” and “T Holiday System Platform,”  and using a diverse range of products and 

collaboration with other industries. For overseas markets, passengers can purchase “Taiwan High Speed Rail Pass” through overseas 

travel agency using the “Taiwan High Speed Rail Pass” electronic ticketing system, or via online through our corporate website. For 

more details, please refer to the subchapter titled “Connecting with Local Area.” 

Passenger Services

Strengthening Customer Relationships with Beautiful Experience

THSRC’s mission is to provide customers with the most thoughtful services. We have planned a diverse range of product choices 

to continuously strengthen and manage customer relationships. THSRC launched the TGo membership program in October 

2017, enabling customers to purchase tickets as members and accumulate points to redeem HSR tickets or enjoy discounts. The 

membership program was a hit among consumers as the cumulative number of registered members reached 800,000 people at the 

end of 2018. For discounts and rights related to the TGo membership program, visit our corporate website. 

Promotional Visual for the TGo Membership Program

Innovative, Digital and Real-time Communication

To convey important operational messages in real time, we have installed passenger information displays in the lobby and waiting 

areas at HSR stations to announce operation information, notices and precautions, as well as promotional videos for HSR service. We 

have also set up our own Facebook Page to provide the latest product, service or brand information. In 2018, THSRC’s Facebook Page 

garnered 297,000 fans cumulatively, and received a total of 69,000 new fans within the year, while posts reach on THSRC’s Facebook 

Page was 59.52 million people, with 1.97 million interactions on these posts.

New followersNumber of fans Post reach Post interaction

+69,000 59.52  
million297,000 1.97  

million
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With regard to the enhancement of digital communications, THSRC not only offers professional 

personalized ticketing services through the T-EX App, but also launches the Taiwan High Speed Rail 

App , which mainly focuses on multi-functional travel services, to provide customers with more 

comprehensive digital services. As of the end of December 2018, the Taiwan High Speed Rail app 

has been downloaded by more than 250,000 times, and registered with over 180,000 TGo members.
Taiwan High 

Speed Rail App
T-EX App

In 2018, THSRC was not involved in any non-compliance events, such as penalties, resulted from violation of regulations related to 

marketing and labeling of products and services.

High-quality Products with Smart Selling

Since November 2017, THSRC has set up intelligent souvenirs vending machines at seven HSR stations. Not only are these machines 

equipped with the EasyCard payment function, but inventory of merchandises in these machines are also monitored via remote 

network to reduce the frequency of inventory replenishment, and reducing carbon emissions resulted from the transportation of 

goods. In 2018, we moved smart automatic vending machines installed at Banqiao Station to Taichung Station, and installed smart 

automatic vending machines at Yunlin Station. Furthermore, we have also included the inspection of HSR Themed Souvenirs into 

the scope of contract, and passed relevant safety inspections and certifications to comply with legal procedures and regulations, to 

ensure the best protection of passenger rights.

THSRC has also set up automatic vending machines and sold goods from train trolleys on HSR trains to service passengers. On the 

other hand, the acceptance criteria for goods sold from train trolleys follows company regulations to ensure that the quality and 

labeling of products comply with the relevant rules and regulations. We require vendors to provide inspection reports based on 

contracts, as well as examine and accept goods in accordance with regulations, such as products with third-party food inspection 

reports (e.g., E. coli inspection reports) or have good reputation in the market, excellent quality and no safety concerns. In order 

to ensure the safety and health of passengers, products sold at HSR stations are controlled according to company regulations. For 

products that should be inspected or labeled in accordance with requirements set by the competent authority or the relevant laws 

and regulations, THSRC requires vendors to be responsible for obtaining the relevant certifications for the launch of these products 

in contracts, to ensure the safety of passengers.

In 2018, THSRC was not involved in any non-compliance events, such as penalties and ban on the sale of controversial products, 

resulted from violation of health and safety regulations related to products and services. THSRC will continue to strictly protect the 

safety and health of passengers in the future.

Passenger Information Services

To reduce passengers’ waiting costs and increase tourism benefits, THSRC not only establishes marketing collaboration with local 

transport operators around each HSR station to provide free shuttle buses, but also collaborates with MRT operators, regional rail 

transport operators, and regional bus and taxi operators to provide seamless access to and from certain stations. Moreover, in 

order to provide passengers with smart access and transfer information, HSR stations are also equipped with “Interactive Transfer 

Information Search Machine” and “Dynamic Bus Information System” for passengers to access relevant information.

Smart Train Operation Management

Smart transportation not only enhances passengers’ travel experience, but also optimizes the management efficiency of train 

operations. We continue to use the “Train Operation Management Information System” (TOMIS) for effectively integrate information 

such as train number, travel position, train schedule, etc., in order to provide downstream management needs for involving trainset 

utilization, HSR routes, and train personnel service. Furthermore, THSRC incorporates data visualization and cross-search functions 

into various systems, to enhancing the management efficiency of train operations.

In order to further enhance the operational efficiency of train assignment and utilization, in 2018, THSRC developed the “Rolling 

Stock Scheduling & Utilization Management System” (RSUMS) to integrate and cascade operation schedule and interface required for 

train assignment. This system can display changes in planned upstream operation schedule in real time. When implementing train 

assignment, this system will also automatically remove trains under maintenance according to maintenance schedule, in order to 

effectively reduce manual input operation time, enhance the immediacy of real-time data and digitize records.

Smooth 4G Communications Along the Entire HSR Line

As HSR travels at a maximum speed of 300 km/h on complex terrains along the entire line, passengers often encounter interruption of 

mobile network connections while traveling on HSR. In order to improve this scenario and improve the quality of HSR travel, we have 

overcome construction time constraints and difficulties, and successfully launched 4G networks along the section north of Hsinchu 

before the Taipei 2017 Universiade, so that international athletes and passengers can enjoy free WiFi services while traveling on HSR. 

On February 15, 2018, THSRC, along with various government agencies and institutions, five major telecom operators, and first-

line construction colleagues, jointly completed the setup of 4G network communications along the entire HSR line, which enables 

passengers to enjoy free 4G connection at 12 stations and on 408 train compartments along the entire 350 km HSR line throughout the 

year and all the time, thus achieving our ideal goal of “high speed travel with uninterrupted on-board connection.”

Convenience, Attentiveness and Maintaining Relationships

Information Security Management

In addition to provide safety transportation services, THSRC strives to maintain information security. Since the construction period, 

THSRC has set up an overall information security management system based on the ISO 27001 Management System. We provide 

passengers with convenient, safe and reliable information services using the Plan-Do-Check-Act (P-D-C-A) cycle operation and 

successfully passed the ISO 27001 third-party verification in 2018. In addition, we regularly review and publish the “Information Security 

Policy” so that each employee inculcates awareness of information security into daily operations, continue to enhance internal control 

mechanisms, and supervise the implementation of information security protection among our colleagues and vendors.

In order to ensure complete protection of personal information, we have formulated the procedure for the “Plan of Security 

Measures for Personal Information File,” and set up the “Personal Information Protection Implementation Group” with regular 

meetings. Moreover, we regularly organize training sessions on personal information awareness, and perform personal information 

inventory audit twice per year. To enhance awareness of personal information protection at THSRC, we conduct related training 

sessions for all employees. In 2018, a total of 4,392 employees attended related training, with 100% completion rate.
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As regards customer information protection, THSRC adopts high standards to protect customers’ rights and interests. Taking the TGo 

Membership Program as an example, member information is encrypted before being transmitted, whereas anti-theft mechanism 

is applied during the transmission process. The system imposes access control based on the business scope of internal units, where 

certain services can only be accessed using member card number, to effectively reduce the use of information on identity card. On 

the other hand, strict rules on member information and rights have been established through the “Terms of Use for TGo Membership 

Service” published on our corporate website. We have also set up the “Personal Information Protection” section on our corporate 

website, published the “Personal Information Protection Policy”  and the “Rights and Interests Regarding Customer Information 

Protection”  to ensure the security of personal information of all customers. In 2018, THSRC received zero customer complaints 

regarding infringement of customer privacy or loss of customer information. 

Personal Information Protection Implementation Group

Implementation of Safety Maintenance Measures

Safety maintenance measures for  
personal information protection management Status of implementation

Establish a management organization  
and allocate considerable resources

Department representatives formed the “Personal Information 
Protection Implementation Group” (attended by 24 personal 
information representatives on March 20, 2018)

Define the scope of personal information Conduct personal information inventory audit twice every year, 
and update the “Personal Information File Inventory” every year

Risk assessment and management  
mechanism for personal information

Adopt three-level management based on the level of personal 
information file security

Accident prevention, notification and 
response mechanisms

Establish the “Personal Information Security Incident Response 
Team”

Information security management Implement control procedures based on three forms, namely 
written forms, electronic files, and system files

Awareness promotion and training Conduct annual training for new employees

Equipment safety management

Implement safety protection management on terminal equipment 
(including personal computers, notebook computers, and mobile 
devices) and various types of servers according to the relevant 
regulations at THSRC

Overall continuous improvement of  
personal information security maintenance

Continuous improvements through audit, regular reviews during 
meetings, and training

Secretariat Team

Personal Information Security  
Incident Response Team

Convener
Head of Operation  

Safety Office

Implementation
Personal information operations 
representatives from all divisions  

and offices/18 persons

Customer Relationship Management 

THSRC focuses on providing passengers with thoughtful services as its core principle. We have set up a dedicated customer feedback 

department to manage customer relationships, while listening to customer recommendations to improve overall service quality. 

In addition, we have also established a diverse range of channels to actively respond to customer feedback. For instance, not only 

are customer service centers equipped with Chinese and Taiwanese language-speaking personnel, but foreign language-speaking 

colleagues are also assigned to answer inquiries from international passengers.

Current Feedback Collection Channels and Customer Service Operations System

Front-stage contact points (Registration of customer feedback)

Backstage processing and management mechanisms

FAQ 
database

Customer feedback system

Customer 
service center

Direct channels for customer feedback

President/Head of 
Departments

• E-mail

• Passenger feedback form

• Letters from institutions and groups

• Cases transferred from head office

• Contact Us on our corporate website

• Contact persons at relevant departments

• Customer complaint response and suggestions

• Customer complaint quality control meeting

• Daily report
• Weekly report
• Monthly report

• Customer complaint tracking

• Senior executive meeting

• Major customer complaint tracking

• Chinese    • Taiwanese    • English

www.thsrc.com.tw

4066-3000; Miaoli, Taitung,Kinmen, Matsu areas and mobile phone: 02-4066-3000; Calls are not toll-free

THSRC Corporate Website

Customer Service Center Hotline

• Customer service center
Text-based and telephone 

customer service
Service desk personnel and 
station operation personnel

Train service  
personnel

• Train • Station

Customer feedback processing is one of the parts we attach great importance to. Continuing our passenger complaint resolution 

mechanism at THSRC in 2018, we not only provide immediate consolation and attention, but also submit customer feedback to 

the quality management process at each department and customer feedback review meetings among departments, so as to truly 

incorporate into management and implement improvements. According to statistics, approximately 790,000 customer inquiries were 

handled by our customer service centers in 2018, and were mainly about ticketing and discount events.

Current Customer Complaint Resolution Mechanism

Customer Response 
to customer 

feedback 
processing 

results

Feedback
Customer  

service center 
＋

Customer 
feedback 
discussion

QCC activities at various departments 
＋ 

Customer feedback review  
between departments

Plan
Improvement 

strategies

Do 
Implementation 

plan

Act
Tracking review

Continuous 
improvement

Check
Supervision 

measurement
Report results

• Investigation and audit

• Satisfaction and mystery 
traveler survey
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Customer Affirmation

Customer service is one of the three cores of quality management at THSRC. We have planned a series of corresponding quantitative 

key performance indicators and track them every quarter. Since the commencement of operations in 2007, we have commissioned 

third parties to investigate customer satisfaction every year.

In 2018, our questionnaire survey included four major areas, including “ticketing service,” “train equipment and services,” “station 

facilities and services,” and “train schedule planning.” According to the statistical results, the overall satisfaction toward THSRC 

services was 96%.

(%)

96

94

98

100

2016 2017 2018

1,661 1,674 1,669

100%

99%

100%

99%

100%

99%

94%94%

95%

96%
95%

(Year)

Customer 
response rate

Overall service 
satisfaction

Number of passenger 
satisfaction questionnaires 

collected at HSR stations

Customer response rate

Customer response target rate

Overall service satisfaction

Overall service satisfaction target

Note: 1. Customer response rate = Number of cases responded within seven working days/Total number of cases.

2. Based on the analysis of satisfaction survey conducted by a consulting firm, our overall satisfaction in 2018 

was 96%, which was similar to that in 2017, demonstrating a slight increase in the process.

After conducting customer satisfaction survey, we actively respond to customer needs and truly implement optimization measures to 

provide customers with the most thoughtful and highest quality of services. The key points for improvement in 2019 include the following:

1. Improve the “proactivity of window service personnel for assisting passenger needs and problems” and 

“overall ticket purchase time at ticket windows, including queuing time”

Station supervisors will strengthen management by walking around, and require colleagues to smile while on 

duty, express empathy, and take the initiative to understand the needs of passengers.

2. Optimize the “stability of online ticket reservation system” and the “ease of reservation system”

The information unit has launched the peak-period offline ticket booking mechanism to improve ticket 

booking time and system service effectiveness during peak periods. Additionally, in order to continuously 

enhance the convenience of online ticket booking, we have planned to integrate the interface of the “online 

general ticket booking” and “college student discount” ticket reservation systems, to satisfy passenger needs.

3. Improve the “cleanliness of toilets”

Each station will continuously improve the cleanliness and maintenance of toilets to ensure that quality is 

maintained at certain level during each period, and improve the level of spatial comfort.

4. Increase the “types of stores at HSR stations to meet passenger needs”

Continue to invite businesses to occupy commercial spaces on mezzanine floors at HSR stations and to 

incorporate other types of business (e.g., take-away light meals), as well as to coordinate with convenience 

stores to add souvenir items.

5. Improve “quietness in train compartments”

Affixed “Please keep quiet on the train” stickers to entrance doors of business class compartments, and will 

also broadcast announcements to ensure quiet train compartments according to site conditions. At the same 

time, we also use swinging signboards during selling goods from train trolley in general compartments/

business class compartments to remind passengers.

6. Improve the “product items sold from train trolleys to meet passenger needs”

Arrange product or combination set promotional events from time to time in order to increase product sales, 

and continue to increase the number of festive products incorporated with HSR design elements.

7. Improve “train schedule planning”

Continue to analyze and assess the condition of passenger rides and congestion, as well as available trainsets 

as the basis for adjusting train services based on subsequent recommendations.

For more details regarding the quality management implementation framework and actions at THSRC, please refer to the section 

titled “Safe and Quality Services.” 
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Taiwan Enhancing Local Connection



Taiwan — Enhancing Local Connection

Subchapter title Material topic Management objective Management method Assessment mechanism

Glide through Taiwan  

and Stretch  

Global Wide

Corporate Image

Transmit THSRC brand image through 
related travel products, and ensure 
that all types of passengers, including 
senior citizens and persons with 
disabilities can enjoy convenient 
and smooth travel, transit, and 
shuttle services at all operating 
locations, thereby enhancing the 
connection between THSRC and the 
public. In addition, to implement 
organizational business goals through 
domestic and international exchanges 
and cooperation plans.

• In accordance with relevant laws and regulations, construction and operation agreements, “Ticket Price 
Management Regulation” at THSRC, market conditions, and marketing needs; as well as confirm the 
content of marketing projects through internal approval, for planning related products.

• Track and manage the implementation of each marketing 
project and achievement of related targets through weekly 
business meetings, and report the implementation of 
discount fares from previous year to the Board of Directors 
during May of each year.

Traffic dispersion and  

transit services

• Participate in local government traffic dispersion coordination meetings to confirm traffic management 
plans meet the needs of passengers and HSR stations. Through contractual mechanism, taxi scheduling 
& planning and addition of express bus services to ensure sufficient supply.

• Each HSR station is equipped with disability access facilities in accordance with the “Design 
Specifications of Accessible and Usable Buildings and Facilities,” as well as establish passenger 
guidance procedures and ensure that personnel complies with regulations during implementation 
through management and system control.

• Assess the effectiveness of transfer services through express 
bus passenger statistics, taxi scheduling and shortage 
statistics, as well as customer feedback channels.

Operational strategies

• Establish an industry peer exchange window and an industry-academia research project 
management platform, as well as seek suitable collaborating units for all development needs and 
include rail industry promotion board.

• Conduct a comprehensive stocktake of potential 
opportunities for localization of each system, set targets 
for feasible procurement of local materials and include 
these targets in the quality key performance indicators, 
and regularly track and review these targets each month.

Partner Relationship 

Management and  

Local Supply

Supplier management

Establish railway industry localization 
project to further practice supply 
chain management policy, to improve 
the technical capabilities of domestic 
manufacturers and to avoid joint and 
several liabilities caused to THSRC 
and affect corporate image, due to 
oversight of suppliers.

• Indicate in each procurement case that suppliers may not violate national laws and regulations, 
including the Labor Standards Act and environmental protection-related laws.

• Formulate safety and health policies in procurement cases, and require manufacturers to meet 
occupational safety and health requirements when performing contracts.

• Employees of contractors must not only complete training, but also obtain safety certification 
related to High Speed Rail Operations Regulations (HSROR) before carrying out operations at the 
workplaces of THSR.

• Implementation of procurement process is participated 
by corresponding auditing units and provide grievance 
channels, for corresponding personnel to provide assistance 
to suppliers have any doubts.

The flow of passengers from northern to southern Taiwan and vice versa has increased significantly due to the establishment of HSR, 

thus leading to emerge of large numbers of business opportunities. THSRC not only serves as a mode of transportation, but also 

serves as a platform and catalyst to enable passengers to enjoy the beauty of Taiwan through a diverse range of travel options, and 

creates diverse values, including economic and social values.

We actively cooperate with the government, research institutes and suppliers to localize the HSR supply chain which can only rely 

on imports in the past, and plan the relevant verification systems to lead Taiwan’s railway industry chain, thus driving further the 

development of local economy.

Glide through Taiwan and Stretch Global Wide

Connecting with Local Area

In addition to travel services, THSRC has launched the “Journey with THSR, Discover Taiwan” program in collaboration with the tourism 

industry by working with local tourism operators to promote travel packages which can be ordered, paid, acquired, and refunded 

electronically. These packages have not only increased sales volume, but also promoted local economic development and enlivened the 

tourism industry. To promote travel products related to the “Journey with THSR, Discover Taiwan” program, we have participated in the 

2018 Taipei International Travel Fair, and won the attention of the entire fair with the largest booth and the most magnificent design 

among individual exhibitors. Not only was our booth visited by over 16,000 visitors, but also won the “Best Booth Award’ at the fair.

Our travel products can be divided into different areas, including “T Holiday” planned by THSRC and sold through authorized travel 

agencies, as well as “THSR+Bus/MRT Combo Ticket,” “THSR+Hotel Combo Ticket,” and “THSR+Airline Combo Ticket” which combine 

travel elements provided by hotels and travel agencies in cities and counties to meet the diverse needs of travelers.
THSRC’s booth at the 2018 Taipei 
International Travel Fair

time, we continue to review current developments and hot topics in the tourism market, and make appropriate adjustments to 

travel tours in order to effectively stimulate the public’s willingness to travel.

From March to May 2018, THSRC took the lead by launching the “Special Offers For Taipei-Kaohsiung Round Trip” which combines 

round-trip tickets plus NT$10 for free accommodation, followed by the “Taipei-Taichung Value Plan” in response to market changes. 

In line with the Tourism Bureau policies, THSRC has also launched the “Value Deals For THSR City Breaks” and the “T Holiday Taipei 

ITF Plan,” which have received positive responses from the market. These plans enabled T Holiday to become the key to developing 

the HSR travel market whose performance has continued to grow outstandingly throughout the year.

As a leading brand in HSR travel, T Holiday endeavor to satisfy every customer group, while continuously creating new horizons and 

striving for excellence. The parent-child market is a key market of continuous attention to the product team. In addition to launching 

the Family Vacation For Summer 2019 annually, THSRC also offers other regular products for purchase throughout the year in order to 

alleviate parent-child travel concerns. On the other hand, the “Fun And Ease Seniors Travel” launched in response to population aging 

in Taiwan, uses the appeal of “Never too old to play” which enables senior adults to enjoy never aging adolescence.

The “THSR+Hotel Combo Ticket Promotion Plan” launched exclusively in collaboration with many hotels, and the “THSR+BUS/MRT 

Combo Ticket Promotion: 35% off designated routes” launched in collaboration with “Taiwan Tourist Shuttle” also received a warm 

response from the market. In 2018, the target number of travelers set by THSRC was 2.5 million passengers, but the actual number 

of travelers achieved was 2.68 million passengers, with an achievement rate of 107%.

Before the fourth quarter of each year, THSRC plans marketing strategies and product contents for the following year using a 

variety of themed vacations based on extensive experiences in the tourism industry and keen sense of market preference and trend 

changes, in order to ensure a lively low season and an even more prosperous peak season, to achieve sales targets. At the same 
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Major Travel Products

Early bird discounts
Group Ticket 
25-People Group Travel, School Group Travel, etc.

THSR+Event Combo Ticket 
Sport games, art festivals, concerts, etc.

THSR+Airline Combo Ticket 
China Airlines, EVA Air, China Eastern Airlines

THSR+Hotel Combo Ticket   
169 hotels

Group Ticket 
25-People Group Travel, School Group Travel, etc.

T Holiday

Tours organized by travel agency

One-Way Ticket

THSR Pass 

3-day Pass and Flexible 2-day Pass

Joint Pass 

5-day Standard Joint Pass and 5-day Express 
Joint Pass

THSR+Bus/MRT Combo Ticket
Along with Kaohsiung MRT, Kaohsiung iPASS, 

Taipei MRT + Double Decker Bus, Tainan iPASS, 

Taiwan Tourist Shuttle-Kenting, Tainan Anping 

Trip, Alishan, Sun Moon Lake, Xitou, Jiaoxi, and 

Dongshan River Route

Self-
arranged

Ticket  
agency

Through the “Winter Travel to Yilan-Hualien-Taitung and Kaohsiung-Pingtung” subsidy program jointly launched with the Tourism 

Bureau, Ministry of Transportation and Communications (MOTC) in November 2018, THSRC actively promotes domestic tourism through 

T Holiday and THSR+Hotel Combo Ticket, thereby creating travel business opportunities involving approximately 20,000 travelers. 

International travelers can purchase “THSR Pass” on THSRC’s corporate website, or purchase “One-Way Ticket” through Overseas travel 

agency to flexibly arrange their travel itineraries. We have also traveled to Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, and Vietnam to promote these 

services. In November, we collaborated with the Tourism Bureau to launch the “Buy One Get One Free Pass Event for Foreign Travelers,” 

which provides travelers traveling to the south of Taichung with related discounts. This event is expected to attract approximately 

100,000 international travelers, thereby driving business opportunities for related industries in local areas.

Transfer Service

THSRC offers transit services in collaboration with various modes of public transportation and provides passengers with shuttle 

services at various operating locations, such as free shuttle bus, TRA train, MRT, public bus/express bus, taxis, parking lots, car rental, 

as well as pickup and drop-off services for the disabled. Moreover, THSRC has also prepared transit maps at each HSR station and 

established transit information system, while providing transit information  for each HSR station on our corporate website. 

“Love without Barriers” - THSRC Disability Access Services

In order for senior or disabled passengers to enjoy a smooth HSR rides, we offer passengers guidance service for assisting during the 

entering HSR stations. In addition, we have also set up ticket purchase services, as well as disability access facilities at HSR stations 

and on HSR trains, for passengers to enjoy a smooth experience from purchasing tickets to entering HSR stations, getting on HSR 

trains and leaving HSR stations. Passengers using wheelchairs or with reduced mobility can book wheelchair-accessible seats via 

our customer service hotline or by visiting ticket windows at HSR stations personally. Each HSR station is equipped with elevators 

and parking lots to make it convenient for passengers to take HSR rides. THSRC is committed to providing a passenger-friendly and 

disabled accessible riding environment, and also plans comprehensive service plans so that disabled passengers can also enjoy 

convenient, warm, and thoughtful travel services, just like other passengers.

Technical Exchanges

To maintain good interactions with the transportation and railway industries and take into account of business needs, THSRC joined 

as members of 20 trade organizations and associations in 2018.

Technical Visitations

THSRC has accumulated numerous impressive achievements and records along the way. Itinerary for visitations and guided tours 

that we have organized include visits to HSR stations, maintenance depots, the Operational Control Center (OCC) building and THSR 

Museum, enabling representatives from the industry, the government and the academia, as well as transport operators from all over 

the world to learn about THSRC’s operations, services and innovations through observation and study. 

In 2018, companies and groups, including Taipei Rapid Transit Corporation, Department of Logistics Management at the National 

Defense University, Congressional Staff from the United States, West Japan Railway Company, East Japan Railway Company, Japan 

Railway Company (JR), etc., visited THSRC and we welcomed a total of 46 groups and 630 visitors during that year.

1 2 3 1. Promotion of the Buy One Get One Free Pass Event for 
Foreign Travelers

2. “Love without Barriers” - THSRC disability access services

3. Representatives during technical exchanges and 
visitations in 2018
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International Exchange Activities

Since 2013, THSRC has continuously cooperated with the Japan Kyushu Railway Company (JR Kyushu) for the “Train Attendant Job Observation and 

Experience Exchange Program” to learn different passenger service skills through visitations, exchanges, on-train learning and observations during 

practice, with a view to providing passengers with better services and qualities.

In November 2018, THSRC sent two train masters and three train attendants to attend a 10-day observation learning trip in Kyushu, Japan, while 

five train attendants from JR Kyushu joined an exchange session in Taiwan during the same year. Besides, the THSRC Operation Control Center (OCC) 

and the JR Kyushu Hakata General Control Center jointly organized the very first two-way exchange activity, which serves as a good reference for 

response techniques and operation efficiency in the future operation events.

Local Industry-Academia Collaboration to Nurture Talents

In order to enhance the understanding of HSR among college students, cultivate talents in the railway industry, and promote interactions and 

exchanges between the industry and the academia, we have actively launched a number of collaboration projects as explained below:

  Cultivating Future Talents — College Student Summer Internship Experience Program

THSRC has long been organizing the “College Student Summer Internship Experience Program,” where a total of 50 station interns were 

accepted in 2018. These interns acquired a diverse range of knowledge and attended practice courses during the two-month summer 

internship program.

Moreover, in order to assist students in understanding the railway industry and attract outstanding maintenance professionals, THSRC, 

along with national universities, jointly launched summer maintenance internship programs since July 2017, enabling students to 

participate in project planning, integration, and implementation, as well as learning about on-site maintenance procedures. A total of 17 

students were accepted into the program in 2018.

  Cultivating Future Talents — Academic Year Internship Program

We have established long-term collaboration with numerous technical institutions, such as National Kaohsiung University of Science and 

Technology, National Taipei University of Technology, Oriental Institute of Technology, etc., to launch and promote the maintenance 

internship program, assisting a total of 11 students in exploring their future careers in 2018. We have also collaborated with universities in 

the areas of station operations and services, and provide one-year internship opportunities to final-year students. The main collaborating 

universities include National Kaohsiung University of Hospitality and Tourism, Overseas Chinese University, China University of Science and 

Technology, Vanung University, Shu-Te University, Wenzao Ursuline University of Languages, and Chang Jung Christian University. A total of 

30 station attendant interns and 20 train attendant interns were accepted into the program in 2018.

  Establishing Industry-Academia — Railway Equipment Laboratory

In order to promote technology upgrade in the domestic railway industry, THSRC and National Kaohsiung University of Science and 

Technology jointly established the Railway Equipment Laboratory in 2015, with over NT$40 million in research and development funds 

invested, as well as developed over 26 systems and 4 proprietary instruments, and obtained nearly 20 patents, thus jointly enhancing 

the industry-academia collaborative capabilities. In addition, THSRC has established a railway-related certification center in line with the 

university’s plans, thus working together to create a new milestone in the railway industry. In 2018, we actively participated in the “Railway 

Technical Talent Development Strategic Alliance,” and worked with the Ministry of Transportation and Communications (MOTC), the Ministry 

of Education, and National Kaohsiung University of Science and Technology to conduct research and development of railway technologies 

and cultivate professional transport talents. In addition, we are also committed to equipment improvement, localization (including alternative 

products, commercial sources, verification, research and development, etc.), technological deepening and system development.

 Establishing Industry-Academia — Memorandum of Industry-Academia Cooperation

In addition to signing memorandum of cooperation with numerous universities in Taiwan, THSRC has also deepened and enhanced 

technologies through exchanges, project collaboration, and seminars.

Train Attendant 
Observation and 
Exchange Program 
and Control Center 
Exchanges and Visits 
between THSRC and 
JR Kyushu

Activity during the Summer Maintenance Internship Program
Opening Ceremony of the Summer Maintenance 
Internship Program

Opening Ceremony 
of the College 
Student Summer 
Internship Experience  
Program

Partner

National Kaohsiung University 
of Science and Technology

As of December 2018, THSRC has collaborated with the university in a total of 
31 projects related to turnouts, cars, rails, electric power, electric-car lines, etc. 
In addition, THSRC has worked with the university to run the HSR maintenance 
internship program, establish the Railway Equipment Laboratory, and conduct 
Japanese language class and in-service programs.

National Taipei University  
of Technology

As of December 2018, THSRC has collaborated with the university in a total of 
five projects related to engineering car positioning and electric power equipment 
maintenance management. In addition, THSRC has worked with the university to run 
the HSR maintenance internship program.

Chung Hua University
As of December 2018, THSRC has collaborated with the university in two projects 
including optimization of electric power demand and analysis of route inspection data.

National Kaohsiung University of 
Science and Technology  

and Department of Education,  
Taipei City Government

THSRC collaborated with both parties to organize the 3rd Railway Vehicle 
Engineering Learning Camp in July 2018.

National  
Cheng Kung University

As of December 2018, THSRC collaborated with the university in two projects related 
to technical assessment of the establishment of station personnel shift scheduling 
system and inertial track geometry system. In addition, THSRC worked with the 
university to run the HSR maintenance internship program.
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Partner Relationship Management and Local Supply

Since the official launch of the “Supply Chain Management Policy” in 2017, THSRC has gradually included the requirements required 

to the environment, society, and corporate governance into management mechanisms, including supplier evaluation, visit and audit, 

commitment, etc., in hopes of working toward a more sustainable partnership with suppliers and partners. We continue to maintain 

communication with our partners in the supply chain, and to build a comprehensive supplier management system through review, 

management, and training mechanisms.

In addition, localized supply is a goal to which we attach great importance in recent years as it not only brings financial benefits to 

THSRC, but also indirectly helps Taiwan local manufacturers to develop their capabilities in producing high speed rail materials and 

components of international quality.

Supply Chain Communication and Requirements

THSRC’s suppliers management require in three aspects, including social, safety and health, and environmental protection. 

Description is detailed in the table on the following page.

In 2018, THSRC maintained close dealings with 602 property suppliers (mainly comprising equipment, parts, and products sold from 

train trolleys) and 262 labor service suppliers. All operations are handled in compliance with THSRC’s contract management manual. 

Before the completion of each contract, we will comprehensively evaluation suppliers’ performance (including work and service quality, 

quality control and management, safety, schedule, liaison and coordination, cooperative attitude and management capabilities, etc.) 

in accordance with the contract management principles and precautions specified in the manual. In the event of non-compliance, 

the involved suppliers will be kept in view and are required to make improvements within the specified time limit, or shall have their 

supplier qualifications canceled, or are even included in the list of debarred suppliers and have their contracts terminated. For suppliers 

which fail to win tenders but have passed the qualification review, THSRC has also established detailed information files as a basis for 

seeking business partners in the future. Implementing the abovementioned management not only can reduce the effects of human 

factors and demonstrate fairness, but is also able to increase suppliers’ competitiveness and satisfy procurement needs.

Anti-competitive and Anti-corruption Practices

We attach great importance to anti-competitive practices of manufacturers. In order to enhance the management of ethical 

practices among suppliers, THSRC has established the “Principles of Handling Unusual Conduct Among Manufacturers,” “Procurement 

Regulation,” and other related sub-regulations. THSRC also informs suppliers through tender instructions and related tender 

documentation that possible bid rigging behavior in each case must be reviewed. Besides, THSRC pays attention to bidding behavior 

which affects the principles of fairness, justice, and transparency in procurement. When necessary, THSRC will require manufacturers 

to sign an affidavit for tender whose content includes prohibition of bid rigging and recusal due to conflict of interests. Any similar 

events will be reported to the supervisor, whereas manufacturers are required to provide explanations, so as to give them the 

opportunity to make clarifications. Manufacturers who are found to commit serious violations in such circumstances may be listed 

as debarred manufacturers. In order to raise suppliers’ integrity-related awareness, THSRC also specifies anti-corruption policy 

and procedures in tender instructions to be communicated to suppliers. In 2018, THSRC a total of 1,126 procurement cases, which 

involved the promotion of anti-corruption policy, through open tender.

Anti-discriminatory Practice

Anti-discriminatory practice (including discrimination against women, aborigines or members of disadvantaged groups) is an issue 

that we pay high attention to. Manufacturers who are found to commit serious violations in such circumstances may be listed as 

debarred manufacturers, and may not participate in THSRC’s tender projects for a specific time period. We also formulate individual 

contracts for suppliers, which specify that suppliers must pay their employees’ salaries not lower than a certain salary level, as well 

as provide supporting documents and regularly inspect the implementation of salaries, and stipulate that suppliers maintain good 

employer-employee relations and handle labor disputes in an appropriate manner. Should there be labor disputes, suppliers shall 

provide the relevant documents and explanations, and make improvements within the specified time limit.

Occupational Safety and Health

For all procurement cases, we have established the “Safety and Health Policy” to supervise and manage contractors and suppliers. 

All units at THSRC shall assess and control safety and health hazards and risks resulted from non-conforming machines, equipment, 

and materials before requisition, procurement (including leasing), and acceptance, so as to avoid purchasing materials, tools, and 

equipment that are not eco-friendly or hazardous and dangerous, in order to reduce personnel injury and environmental damage. 

For tendering of engineering or service contracts, THSRC has listed safety plan as one of the tender documents to be submitted by 

bidding manufacturers, and requires manufacturers to comply with THSRC’s occupational safety and health requirements, including 

occupational safety and health regulations such as the “Occupational Safety and Health Management Plan,” “Occupational Safety 

and Health Management Manual,” and “Occupational Safety & Health Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment Procedure,” while 

performing such contracts. Furthermore, THSRC sets different targets for suppliers, and adopts periodic or non-periodic inspection 

and auditing mechanisms for active measurement and supervision to truly implement internal safety and health management 

mechanisms. We have also established a complete notification system to effectively handle occupational disasters when take place, 

so as to reduce the negative impact of such disasters. For instance, THSRC has proper management and control mechanisms for 

deadly disasters involving more than 3 victims, and disasters involving at least 1 victim who also needs to be hospitalized.

In addition to including the appropriate “Occupational Safety and Health Provisions” as one of the attachments to contracts, we also 

stipulate that employees of contractors must not only complete training related to controlled areas, but also obtain safety certifications 

related to High Speed Rail Operations Regulations (HSROR certification) before carrying out operations at the workplaces of THSRC. 

Personnel of suppliers with longer working periods is required to complete retraining and to obtain qualification extension in 

accordance with the valid period for HSROR qualifications. At the same time, we have also established the “Contract Management Plan” 

which is applicable to the entire company to facilitate the management of each contract execution unit. THSRC also requires suppliers 

to provide relevant physical examinations to not only their general employees, but also other dispatched personnel (e.g., student 

workers, students in the cooperative education program, volunteers, etc.), where this requirement should be implemented accordingly.
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Supplier Chain Communication and Requirements

Aspect Requirements Related regulations

Social

1. Personnel of suppliers provide THSRC with contract work in procurement cases cannot be child labor, and may not provide differential 

treatment or show any form of discrimination due to race, status, language, belief, religion, political affiliation, ethnicity, place of origin, 

gender, age, marital status, appearance, facial features, disabilities, family status or union membership. 

2. THSRC requires suppliers to comply with national laws and regulations, including maintaining good employer-employee relations. Should there 

be labor disputes, suppliers shall provide the relevant documents and explanations, and make improvements within the specified time limit.

3. THSRC requires suppliers to pay their employees salaries in compliance with the minimum wage standards stipulated in the relevant laws and 

regulations in areas where their employees are located, as well as to offer statutory welfare benefits. Suppliers need to provide the relevant 

supporting documents too. 

4. THSRC requires suppliers to set working hours and overtime hours for their employees in compliance with the relevant laws and regulations in areas 

where their employees are located. Suppliers need to provide supporting documents and cooperate with THSRC to conduct regular inspections.

5. Suppliers may not engage in bid rigging or other conduct which will affect the fairness of bidding, so as to maintain a normal trading environment. 

1. THSRC has established the “Procurement Regulations” and related sub-regulations 

in accordance with the Employment Service Act and the Labor Standards Act, while 

specifying related provisions in tender instructions and related tender documents. 

The “no child labor” requirement is specified as part of work instructions in labor 

service contracts. Rules and regulations related to basic wages, working hours and 

overtime hours at THSRC comply with the Labor Standards Act.

2. “Security evaluation and management” and “Obligations of Party B” are specified in 

security contracts and cleaning contracts, respectively.

3. Relevant terms and conditions are specified in cleaning contracts. Vendors are 

required to include service plans in security contracts. Work instructions are 

specified in some manpower service contracts.

4. Bid rigging and other conduct are included in tender instructions and related tender 

documents. Improper benefits are specified in the main text of contracts.

Safety and Health

1. THSRC requires personnel of suppliers to not only complete training, but also obtain safety certifications related to High Speed Rail Operations 

Regulations (HSROR certification) before carrying out operations at THSRC’s controlled areas. Personnel of suppliers with longer working 

periods is required to complete retraining and obtain qualification extension in accordance with the valid period for HSROR qualifications.

2. THSRC stipulates that the “Occupational Safety and Health Act” shall be included as one of the attachments to contracts for contractors which 

have to enter THSRC’s workplaces. Before officially commencing work, contractors shall propose safety and health management plans, which 

shall at least include organizational structure and responsibilities for safety and health management, safety and health facility planning 

for hazard and risk control, pre-service safety meeting or toolbox meeting, autonomous management and audit and tracking improvement 

systems, as the basis for autonomous safety and health management for contractors.

3. THSRC requires all suppliers to manage and report hazardous chemicals in accordance with “THSR’s Chemicals Management Regulations” to 

implement the requirements of the “Regulations for the Labeling and Hazard Communication of Hazardous Chemicals,” “Implementation 

Regulations Governing Labor Environmental Monitoring,” “Regulations Governing Assessment and Grading of Hazardous Chemicals,” and 

“Regulations Governing Designation and Operation Permit Management for Controlled Chemicals” set forth by the Ministry of Labor.

4. All units at THSRC shall assess and control safety and health hazards and risks resulted from non-conforming machines, equipment, and 

materials before requisition, procurement (including leasing) and acceptance. THSRC specifies the safety and health requirements for high-risk 

machines, equipment, materials or labor services identified through risk assessment as the basis for procurement and acceptance.

5. THSRC requires personnel of suppliers to implement contract works in accordance with THSRC’s “Regulations Governing Occupational Safety 

and Health Management for Transportation Maintenance” and related regulations when conducting operations at THSRC’s workplaces, and 

has established the relevant penal provisions.

6. THSRC requires suppliers to provide relevant physical fitness/health examinations and occupational safety and health training to not only their 

general employees, but also other dispatched personnel (e.g., student workers, students in the cooperative education program, volunteers, etc.).

7. THSRC requires that different targets are set for suppliers, and adopts periodic or non-periodic inspection and auditing mechanisms for active 

measurement and supervision to truly implement internal safety and health management mechanisms. Besides, THSRC has established a complete 

notification system to effectively handle occupational disasters when they take place, so as to reduce the negative impact of such disasters.

8. THSRC has completed the establishment of an electronic “occupational safety and health management system for contractors” to control 

and inspect operations at all stages when contractors enter and leave work sites, as well as evaluate and compile overall safety and health 

requirements for contractors according to work progress, in order to enhance the promotion of autonomous safety management by the 

relevant units and contractors and serve as the basis for re-selecting contractors.

1. THSRC has established the “Provisions for Approval of Entry into Controlled Areas 

(HSROR Qualification).”

2. THSRC has established occupational safety and health regulations, such as 

“Occupational Safety and Health Management Plan,” “Occupational Safety and 

Health Management Manual,” “Occupational Safety & Health Hazard Identification 

and Risk Assessment Procedure,” and “Regulations Governing Occupational Safety 

and Health Management for Transportation Maintenance,” as well as attaches 

the “Occupational Safety and Health Terms and Conditions” and forms to tender 

documents for use during the actual performance of contracts.

3. THSRC has established the “THSR’s Chemicals Management Regulations.”

Environmental  
protection

1. With regard to supply contracts for paper products, such as photocopy paper, sanitary, cleaning, and dormitory supplies, THSRC requires 

suppliers to products with the green mark.

2. THSRC requires suppliers to comply with environmental protection laws and regulations during operations, and carry out treatment of waste 

produced in operations via legal processing procedures. In response to the government’s environmental protection policy, THSRC prioritizes 

the purchase of products which have less impact on the environment, in order to realize green consumption.

3. THSRC requires all vendors to comply with reasonable and feasible environmental management procedures when undertaking all construction 

works, operations or activities related to THSRC.

4. For works at each relevant unit that are commissioned to suppliers or contractors, these suppliers or contractors shall be required to conduct 

automatic inspection of environmental protection measures to supervise whether their employees have truly carried out works according to 

the relevant requirements. Such inspection results and improvement measures and results shall be recorded and submitted to the contract 

management unit for reference.

1. THSRC has established the “Procurement Regulations” and related sub-regulations, 

while specifying related provisions in tender instructions and related tender 

documentation.

2. THSRC has established the management regulations in the “Environmental 

Management Manual,” and announced the relevant regulations on our internal 

website.
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Chemicals Management

THSRC requires all suppliers to truly manage and report hazardous chemicals in accordance with the “THSR’s Chemicals Management 

Regulations” to implement the requirements of the “Regulations for the Labeling and Hazard Communication of Hazardous 

Chemicals,” “Implementation Regulations Governing Labor Environmental Monitoring,” “Regulations Governing Assessment and 

Grading of Hazardous Chemicals,” and “Regulations Governing Designating and Handling of Priority Management Chemicals” set 

forth by the Ministry of Labor.

Environmental Protection

In the aspect of environmental protection, THSRC requires suppliers to comply with environmental protection laws and regulations 

during operations, and carry out treatment of waste produced in operations via legal processing procedures. Moreover, THSRC 

prioritizes the purchase of products which have less impact on the environment, such as products with the green mark, the energy 

label, the water label or the green building label. For details regarding related contents, refer to the subchapter titled “Low-Carbon 

Rail Transport, and Environmental Sustainability.” 

Security Policy and Training

THSRC hires external professional security companies to take charge of security services and have established security policy to 

clearly stipulate the duties of security personnel, including maintaining order at stations and on trains, ensuring passenger safety, 

and maintaining safe train operations. Concerning service implementation, in addition to carrying out various security and safety 

checks, and observing suspicious items and events in surrounding areas, THSRC has also developed a customer-focused and service-

oriented attitude to maintain service quality. Any unlawful events will be dealt with in cooperation with police officers and handed 

in accordance with the law. Furthermore, we regularly conduct bimonthly meetings with security companies to ensure that security 

personnel can implement our security policy while on duty.

To avoid infringing the human rights of passengers or third parties, security personnel not only needs to receive professional 

training, such as patrol techniques, arrest techniques combined with boxing or self-defense techniques, investigation of abnormal 

records and incidents, but also has to attend legal training related to personal security and arrest of offenders, as well as customer 

service etiquette training.

THSRC attaches great importance to the quality of security personnel. When signing a contract with a security company, THSRC 

requires the company to provide information regarding complete education and training received by its security personnel in 

compliance with THSRC’s requirements and regulations, including legal, safety inspections, human rights, and service attitude while 

on duty. In 2018, all the security personnel underwent the relevant courses.

Security Personnel Training Content

 ∣ Customer service etiquette training

 ∣ Security equipment/system operation and 

emergency notification training

 ∣ THSRC-related safety regulations and disaster 

prevention training

 ∣ Traffic control and patrol technique training

 ∣ Legal training related to personal security and 

arrest of offenders, in order to avoid infringing the 

human rights of passengers or third parties

 ∣ Basic training on the identification of suspicious 

packages and bomb threats training

Training courses 
provided by THSRC

Training courses 
provided by security 

companies

Localized Supply Chain

With a view to maintaining high-quality train safety, as well as taking into consideration the need for shortening material 

preparation and delivery lead time and reducing procurement costs, THSRC implements the development and procurement of local 

materials in accordance with the “Alternative Sourcing and Verification Process,” which is able to develop local suppliers, and also 

reduce reliance on supply of materials from overseas suppliers.

Through collaboration with top research institutes in Taiwan (e.g., National Chung-Shan Institute of Science and Technology, 

Industrial Technology Research Institute, Plastic Testing Centre, Metal Industries Research and Development Centre, etc.), we assist 

qualified local suppliers in HSR material preparation and development, as well as technology transfer during the development 

process. In addition to accelerating the local development and procurement of HSR maintenance materials, gradually reducing 

our reliance on overseas procurement and international shipments to reduce component costs and risks, simplify inventory 

management, increase cost-effectiveness, and reduce response time during emergencies, such operations can also increase the 

local railway industry standards, thereby fulfilling the corporate responsibilities of supporting local industries and reducing carbon 

emissions from transportation.

Apart from the results above, THSRC also engages in the development of alternative materials, which helps enhance the corporate 

image and technical capabilities of collaborating manufacturers, as well as assists manufacturers in applying for the International 

Railway Industry Standard (IRIS) quality system certification based on the performance of collaboration, thereby expanding local 

railway industry chain to the international stage and eventually increasing the international exposure and competitiveness of the 

industry. Such a win-win partnership has successfully attracted the participation of related local industries.

To search for local alternative materials, we actively visit Taiwan manufacturers to ensure that the quality of the materials comply with 

our specifications. In 2018, we visited local suppliers 267 times, and completed 42 alternative material development cases. From 2011 

to 2018, there have been a total of 96 alternative materials-developing manufacturers, with a saving up to NT$1.913 billion.

Savings from Localization
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Other than visiting manufacturers, THSRC also actively participates in railway industry business opportunity fairs and sets up booths 

in such events, so as to explain our methods of promoting localization of the railway industry and related business opportunities to 

potential local buyers. Examples of such events are listed as follows:

 ∣ Participated in the “2018 Railway System Maintenance Procurement Sources Information Session” organized by the Taiwan 

Railways Administration at the Fugang Vehicle Depot on May 18, 2018.

 ∣ Set up a booth in the railway system maintenance procurement zone in the “Investment Solicitation Convention” on October 16, 2018.

Furthermore, in order to implement the railway industry localization policy, from September 2017 until September 2018, THSRC 

collaborated with the Industrial Technology Research Institute to develop and localize the “Railway Inspection Scooter” using 

our national research and development capabilities, in hopes of achieving the production of “electric driven, light weighted, and 

intelligentized” railway inspection scooters and related equipment, thus enhancing the functions and disaster investigation efficiency 

of inspection carriers, and facilitating nationalized and local warranty.

   Localization of THSR

To support local small and medium businesses and promote 

products made from local raw materials, THSRC promote local 

businesses to set up HSR markets or local product stores with 

lower rents at Taoyuan Station, Miaoli Station, Taichung Station, 

Changhua Station, and Yunlin Station. In 2018, HSR markets 

were set up in Tainan Station, Zuoying Station, and Hsinchu 

Station so that passengers can purchase locally made products. 

We are committed to creating job opportunities for local small 

and medium businesses. Every month, approximately 80 service 

salespersons help to generate a total revenue of NT12 million 

for local small businesses.

THSRC actively works with local suppliers for service and property procurement. In 2018, the total amount of property procurement 

conducted by THSRC was approximately NT$2.4 billion, where the amount of procurement from local suppliers accounted for 77.37% 

of the total amount. In addition, the proportion of local property procurement in the three most recent years has exceeded 70%. On the 

other hand, the amount of service procurement in 2018 exceeded NT$5.8 billion, where 89% came from local service procurement.

Percentage of Local Procurement
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Touch Sustainable Care



Touch — Sustainable Care

Subchapter title Material topic Management objective Management method Assessment mechanism

Sustainable Governance 

and Ethical Corporate 

Management

Corporate governance

Enhance various corporate 
governance-related measures 
and legal compliance systems 
to ensure the sustainable 
operation of THSRC and reduce 
the risk of violating of laws and 
regulations.

• Establish the “Corporate Governance Promotion Committee,” overseen by the Chairman and 
chaired by the President, whereas executives from managerial departments serve as members of 
this committee. This committee regularly reports to the Board of Directors regarding the overall 
promotion and implementation of corporate governance at THSRC every year. Establish the “Articles 
of Incorporation,” “Guidelines for Corporate Governance,” “Code of Ethical Conduct,” and “Code of 
Conduct.”

• Establish the “Regulation of Self-Evaluation of the Board of 
Directors,” and implement internal self-assessment of the 
Board of Directors at the end of each year in accordance with 
this regulation. In addition, conduct external assessment at 
least once every three years.

• Participate in the Corporate Governance Evaluation organized 
by Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation, and also undergo 
external assessment. Regularly convene meetings for 
review and implementation based on internal and external 
assessment results.

Legal Compliance

• Implement self-assessment annually based on internal control systems, and verify the status of 
legal compliance at THSRC upon review of relevant procedures.

• Establish legal compliance promotion plan, and keep abreast of changes in regulations accordance 
with management regulations to effectively improve compliance awareness and control the status 
of legal compliance at each unit.

• Regularly compile and manage penalty cases, and require 
penalized units to report the status of handling such cases and 
improvement measures during compliance meetings.

Nurturing Talent  

and Value Cultivation

Talent placement and 

development

Recruit suitable personnel in 
a timely manner based on 
business needs and manpower 
planning to ensure the 
knowledge, attitude, and skills 
of recruited employees meet job 
requirements.

• Establish “Employees Recruitment Regulation” and career planning for non-management positions. • Review monthly whether recruitment operations meet planning 
and unit needs during the management reports and manpower 
budget review meetings.

Protection of labor rights

Create a healthy and friendly 
workplace by establishing 
multiple grievance channels, 
ensuring the physical and 
mental health of employees, 
and reducing workplace hazards, 
with a safe, equal and high-
quality work environment.

• Ensure the basic labor conditions for employees are protected and communication mechanisms 
are implemented through different forms of meetings, such as departmental meetings, Town Hall 
meeting, conservation over tea and Be There with the Chairman Forum.

• Regularly convene labor-management meeting. Report any changes in labor representatives to the 
competent authority for reference in accordance with the law.

• THSRC set up Labor Union for discussing on various issues at to maintain a well establish labor-
management relationship.

• Establish and implement the “Grievance Regulation” for employees to effectively implement 
management policies and maintain harmonious employee relations.

• Ensure the physical and mental safety and protection during work environment. Enhance the 
prevention and awareness of sexual harassment incidents among employees in accordance with 
the Act of Gender Equality in Employment and the “Regulations for Establishing Measures of 
Prevention, Correction, Complaint and Punishment of Sexual Harassment at Workplace.”

• Inspect relevant rules and regulations annually according to 
implementation status, and require the responsible units to 
arrange for amendment of the relevant regulations if necessary.

Protection of Rights and 

Considerate Care

Safety management • Establish safety and health policies, and occupation disaster notification process, as well as regularly 
convene occupation safety and health committee meetings.

• Set occupational safety and health goals for employees, as well 
as measure and monitor quantifiable and traceable indicators.

Employee care

• Establish the “Mental Health Protection Regulation” and “Sexual Harassment Prevention and 
Handling Regulation” (including grievance and reporting process), as well as conduct multi-faceted 
mental health talks/training courses for employees, regularly impart mental health knowledge 
through electronic bulletin boards, or promote grievance and reporting mechanisms for employee 
mental health protection at various settings such as new employee training.

• Regularly inspect grievance and reporting mechanisms for 
employee mental health protection, as well as feedback on 
mental health talks and training courses, to understand 
employee needs and develop relevant plans based on these 
needs.

Carrying for Society and 

Developing Local Area
Corporate image

Implement relevant social 
projects while enhancing 
corporate image, in order to 
achieve THSRC’s corporate 
vision of “to be the platform for 
advancement and enjoyment.”

• Establish the “Public Relations Activity Execution Regulation.” • Responsible personnel tracks the implementation results of 
project activities fill out the result assessment form, include 
implementation status, implementation results and current 
gap analysis or implementation review, as well as submit the 
form, upon completion, to the Head of Public Affairs Office 
for review.
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Corporate Planning Office

Finance Division

Legal Office

This office is responsible for planning and promoting 
corporate social responsibility, deepening the concept of 
corporate social responsibility to every corner at grass-roots 
level along the HSR line, as well as promoting and ensuring 
the implementation of “Ethical Corporate Management Best 
Practice Principles.”

This division is responsible for shareholder and investor 
relations,establishing, maintaining, and enhancing 
networking and two-way communication with local and 
foreign professional institutional investors, as well as 
providing shareholder relations services.

This office assists in the planning, promotion, and 
implementation of corporate governance system and 
corporate governance evaluation, as well as provides legal 
advice on the content of proposals at shareholders’ meetings, 
Board of Directors’ meetings and other functional committee 
meetings, and the operation of such meetings.

Board of Directors

President

Chairman

Management Team

This team includes various 

divisions and departments, 

including corporate 

planning, operation, 

business,administration, 

logistics, maintenance, 

legal, quality assurance, 

finance and accounting, 

procurement, public 

affairs, human resources, 

and safety.

Corporate Governance  
& Nomination Committee

Audit Committee

Remuneration Committee

Special Committee

Secretariat Division of Board of Directors

Corporate Governance  
Promotion Committee

This division provides relevant resources or assistance to 
the Board of Directors and supporting committees to help 
them perform their duties, and responsible for planning and 
promoting THSRC’s corporate governance system.

This committee is overseen by the Chairman 
and chaired by the President, whereas 
executives from managerial departments 
serve as members of the committee, drafts 
optimization strategies for corporate 
governance systems and functions, and 
formulates measures to enhance corporate 
governance to provide a reference for decision-
makers at THSRC, and regularly reports to 
the Corporate Governance and Nomination 
Committee and the Board of Directors.

Corporate Governance  
Planning Team

Corporate Social  
Responsibility Team

Ethical Management Team

Environmental  
Sustainability Team

Information on Members of Governance Organization

At present, the Board of Directors consists of 13 members (including 3 independent directors) who specialize in areas such as 

transportation, financial management and legal affairs, and are able to ensure the professionalism and objectivity of Board resolutions.

Members of the 8th Board of Directors was elected in the Annual General Meeting on May 24, 2017, and took office on the same 

day for a term of three years till May 23, 2020.

Title Name Date elected

Chairman
Representative: Chiang, Yao-Chung
China Aviation Development Foundation

May 24, 2017

Director
Representative: Liu, Ming-Ching
Ministry of Transportation and Communications, R.O.C.

September 21, 2017

Director
Representative: Huang, Mao-Hsiung
TECO Electric & Machinery Co., Ltd.

May 24, 2017

Director
Representative: Liu, Kuo-Chih
Taipei Fubon Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.

May 24, 2017

Director
Representative: Tsai, Huang-Liang
China Aviation Development Foundation

May 24, 2017

Director
Representative: Wang, Shyi-Chin
China Steel Corporation

January 3, 2019

Former Director
Representative: Wong, Chao-Tung
China Steel Corporation

March 31, 2018 
 (Retired on January 3, 2019)

Former Director
Representative: Liu, Jih-Gang
China Steel Corporation

May 24, 2017  
(Retired on March 31, 2018)

Director
Representative: Chiang, Chin-Shan
TSRC Corporation

May 24, 2017

Director
Representative: Kwan, Tao-I
Taiwan Sugar Corporation

May 24, 2017

Director
Representative: Kao, Shien-Quey
Management Committee of National Development Fund, Executive Yuan

May 24, 2017

Director
Representative: Ko, Lee-Ching
Evergreen Steel Corporation

May 24, 2017

Independent Director Ding, Kung-Wha May 24, 2017

Independent Director Chiu, Kenneth Huang-Chuan May 24, 2017

Independent Director Poo, David Da-Wei May 24, 2017

Note: 1. 77% of the Board members (10 members) were males, whereas 23% (3 members) were females. On the other hand, 31% of the Board 

members (4 members) were aged at least 50 years old and under 60 years old, whereas 69% (9 members) were aged at least 60 years old.

2. For more details regarding members of the Board of Directors, refer to our annual reports .

Responsibilities of Governance Organizations

The Board of Directors is mainly responsible for formulating major financial, business, and operational decisions, and 

supervising the performance of duties by the management. The duties of the Board of Directors include reviewing various 

important rules and regulations, business plans, budget accounts and important businesses of which contents are complex, 

hence these duties are not listed down one by one here. Major resolutions by the Board of Directors are announced and 

disclosed on MOPS in accordance with the rules and regulations. Each functional committee has a duty of pre-assessment, 

whereas independent directors exercise their independence and professionalism, which helps to enhance the quality and 

professionalism of Board of Directors’ discussions.

According to THSRC’s Corporate Governance Guidelines, the Board of Directors meets at least once every two months. In 2018, the 

Board of Directors convened 15 meetings, for details regarding directors’ attendance, please refer to page 56 of our annual report.

Sustainable Governance and Ethical Corporate Management

Corporate Governance Framework

The corporate governance system is the cornerstone of a company’s sustainable management. We comply with the relevant laws and regulations 

in Taiwan, and continue to review and improve our “Guidelines for Corporate Governance”  by referring to domestic and international 

standards, in order to drive a good corporate governance system, and implement the guidance outline of various governance measures.

In addition to having independent directors in place as specified in the Articles of Incorporation, THSRC has established functional committees, 

such as the Corporate Governance & Nomination Committee, Audit Committee, Remuneration Committee, and Special Committee under the 

Board of Directors. Moreover, THSRC also revises or amends the relevant chapters and regulations . Specific results are currently shown in the 

following: functional committees have a duty of pre-assessment, independent directors exercise their independence and professionalism, and 

the management fully implements corporate governance and gradually enhances information disclosure.

THSRC participated in the 4th TWSE Corporate Governance Evaluation in 2017, one year after being publicly listed and was ranked among the top 

5% of publicly listed companies. Additionally, we were awarded with an “Excellent” certification by the Taiwan Corporate Governance Association 

under their CG6011 (2017) corporate governance evaluations on June 26, 2018. To stabilize company operations and increase investor and 

stakeholder confidence, we will not only focus on the continuous fulfillment of functions by functional committees and independent directors, 

but also continue to inspect the basic corporate governance framework and various corporate governance mechanisms in adherence to the 

principles of enterprise autonomy, thereby setting THSRC as a benchmark for corporate governance.

For more details regarding corporate governance, please refer to THSRC’s annual reports , THSRC’s corporate website  and the Market 

Observation Post System (MOPS) . 

Organizational Structure

Corporate Governance Structure
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Functional Committees

Economic Financial and management issues

Environmental Energy saving, and carbon reduction, renewable energy generation, waste disposal, ecological conservation, etc.

Social
donations, charity activities, ethics and anti-corruption, community communication, labor rights issues, 
employee education and welfare, customer safety and health, etc.

Corporate Governance Promotion Committee

THSRC adheres to the spirit of “Go Extra Mile” and the belief of “corporate sustainability,” as well as regards social responsibility as our 

core value. Under the guidance of the “Corporate Social Responsibility Best Practice Principles” approved by the Board of Directors in 

March 2016, we have included aspects such as corporate governance, sustainable environment, social welfare, information disclosure, and 

communication into our operational strategies and management objectives, in order to actively implement corporate social responsibility. 

In September 2018, the merger of the original Corporate Governance Project Team and the Corporate Social Responsibility Committee to 

form the “Corporate Governance Promotion Committee” was approved by the Board of Directors. The corporate governance planning team, 

corporate social responsibility team, ethical management team, and environmental sustainability team have been established under this 

committee. This committee is overseen by the Chairman and chaired by the President, whereas executives from managerial departments 

serve as members of the committee. It drafts optimization strategies for corporate governance systems and functions, formulates measures 

to enhance corporate governance, and evaluate corporate social responsibility policy to provide a reference for decision-makers at THSRC. 

Every year, it reports the overall promotion and implementation of corporate governance to the Board of Directors. For details regarding its 

implementation, refer to the section titled “Corporate Governance Framework” on our corporate website. 

Management Principles

THSRC’s five core values are “Discipline,” “Integrity,” “Efficiency,” “Innovation,” and “Sensibility.” To practice the spirit of transparent 

governance, THSRC has established the relevant regulations as follows:

Rules and regulations Description

Ethical Corporate 
Management Best 
Practice Principles

 

• These principles took effect upon approval by the Board of Directors in March 2016, and were 
reported to the shareholders’ meeting.

• They have been listed to facilitate fair business conduct, and the relevant whistleblowing 
system will also ensure that staffs comply with these principles and supervise each other.

Code of  
Ethical Conduct  

• This code was first reviewed by the Audit Committee, and approved by the Board of Directors 
before it was announced and implemented.

• It is applicable to directors, managers, supervisors at all levels and other employees.

• This code guides personnel’s conduct to comply with ethical standards, and prompts 
stakeholders to ensure that our personnel is aware of the ethical standards they should 
comply with when performing their duties. It also specifies confidentiality obligations, 
prohibition of insider trading, prevention of conflict of interests, as well as prohibition of gifts, 
bribery or improper interests.

• In the event that an employee violates this code, he/she shall receive punishment depending 
on the severity of violation in accordance with the relevant rules and regulations. The same 
shall also apply to unit supervisors who are aware of such violation but fail to correct the 
employee or handle the violation in accordance with THSRC’s rules and regulations.

• In the event that a director or a manager among supervisors at all levels is found to have 
committed serious violation of this code, we will promptly disclose information, including his/
her position and name, the violation date, the cause of violation, the rules violated and the 
handling status, on MOPS.

Code of Conduct

• The Human Resource Division is responsible for establishing this code. This code took effect 
upon approval by the President, and is applicable to all employees at THSRC.

• It clearly states a colleague who discovers that he/she is involved in the violation of this 
code or reasonably suspect that other colleagues or units with which he/she has dealings, 
is involved in the violation of this code, shall be obliged to file a whistleblowing report by 
presenting the relevant supporting information.

In order to raise anti-corruption awareness at THSRC and enhance our ability to combat corruption, THSRC deepens the adoption 

of ethical management among all employees through education and training. As of 2018, a cumulative total of 4,473 existing 

employees have received anti-corruption policy training, accounting for 100% of all employees. In addition, the number of 

participants and training hours in ethical management-related training sessions held in 2018 are listed as followed page:

Economic Environmental Social Certain discussion topics in 2018

1. Verify the qualifications of independent 
directors and the composition of the Board 
of Directors and committees

2. Responsible for the nomination of 
directors, as well as the planning and 
assessment of potential director candidates

3. Review the performance of duties by all 
directors and supervisors, and the liability 
insurance for directors and managers

4. Responsible for the research and analysis, 
implementation, planning recommendations 
and effectiveness review of corporate 
governance system, as well as corporate 
governance regulations

• Report on the implementation 
of corporate governance

• Report on the review of THSRC’s 
information disclosure system

• Report on research and analysis, 
implementation, and planning 
recommendations of THSRC’s 
corporate governance system

1. Formulate or amend procedures for 
handling internal control systems and 
significant financial practices in accordance 
with the Securities and Exchange Act

2. Review matters involving directors’ own 
interests

3. Review major asset and derivative 
trading, loaning of funds, and provision of 
endorsements or guarantees

4. Review public offering, issuance or private 
placement of equity securities

5. Review annual, semi-annual, first quarter 
and third quarter financial statements

6. Assess company risk management policies, 
metrics and compliance

• Perform self-assessment of 
internal control system results

• Amend THSRC’s “Code of Ethical 
Conduct”

• Formulate THSRC’s “Regulations 
for Management of the 
Prevention of Insider Trading”

• Formulate THSRC’s “Regulation 
of Related Party Transaction”

• Suggestions on the procurement 
strategy of THSRC’s “leasing of 
station space to energy suppliers 
for the establishment of solar 
power system”

• Proposal for “Taiwan High 
Speed Rail Opening Year of Arts” 
collaboration project

• Procurement for THSRC’s “Early 
Earthquake Warning System”

1. Establish and regularly review policies, 
systems, standards, and structures of 
performance evaluation, salary and 
remuneration for directors and managers

2. Regularly assess and formulate salary and 
remuneration for directors and managers

• Proposal for salary adjustment
• Suggestions on the distribution 

of employee and director 
compensation

• Performance goal setting and 
evaluation result reporting for 
managers

• Suggestion on the distribution of 
performance bonus at THSRC

• Suggestions on THSRC’s practices 
after the implementation of 
amendments to the Labor 
Standards Act

3. Provide counsel and suggestions on major 
legal or contractual disputes and important 
institutional changes as approved by the 
Board of Directors, and assist the Board 
of Directors in supervising functional 
managers to implement related decisions

4. Supervise procurement proposals that shall be 
made to the Board of Directors by functional 
managers, in accordance with regulations. 

5. Other duties as stipulated in the Articles 
of Incorporation, “Corporate Governance 
Guidelines,” or the resolutions of Board  
of Directors

• Suggestions on procurement 
strategy for THSRC’s localization of 
OCS maintenance vehicle project.

• THSRC’s promotion of 
maintenance localization

• THSRC’s report on crowd 
alleviation and operating 
capacity improvement measures 
for peak periods

• THSRC’s promotion of 
the development of OEM 
commercial sources

For details regarding the operations of each functional committee, please refer to the section titled “Operations of Functional 

Committees” on our corporate website. 
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—  Two members of the Board of Directors received anti-corruption policy communication and training, accounting for 15% 

of all members of the Board of Directors.

—  A total of 279 new employees received anti-corruption training, accounting for 6.24% of all employees.

—  A total of 4,362 participants received ethical management training, which was conducted for all employees, and ran for a 

total of 727 hours.

—  A total of 4,400 participants received insider trading prevention training, which ran for a total of 733 hours.

—  A total of 113 participants attended a corporate ethical management course, which was conducted for senior executives 

and general employees, and ran for a total of 170 hours.

Education and Training Related to Ethical Management

Rank Number of trainees Percentage of trainees to total number of employees Class hours

Vice President and above 9 0.2 9

Assistant Vice President 18 0.4 18

Manager and Deputy Manager 221 4.9 221

Section Chief 588 13.1 588

General employees 3637 81.4 3637

Total 4473 100 4473

Adhering to the spirit of ethical management, we comprehensively manage compliance with laws and regulations, as well as 

indicative rules in THSRC’s regulations through the “Promotion Plan for Legal Compliance,” in order to ensure that our employees 

truly comply with the relevant rules and regulations. For details regarding the “Promotion Plan for Legal Compliance,” please refer 

to the paragraph titled “Legal Compliance” on the right.

As regards the grievance mechanism for ethical management, grievances are accepted via THSRC’s spokesperson mailbox, while the 

phone number is 02-87892000 ext.72710 and email address is Spokesman_MBOX@thsrc.com.tw. Internal employees who feel that 

their legitimate rights have been violated can send their grievances via email to our internal grievance mailbox: helpme@thsrc.com.

tw. We also offer related training, in hopes that all employees can adopt a righteous work attitude. The mechanisms above are also 

applicable to grievances related to social aspects.

Moreover, in order to implement ethical management policy and actively prevent non-ethical conduct, THSRC has established the 

“Regulation of Whistle-Blowing System for Unlawful, Unethical Conduct and Dishonesty Behavior,” and accepts reports regarding 

violations of THSRC’s “Code of Ethical Conduct”  and “Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice Principles”  or non-compliance 

with regulations and other internal rules filed by internal and external stakeholders, including shareholders, investors, directors, 

managers, and employees. Whistleblowing reports can be filed to THSRC’s Corporate Audit Office via the following methods:

Hotline: 02-8725-1188

Fax: 02-8725-1189

Email address: ethics_MBOX@thsrc.com.tw

Mailing address: 13th Floor, No. 66, Jingmao 2nd Road, Nangang District, Taipei City 11568

We internalize our corporate values in our rules and regulations, and implement ethical management in every section through our 

internal management mechanism. As of 2018, there were no penalties imposed on the relevant units due to major violations related 

to corruption and no related grievance cases.

Legal Compliance

All employees at THSRC shall truly carry out their duties in compliance with the laws and regulations, as well as THSRC’s rules and 

regulations, which has already been stipulated in the Articles of Incorporation, “Corporate Governance Guidelines,”  “Code of 

Ethical Conduct,”  and “Employee Code of Conduct.”  Every year, we ensure the achievement of legal compliance targets based 

on the self-assessment results for internal control system and review of related procedures.

Since 2016, we have enhanced our legal compliance system and reduce our compliance risks through the “Promotion Plan for Legal 

Compliance,” which key points include: formulating policies, implementing a sound legal compliance system framework, short-, 

medium- and long-term goals and division of responsibilities, regulatory inventory and change management mechanisms, and legal 

compliance reporting framework. In addition, we are committed to raising awareness of legal compliance at all units, keep abreast 

of changes in laws and regulations in accordance with management regulations, and effectively control our legal compliance status.

In addition, THSRC includes the implementation results of legal compliance system into our internal control system for self-

assessment every year, such that each unit assesses compliance risks and implementation effectiveness, in order to maintain a 

comprehensive legal compliance system. In 2018, the average risk level at each unit was medium to high, and implementation 

effectiveness at each unit was 4 to 5 (based on a scale of 1 to 5 for self-assessed effectiveness). Meanwhile, the implementation 

results of legal compliance system were examined by supervisors at each unit in accordance with our internal control review 

mechanism. Upon review by the Corporate Audit Office, the results were submitted to the Audit Committee and the Board of 

Directors for further review and approval in February 2019. The status of legal compliance at THSRC in 2018 is explained as follows:

—  Important laws and regulatory orders related to the construction and operation of HSR: In 2018, there were no violation 

of the following important laws and regulatory orders, including the Railway Act, the Statute for Encouragement of Private 

Participation in Transportation Infrastructure Projects, the Act for Promotion of Private Participation in Infrastructure 

Projects, and the Fair Trade Act.

—  Important laws and regulatory orders related to public companies: In 2018, there were no violation of the following important 

regulations and regulatory orders, including the Company Act, the Securities and Exchange Act, as well as regulatory orders 

related to information disclosure and corporate governance of public companies.

—  For important laws and regulatory orders related to economic and social aspects, including the Act for Promotion of Private 

Participation in Infrastructure Projects, as well as regulations related to environment protection, labor, disaster prevention, 

and consumer protection, THSRC has paid fines for the following penalty/punishment cases, completed improvements on 

these violations, and enhanced related management measures. However, these cases did not have a significant impact on 

THSRC’s overall operations:

• In 2018, the National Taxation Bureau of Taipei imposed a fine of NT$750 on THSRC arising from one case of violation of 

Paragraph 3 of Article 89 and Article 111 of the Income Tax Act due to our failure to file the non-withholding tax statement 

before the expiration of the filing deadline. Based on THSRC’s improvement solution, our financial unit will adjust 

processes for temporary business payments and employee payments in the future to examine statements and file them 

accordingly.

• On the other hand, the National Taxation Bureau of Taipei imposed a fine of NT$1,500 on THSRC arising from one 

case of violation of Article 48 of the Value-added and Non-value-added Business Tax Act due to recording errors in 

the issuance of uniform invoice when selling lunchboxes from train trolleys. We have paid these fines and made 

improvements. Moreover, our financial unit has promptly informed the station management unit to clarify the problem 

and come up with improvement solutions, continuously track and report whether there were errors in the issuance of 

uniform invoices at various operating bases, and tool the necessary reporting and guiding measures.

• The Directorate General of Highways, Ministry of Transportation and Communications (MOTC) imposed a fine of 

NT$150,000 on THSRC’s contractor arising from one case of violation of Paragraph 2 of Article 72 of the Highway Act 

due to the contractor’s failure to maintain traffic according to the permitted construction plan, which led to personnel 

casualties. In addition to convening a review meeting to investigate and analyze the root cause of the accident, THSRC 

has also conducted two batches of hydraulic aerial cage training sessions to raise safety awareness. On the other hand, 

we have also strengthened contractor management measures, such as on-site command, examination items, operator 

qualifications and inspection frequency for hydraulic aerial cages.

• Laws and regulatory related to environmental aspect: In 2018, there were no violations of important laws and 

regulatory orders, including the Environmental Impact Assessment Act, the Soil and Water Conservation Act, the Water 

Pollution Control Act, the Air Pollution Control Act, the Noise Control Act, and the Waste Disposal Act.
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Low-Carbon Train Operation and Environmental Sustainability

Transportation and Environment

To improve the efficiency of green transportation services, as well as create a green living circle and a sustainable environment with 

low-carbon transportation, we promote care for the environment in many aspects through the advantages of HSR, including high 

traffic volume, fast speed, and low pollution. THSRC has established an environmental management system, including formulating 

environmental policies , establishing environmental management organizations, assessing related goals and implementation strategies, 

in order to implement overall environmental protection from construction to operation. In addition, we also accept relevant reviews and 

measurements from government agencies, such as the Ministry of Transportation and Communications and the Environmental Protection 

Administration, and formulate measures related to the reduction of environmental impact according to assessment results.

Operation and Responsibilities of Environmental Management Organizations

• Assist THSRC’s environmental management representative in 
convening environmental management meetings, communicating 
environmental policies, and ensuring the establishment and 
implementation of the relevant procedures

• Handle overall environmental protection affairs

• Review EMS-related procedures

• Provide unit environmental protection personnel with the necessary 
guidance and guidelines as required

• Plan internal EMS audit solutions and implement internal EMS audit

• Establish, implement, and maintain various necessary procedures

• Ensure that the unit meets environmental protection regulatory 
requirements

• Promote related matters in cooperation with the environmental 
management unit

• Keep EMS-related records and information

• Provide EMS-related reports

• Cooperate with internal EMS audit

• Conduct regular/irregular supervision and examination on 
contractors/suppliers

• Implement related operations in compliance with regulations, 
contract documents and EMS-related procedures

• Provide owners with the necessary environmental protection-
related documents

President

Environmental 
Management Committee

Environmental 
management 
representative

Environmental  
management unit

Environmental protection 
personnel at stations, 
maintenance depots, 

construction sites, and general 
administrative affairs units

Environmental  
protection representative  

from each unit

Outsource operations  
to contractors/raw  
material suppliers

Decision-
making

Audit

Supervision Report and data

Reporting

Regular  
meetings

Submit monthly 
environmental 

management report

Note: 1. The Environmental Management Committee will be established according to actual management needs. At present, this committee is still in 

the preparation and assessment stage. The President is directly responsible for the responsibilities of this committee before it is established.

2. EMS: Environmental Management System 

To examine the implementation effectiveness of environmental management, we perform internal environmental quality 

management audit according to the “Management System Internal Audit Regulation,” which scope covers all maintenance depots 

and stations. A total of seven audits were implemented in 2018, and seven audits are expected to be performed in 2019. In addition, 

we track compliance with environmental regulations, as well as goal setting and achievement through the “Monthly Environmental 

Management Report” submitted by each unit every month. On the other hand, external inspections of wastewater and waste 

treatment implementation are carried out by local environmental protection units. In 2018, our total expenditure on environmental 

protection was NT$63,056,000. For details regarding noise prevention, please refer to the section titled “Sustainability Commitment” 

under the chapter titled “Transportation.” 

Environmental Protection Expenditure in 2018

Environmental 
protection measure

Environmental impact 
assessment and monitoring

Including Miaoli Station,  
Changhua Station,  
and Yunlin Station

Environmental protection 
research

Including Jacana conservation, 
greenhouse gas inventory, and noise 

research and improvement plan

Environmental pollution 
prevention

Wasterwater and waste treatment 
operation and maintenance at stations 

and maintenance depots Total

Expenditure in 2018 
(Unit: NT$ thousands)

2,928 3,469 56,659 63,056

To protect the environment and sustainable ecological development, as well as due to climate change, we have formulated short-, 

medium-, and long-term environmental management goals and strategies as follows based on three winning principles of “safety 

and comfort, environmental protection, carbon reduction and energy conservation”:

Short-term 
till 2018

Medium-term 
till 2020

Long-term 
till 2022

Environmental management
• Comply with environmental protection and 

environment impact assessment regulatory 
requirements.

• Conduct training for environmental 
protection personnel.

• Promote the ISO 14001 Environmental 

Management System.

Ecological conservation
• Carry out Jacana conservation work in 

Guantian, Tainan.

Waste management
• Strengthen waste reduction, implement 

waste sorting, and actively recycle resources 
and waste.

Energy management
• Promote energy conservation and carbon 

reduction measures at stations and 
maintenance depots, and set the annual 
electricity saving rate at greater than 0.86% 
as our energy conservation target using the 
average electricity consumption per passenger 
at stations (excluding public areas with TRA) 
and depots as an indicator.

Water resource management
• Strengthen water conservation measures at 

stations and maintenance depots, and set the 
annual water saving rate at greater than 3.42% as 
our water conservation target using the average 

water consumption per passenger as an indicator.

Greenhouse gas management
• Perform the greenhouse gas inventory audit 

and verification in THSRC’s operations, disclose 
information on greenhouse gas emissions in 
THSRC’s operations, and formulate emission 
reduction targets and priorities.

Environmental protection
• Ensure that all environmental management 

units at THSRC successfully obtain the ISO 
14001 Environmental Management System 

certification. (Note)

Waste management
• Continue to strengthen waste reduction, 

implement waste sorting, and actively recycle 
resources and waste.

Greenhouse gas management
• Set the annual carbon reduction rate 

at greater than 1.5% as our carbon 
emission target using the amount 
of carbon dioxide emission per 
passenger-kilometer as an indicator.

Environmental management
• Continue to run the ISO 14001 

Environmental Management System 
and promote the ISO 50001 Energy 
Management System certification.

Waste management
• Continue to strengthen waste reduction, 

implement waste sorting, and actively 
recycle resources and waste.

Environmental management
• Continue to implement environmental 

management, environmental monitoring, 
and environment protection through the 
environmental management system (There 
were no cases of violation of environmental 
protection and environmental impact 
assessment regulations in 2018).

• Conduct environmental protection 
training for environmental management 
representatives and related personnel at 
each unit, and strengthen their familiarity 
with environmental protection regulations 
and related execution capabilities.

• Commission consulting units to gradually 
incorporate the ISO 14001 Environmental 
Management system in environmental 
management units at all maintenance 
depots and stations and pass the relevant 
verification (THSRC provided assistance and 
employee training for the incorporation of 
the environmental management system at 19 
environmental management units in 2018).

Ecological conservation
• Continue to sponsor the “Wild Bird Society 

of Tainan,” which is the management unit 
of the Jacana Ecological Education Park 
(THSRC continued to contribute a total 
of NT$1.14 million to sponsor the Jacana 
Ecological Education Park in 2018).

Energy management
• Increase the promotion of energy conservation 

and carbon reduction measures, such as 
“Optimized Energy Conservation Management 
for Lighting, Air-conditioners, Machines 
and Equipment,” “Improvement of LED 
Lighting,” “Reduction of Contracted Electricity 
Capacity,” etc., and improve energy-consuming 
equipment in line with the “Directions for 
Funding Demonstration and Promotion of the 
Energy Conservation Performance Guarantee 
Program” set by the Ministry of Economic 
Affairs, in order to improve energy efficiency.

Water resource management
• Continue to promote water conservation 

measures, such as “replacement with water-
saving equipment,” “rainwater storage and 
utilization,” “water usage monitoring and 
management,” “water recycling and reuse,” 
etc., to conserve water, reduce the use of 
water, as well as recycle and reuse water.

Greenhouse gas management
• Establish THSRC’s “Greenhouse Gas Inventory 

List” in accordance with the “Greenhouse 
Gas Reduction and Management Act” set by 
the Environmental Protection Administration, 
Executive Yuan, and the “Overall Development 
Strategy Planning and Information Platform for 
Energy Conservation and Carbon Reduction in 
Transportation Facilities,” in order to stocktake 
greenhouse gas emissions from THSRC’s 
operations, which will be verified by third parties.

Greenhouse gas management
• Implement energy conservation 

measures, continue to increase 
passenger volume in line with the 
purchase of new trains to be added 
into operation, and attract more 
private transportation users (e.g., 
passenger cars) to take HSR, in order 
to reduce energy consumption in 
private transportation, thereby 
reducing the amount of carbon 
emission per passenger-kilometer.

Environmental management
• Enhance environmental management 

and energy management through 
the implementation of the ISO 
14001 Environmental Management 
System and the ISO 50001 Energy 
Management System.

Note: THSRC is expected to obtain this certificate in 2020.
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Energy Conservation and Carbon Reduction for Energy Management

In order to promote energy conservation measures at HSR stations and maintenance depots, we have established the “Energy 

Conservation Project Team” which convenes the “Energy Conservation Meeting” every three months, in order to track the 

implementation of these measures and review electricity usage in each quarter. In response to global carbon reduction 

requirements, as well as to improve energy efficiency, we voluntarily conducted organizational greenhouse gas emission inventory 

audit and external verification at 12 stations in 2016 and 2017, and successfully obtained the ISO 14064-1 Verification Opinion 

Statement (please refer to Appendices for the content of the statement)  . The relevant verification information is as follows:

Year

Scope 1: Direct greenhouse gas emissions

Emissions from diesel, gasoline, and 
refrigerant usage

Scope 2: Indirect greenhouse gas emissions 
from energy purchased and consumed 

Emissions from purchased electricity Verification Unit

2016 1,253.5175 45,630.9776 TÜV Rheinland Taiwan Ltd.

2017 1,435.9965 50,533.9868 DNV GL Business Assurance Co., Ltd.

Energy Consumption and Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Unit:GJ Purpose 2016 2017 2018

Trains Electric power
Electricity consumption 
for train operation, air-
conditioners and lighting

1,703,812.30 1,778,687.25 1,789,747.20

Maintenance 
depots

Electric power 69,540.27 70,861.72 71,261.71

Green power 0 0 0

Diesel
Engineering maintenance 
of vehicles and emergency 
generators

5,417.64 5,399.84 6,298.88

Stations
Including 
Taoyuan 

Operation 
Management 
Center and 
public areas 

of stations co-
built with TRA

Electric power 371,455.19 365,599.84 346,824.28

Green power 751.87 903.6 938.71

Diesel Emergency generators 156.19 181.76 138.82

Headquarter 
office

Electric power 3,611.91 3,401.90 3,475.16

Green power 0 (Not set) 0 (Not set) 0 (Not set)

Company cars
Gasoline 7,542.80 8,550.45 7,960.60

Diesel 651.29 526.93 501.75

Total emissions

Gasoline 7,542.80 8,550.45 7,960.60

Diesel 6,225.13 6,108.53 6,939.45

Electric power 2,148,419.68 2,218,550.71 2,211,308.35

Green power 751.87 903.6 938.71

Total energy 2,162,939.48 2,234,113.29 2,227,147.11

Total emissions 
(metric tons CO2e)

317,309.46 342,488.70 341,394.15

Note: 1. THSRC used the Energy Product Unit Heating Value Table as specified in the 2016 Energy Statistics Handbook published by the Bureau of Energy.

2. In 2018, data on “electricity consumption in public areas at Banqiao Station and TRA” was included in the recalculation of station electricity 
usage. Therefore, data in this report is different from those shown in the 2015 and 2016 CSR reports.

3. Solar power equipment at three maintenance depots of Wuri, Yanchao, and Zuoying, were installed on the rooftop area of these maintenance 
depots rented by operators in the electric power industry. Electric power generated by these equipment was sold to Taiwan Power Company. 
A total of 7,140 MWh of electricity were sold in 2018.

Trains

Depots

Headquarter office

Stations (including Taoyuan 
Operation Management Center)

Company cars

Depots 3.48%

Stations (including Taoyuan Operation 
Management Center) 
15.62%

Headquarter office 0.16%

Company cars 0.38%

Trains 

80.36%

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

(Metric tons CO2e)

Unit: metric tons CO2e

(Year)
0

315,000

320,000

325,000

330,000

335,000

340,000

345,000

5,000

317,309.46
316,295.12

341,410.30
340,295.79

342,488.70

1,014.34 1,078.40 1,098.36

2017 20182016

Scope 2

Estimated total 
amount of emissions

Scope 1

Note: 1. THSRC used the 2010-2017 National Electric Power Emission Factor published by the Bureau of Energy, and calculated emissions in 2018 using 
emission factors in 2017.

2. Emission factors for gasoline and diesel were corresponding factors from Version 6.0.3 (February 2017) of the Greenhouse Gas Emission Factor 
Management Table published by the Environmental Protection Administration.

3. Scope 1 refers to direct greenhouse gas emissions from sources of emissions owned or controlled by organizations.

4. Scope 2 refers to indirect greenhouse gas emissions from the consumption of purchased electricity, heat or steam.

Percentage of Energy Use in 2018

Since 2013, THSRC has cooperated with the government to promote the renewable energy policy by leasing out the rooftop areas 

of Wuri and Zuoying maintenance depots and the Yanchao Main Workshop to energy suppliers for the installation of solar power 

equipment. A total of 7,140 MWh of electricity were generated in 2018, a slight decrease of 0.2% from 2017, and was sold to Taiwan 

Power Company. Solar panels installed on the rooftop and as sun and rain shelters at Miaoli, Changhua, and Yunlin stations generated 

a total of 237 MWh of electricity in 2018 for use at these stations. Besides, in 2018, THSRC applied for Renewable Electricity Certificate of 

solar energy for three stations, which were approved by the Bureau of Standards, Metrology and Inspection, Ministry of Economic Affairs 

(please refer to Appendices for this certificate  ). This certificate, which has been obtained for each 1000 kWh, can be used as a proof 

of THSRC’s solar power generation and serve as a basis for the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. In the future, THSRC will continue 

to respond to the national green policy, take specific actions to support the development of green energy by assessing the feasibility of 

installing additional solar power generation systems in station spaces such as rooftops, parking lots, and detention ponds.

Solar Power Generation at Three THSRC Maintenance Depots and Three HSR Stations

Maintenance  
depot/station

Installed  
capacity (kW)

Annual power generation (MWh)

2016 2017 2018

Wuri Maintenance Depot 1,106.85 1,340.39 1,353.93 1,500.74 S o l a r  p o w e r  e q u i p m e n t  a t 
three maintenance depots were 
installed on the rooftop area of 
these maintenance depots rented 
by operators in the electric power 
industry. Electric power generated 
by these equipment were sold to 
Taiwan Power Company.

Yanchao Main Workshop 3,856.59 5,054.33 5,302.85 5,135.91

Zuoying Maintenance Depot 395.74 496.07 498.23 503.83

Total amount at all three 
maintenance depots 5,359.18 6,890.78 7,155.00 7,140.45

Miaoli Station 72.00 76.73 72.05 56.58

Solar power generated at these 
three stations are used at these 
stations.

Changhua Station 93.00 80.76 78.35 84.02

Yunlin Station 93.00 56.27 100.59 96.65

Total amount at all three stations 258.00 213.77 251.00 237.25
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Energy Conservation at Maintenance Depots

To truly implement energy conservation, the “Energy Conservation Project Team” continues to promote four major energy 

conservation solutions and implement numerous energy conservation measures at maintenance depots. Despite the continuous 

passenger growth every year, our average electricity consumption per passenger has gradually dropped from 0.73 kWh in 2008 to 0.31 

kWh in 2018, which was a decrease of 4.77% from 2017, thus demonstrating the effectiveness of electricity conservation.

Energy Conservation Measures at Maintenance Depots

Four major energy 
conservation 

solutions

Other energy 
conservation 

measures

• Change from two-phase time-of-use rates to three-
phase time-of-use rates

• Install independent air-conditioning systems with 
small chiller units

• Change the operation mode of blowers at wastewater 
treatment plants

• Reduce the original contract capacity on 
power during the summer months

• Improve LED lighting
• Increase the temperature of outflowing 

water from cooled chillers

Autonomous 
energy conservation 

management

Reduce electricity 
consumption

Transfer peak  
electricity usage

Use electricity 
reasonably

Sustainable Environment with Green Stations

To implement the spirit of green building, THSRC’s buildings are designed based on the concept of sustainable environment, 

encompassing “ecology, energy saving, waste reduction, health.” Besides, Miaoli, Changhua, and Yunlin stations have been equipped 

with solar power facilities, and won the Diamond Level, and Gold Level Green Building Certificates from the Ministry of the Interior 

and Green Building Certification plaques.

Other stations are designed in line with local environment, with a view to reducing building materials and air-conditioning load, 

while adopting various energy conservation measures, controlling lighting and air-conditioners at various HSR stations. In 2018, our 

total electricity consumption decreased by approximately 5.67 GWh, whereas our average electricity consumption per passenger 

dropped to 1.25 kWh. In the future, THSRC will continue to make improvements on the operation of energy-consuming facilities 

or replace such facilities at HSR stations with the help of external units. In addition, we participated in the “Voluntary Energy 

Conservation Announcement Event for the Service Industry” organized by the Bureau of Energy, Ministry of Economic Affairs in 2015, 

and achieved our target of 5% cumulative reduction of electricity consumption in three consecutive years (2015, 2016, and 2017) (Note), 

while winning the “Performance Excellence” trophy in 2018.

Energy Conservation Performance at HSR Stations

Note: The calculation of electricity savings did not include those at three new HSR stations and stations co-built with TRA. The so-called “measure-

based reduction” refers to the calculation of reduction of electricity consumption using the amount of electricity conserved through energy 

conservation measures taken at HSR stations.

Various new energy management measures implemented in 2018 are listed as follows:

 ∣ Continued to replace high energy-consuming lighting fixtures with LEDs.

 ∣ Added nano-refractive films in toilets at Taichung and Yunlin stations to increase illumination and reduced 

electricity consumption.

 ∣ Improved the energy conservation and efficiency of lighting at Exit 1 and Exit 4 of Chiayi Station.

 ∣ Adjusted the start and stop time of escalators according to train schedules, and installed frequency converters 

on escalators.

 ∣ Used natural light at the lobby of HSR stations with sufficient natural light, and switched to photo cells to 

control and turn on lighting.

 ∣ Implemented “electricity conservation measures” at HSR stations in cooperation with Taiwan Power Company 

at specific notification times.

Carbon Reduction on Trains

THSRC completed the “Replacing Light Tubes with LED on Trains” project in January 2016, thereby saving 6.528 GWh of electricity 

and reducing 3,523.9 metric tons of carbon dioxide emissions from November 2013 to December 2018. Since November 2010, we 

also launched the “Energy-saving Train Operation” plan through the “Train Energy Conservation Team.” As of the end of 2018, this 

plan has reduced a total of 220.49 GWh in energy consumption compared to 2010, and prevented 117,410.9metric tons of carbon 

dioxide emissions.
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Energy-saving Train Operation Performance

2011

-5,000
-3,000

15,000

10,000

3,000

5,000

7,000

5,000

0

20,000 11,000

9,000

-1,000

1,000

2012 2013 2014 2016 2017 2018

2018

2015

Annual electricity savings compared to the previous year

Annual carbon savings compared to the previous year

2,094
3,237

-1,272
-885

2,141

-3,677

842
6,238

-2,457
-1,687

4,041

-6,637

1,521

20,215

10,794

3,959

2011(Year)

(Year)

(Year)

25.00 -2%

0%

27.00

2%

4%

26.00

28.00

2012 2013 2014 2016 2017 20172010 2015

4.46%27.43

26.21

Average electricity consumption per kilometer

Electricity savings per kilometer compared to 
the previous year

0.87%
1.38%

-0.55% -0.38%
0.23%

-0.36%
0.08%25.97

25.98
25.925.61

25.75 25.85
25.62

• 2010 - Energy-saving train driving 
operation yet to be launched

2011
14,000 10,000

26,000 14,000

20,000

32,000 16,000

12,000

2012 2013 2014 2016 20172015

12,805

15,121

31,405
29,191

27,682
26,782

28,574

32,432

14,533

17,189

14,837

15,830

20,215

10,794

24,207

16,299

Note: 1. THSRC used the 2010-2017 National Electric Power Emission Factor published by the Bureau of Energy, and calculated emissions in 2018 

using emission factors in 2017. 

2. Only electricity consumption in train operation was included. Electricity consumption for lighting and air-conditioners on trains were not included.

3. The original average electricity consumption per passenger in 2016 was 25.71 MWh. After re-calculation in 2018, the average electricity 
consumption per passenger in 2016 was corrected to 25.61 MWh.

4. According to electricity savings in the table, the number of “positive” values decreases, while the number of “negative” values increases.

Annual electricity savings compared to 2010

Annual carbon savings compared to 2010 

In addition, the average carbon dioxide emissions per passenger-kilometer and the average electricity consumption per passenger-

kilometer exhibit a downward trend from year to year, demonstrating the effectiveness of energy conservation measures we have 

strived to promote in recent years.

Average Electricity Consumption and Carbon Emissions per Passenger-kilometer

Note: 1. The electricity consumption in stations, depots, and trains was included.

2. In 2018, data on the electricity consumption in public areas at Banqiao Station and TRA Station was included in the recalculation of station electricity 
usage. Therefore, data in this report is different from those shown in the 2015 and 2016 CSR reports.

3. THSRC used the 2010-2017 National Electric Power Emission Factor published by the Bureau of Energy, and calculated emissions in 2018 using 
emission factors in 2017.

4. Emission factors for gasoline and diesel were corresponding factors from Version 6.0.3 (February 2017) of the Greenhouse Gas Emission Factor 

Management Table published by the Environmental Protection Administration.

Low Carbon Footprint with Green Transportation

Taiwan High Speed Rail is the first mode of transportation that obtains the “Transportation Service Carbon Footprint Label” in 

Taiwan, and has successfully obtained the label and certification of “Carbon Footprint between Stations” issued by a third-party 

certification unit. In order to raise awareness toward “green consumption” in “carbon reduction journey” among HSR passengers, 

and stabilize the value of “green brand,” THSRC has set up the “High Speed Rail Transportation Service Carbon Footprint” page  on 

our corporate website, and indicates the carbon footprint label on our train magazine, T-Life and HSR tickets.

In 2018, we were awarded the “Carbon Footprint Label Certificate” (Certificate No. R1714910001) for achieving our commitment 

of reducing carbon emissions by more than 3% in three years (where we have successfully reduced carbon emissions by 6.19%). 

Moreover, we also participated in the “2018 Low-Carbon Product Awards” in November 2018, where we won the “Excellence Award” 

with a reward of NT$200,000, thereby becoming the first operator in the transportation industry to win this award. We were also 

given the “Appreciation Trophy” by the Environmental Protection Administration as a token of appreciation for THSRC’s contributions 

to the product carbon footprint factor.
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By taking HSR, 34g of CO2e emissions is produced for each 

passenger-kilometer. Compared to other modes of transportation, 

this emission level is one-third that of passenger cars, one-

half that of public and express buses, and one-fifth that of 

local airlines. Based on the number of passenger-kilometers in 

2018, THSRC reduced 878,468 metric tons of CO2e, which was 

significantly lower than that of passenger cars, and is equivalent 

to the carbon uptake of 2,961 Da-An Forest Parks.(Note)

Note: Taken from the 2011 Taipei Feitsui Reservoir Administration Greenhouse Gas Inventory Report

Water management measures at HSR stations and maintenance depots

 ∣ Establish tap water register and water use inspection mechanism

 ∣ Control water use and assign mechanical and electrical facility maintenance personnel to carry out water facility 

inspection on a daily basis

 ∣ Inspect the quality of effluents on a monthly basis and to comply with effluent standards. Report regularly the effluents 

quality, to ensure that treated water can be recycled for sprinkler irrigation

Water conservation measures and water use awareness at HSR stations and maintenance depots

 ∣ Install induction water conservation equipment in toilets

 ∣ Collect and store rainwater in detention ponds to be reused for planting and watering in depot areas

 ∣ Increase the use of recycled effluent from wastewater treatment plant for planting and sprinkler irrigation

 ∣ Implement parallel operation of chiller systems for central air-conditioners to reduce water evaporation and 

entrainment in water cooling towers

 ∣ Improve train washing machines at Zuoying and Wuri depots

 ∣ Reduce the frequency of sprinkler equipment operation and water spray action time

 ∣ Improve train maintenance processes to reduce water consumption during maintenance

 ∣ Promote water conservation and enhance water conservation education among employees

Benefits of water conservation measures (Note 1)

 ∣ Maintenance depots:  

In 2018, the average water consump-

tion per passenger at maintenance 

depots was 0.00250 cubic meters, a 

decrease of 6.0% from 2017.

 ∣ HSR stations:  

In 2018, the average water consump-

tion per passenger at HSR stations was 

0.0085 cubic meters, an increase of 

4.16% from 2017. (Note 2)

 ∣ Entire company: 

In 2018, the average water 

consumption per passenger was 

0.0117 cubic meters, an increase 

of 1.1% from 2017.

Note: 1. The calculation of water conservation benefits at HSR stations does not include water consumption in commercial areas/parking lots, public 

areas shared with TRA (at Nangang, Taipei, and Banqiao stations) but includes water consumption in Taoyuan OMC Building. 

2. Water consumption at HSR stations has increased due mainly to the following reasons: increase in passenger volume, government/civil 

activities (e.g., installation of watering equipment for Taichung World Floral Exposition and transportation for concerts), hot weather, increase 

in planting and watering, etc.

Water Resource and Waste Management

With regard to water resource protection, THSRC’s water management policy revolves mainly around water conservation, reduction 

and recycling. Through the “Energy Conservation Project Team” and the review meetings convened by the committee every quarter, 

THSRC sets the average water consumption per passenger, with the growth of train ridership, as our water conservation indicator. 

HSR stations, maintenance depots, and THSRC’s headquarter use tap water as the source of water, instead of using groundwater.

In order to reduce the environmental impact potentially caused by the purchase of tickets and the use of magnetic or paper tickets 

at HSR stations where passengers are enjoying HSR transport services, THSRC has launched a variety of convenient and readily 

available ticketing services in recent years:

 ∣ As of 2018, the cumulative number of passengers using convenience store tickets has exceeded 48.22 million 

people (a total of 6.41 million passengers have used convenience store tickets in 2018, accounting for 15% of 

passengers with reserved seat tickets).

 ∣ As of 2018, the cumulative number of magnetic or paper tickets used by passengers has reduced by 31.72 million 

pieces, thanks to THSRC’s efforts to issue periodic tickets and multi-ride tickets.

 ∣ As of 2018, the cumulative number of passengers using T Express Mobile APP at HSR stations has exceeded 21.26 

million people (a total of 8.06 million passengers used mobile tickets in 2018, accounting for 19% of the total 

number of passengers with reserved seat tickets).

 ∣ As of 2018, the cumulative number of passengers using co-branded credit cards for non-reserved seat service has 

exceeded 7.49 million people (a total of 1.77 million passengers used co-branded credit cards in 2018, accounting 

for 8% of the total number of passengers with non-reserved seat tickets).

THSRC was given the Excellence Award of the  
“2018 Low-Carbon Product Awards“
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Based on the number of 
passenger-kilometers in 2018

 is equivalent to

THSRC reduced 878,468 metric 
tons of CO2e, which was significantly 
lower than that of passenger cars.

The carbon uptake of 2,961 

Da-An Forest Parks.(Note)

Carbon Footprint for  
Different Modes of Transportation

By taking HSR,  
34g of CO2e 
emissions is 
produced for 
each passenger-
kilometer.

HSR Passenger cars Public and express buses Local airlines



Changes in Water Consumption and Benefits of Water Conservation

0.00

-8%

-4%

0.011

0.012

0%

65,000,000

60,000,000

55,000,000

2016 2018

20172017

2017

2016

Average water consumption 
per passenger

Number of passengers

56,586,210

60,571,057

63,963,199
0.0118

0.0116

0.0117

-1.1%

1.8%

-7.5%

0
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800,000

600,000
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400,000

300,000

200,000

100,000

702,054
749,575

668,110

163,925 161.264 160,152

458,975
494,681

544,124

45,210 46,109 45,299

2017 20182016

HSR stations

Headquarters

Entire 
company 

Maintenance 
depots

Water conservation rate 
compared to the previous year

Note: In the water conservation rate column, “positive” value represents decrease in water consumption, and “negative” value represent increase in 

water consumption. The calculation of water consumption at HSR stations does not include water consumption in commercial areas/parking 

lots, public areas shared with TRA (at Nangang, Taipei, and Banqiao stations) but includes water consumption in Taoyuan OMC Building. The 

figures stated in page 47 and page 49 of 2017 CSR Report of THSRC are the same. 

Wastewater and Waste Treatment

THSRC has set up wastewater treatment plants at maintenance depots and HSR stations, where professionals with wastewater 

treatment certification are tasked to ensure that wastewater treatment meets the effluent standards. In additional to environmental 

management audit, in accordance with “Water Pollution Prevention Plan” and “Industrial Waste Cleanup Plan,” THSRC regularly 

submit online reports on the quality and volume of effluents from wastewater treatment plants and the volume of industrial waste 

treated, where such reports were also regularly submitted in 2018.

In terms of waste treatment, waste recycling, cleaning, and disposal at maintenance depots and HSR stations are commissioned to 

qualified and certified resource recycling operators and waste collection operators, with incinerators as the final disposal site. We 

commission such works by means of bidding and contract signing, and manage contractors through contracts so that they truly 

carry out such works in accordance with waste-related regulations. In 2018, no violations were reported, and no leakage accidents 

involving oil, fuel, chemicals, and waste took place.

Since our operations mainly produce general industrial waste, we promote waste recycling for items, including paper, plastic, scrap 

iron, scrap wood, scrap copper, scrap aluminum, waste lighting sources, waste lead storage batteries, and waste glass containers, at 

maintenance depots and HSR stations. In 2018, the total amount of waste treated were 8,191 metric tons, whereas the resource and 

waste recycling rate was 15.7%, and the amount of resource and waste recycled was 1,283 metric tons.

Waste Management at HSR Stations and Maintenance Depots

Stations Maintenance depots Stations and maintenance depots

Unit:  
Metric tons Waste Resources 

recycled Waste Resources 
recycled Waste Resources and 

waste recycled
Total  
waste 

Resource and waste 
recycling rate

2016 6849.39 482.68 443.72 451.94 7293.11 934.61 8227.72 11%

2017 5376.84 529.28 517.83 548.14 5894.67 1077.42 6972.09 15%

2018 6337.78 641.04 570.00 641.97 6907.78 1283.01 8190.79 15.7%

Amount of Waste and Resource Recycled in HSR Stations and Maintenance Depots in 2018

Waste

Resources recycled

91% 47% 53%

9%

HSR Stations
Maintenance 

Depots

In 2018, the total cost of wastewater and waste treatment was approximately NT$56.203 million, where the main treatment items 

included maintenance and upgrade of equipment at wastewater treatment plants, coagulants, precipitants and disinfectants, water 

quality inspection, commissioning of sludge collection and disposal, and outsourcing of waste collection and disposal.
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Type of Hazardous and Non-hazardous Waste in 2018

Recycled-others 2.36%

Recycled-waste plastic 1.23%

Hazardous industrial waste 
0.00%

Incinerated-others 0.41%

Incinerated-waste wood 1.21%59.93%

6.28%

22.78%

5.8%

Hazardous industrial waste

Recycled-waste paper

Recycled-waste plastic

Recycled-scrap metal

Recycled-others 

Including scrap copper,  
scrap aluminum, waste lighting sources,  
waste lead storage batteries,  
and waste glass containers

Incinerated-domestic waste

Incinerated-liquid manure

Incinerated-waste wood

Incinerated-others 

Including waste lubricants, waste paint,  
and inorganic sludge

General industrial waste

Operation Management

THSRC fully supports environmental sustainability by not only actively implementing low carbon measures on trains, but also 

executing them in our operations through the promotion of various energy conservation and environmental protection measures at 

various office buildings.

Note: Information used for calculation originates from the Environmental Quality Protection Foundation, where using 8,333 pieces of A4 paper 

(weighing 4 to 6 g per piece) is equivalent to cutting down one tree with a height of 12 m and a diameter of 15 to 20 cm, while one tree absorbs 

approximately 12 kg of carbon dioxide a year.

 – Signing rates for documents 
in the electronic offical 
documentation exchange  
system was more than 99%.

 – The measure to turn off the lights 
between 13:00 and 13:30 in the 
afternoon, which was implemented 
in 2017, was continued.

Online signing on the 

“Document Management 

System”

THSRC’s Headquarter 

implements energy 

conservation measures of  

air-conditioners, lighting,  

and power systems

Benefits of Energy Conservation at THSRC’s Headquarter
Electricity consumption at 
Taipei Headquarter (MWh)

Electricity savings  
(compared to 2009) (MWh)

Electricity conservation rate 
(compared to 2009)

2009 1,335.98 --- ---

2016 1,003.31 332.66 24.9%

2017 944.97 391.01 29.3%

2018 965,32 370.65 27.7%

Note: Compared to 2009, a total of 2.482 GWh of electricity were conserved cumulatively as of 2018, which is equivalent to a reduction of 

approximately 1,328.7 metric tons of carbon dioxide emissions.

Caring for the Environment with Green Procurement

Apart from responding to the government’s environmental protection requirements, we also implement green consumption 

by prioritizing the purchase of products with less environmental impact, while continuously carrying out related procurement 

operations in line with government policies. In order to guide vendors to pay attention to environmental issues, we require vendors 

to comply with the relevant laws and regulations when acquiring new vendors. Vendors which commit violations of the relevant 

laws and regulations will be included in the watch list, whereas vendors which are found to have committed serious violations will 

have their collaboration with us terminated. These efforts have enabled us to exert our positive corporate influence on vendors.

The “Green Procurement Filing for Private Enterprises and Groups” announced by the Environmental Protection Administration lists 

the purchase or use of products with the eco mark and the green mark, products with the carbon footprint label, as well as products 

and services with the carbon reduction label as one of the green procurement items. Since THSRC owns the carbon footprint label, 

we have also included employees’ HSR travel expenses into calculation since 2017, and actively implement carbon reduction in every 

section of our operations.

Amount of Green Procurement in Previous Years
Amount of green procurement 

(NT$ 10 thousand)
Cost of employee business travel 

via HSR (NT$ 10 thousand) Total (NT$ 10 thousand)

2016 1,098 --- 1,098

2017 1,602 28,640 30,242

2018 1,103 27,799 28,902

0

30,000

35,000

25,000

20,000

15,000

10,000

5,000

1,098 1,1031,602

28,640 27,799

1,098

30,242

28,902

0

2017 20182016

Green procurement

Total

Cost of employee business 
travel via HSR

 – The number of electronic documents in 
2018 was 45,060, saving 540,720 pieces 
of paper, conserving 65 trees, and 
reducing 780 kg of carbon emissions.

 – As of 2018, THSRC has saved a total of 
2.482 GWh of electricity cumulatively, 
which is equivalent to the reduction of 
1,328.7 metric tons of carbon dioxide 
emissions.
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Nurturing Talent and Value Cultivation

Being the only high speed rail transportation company in the local railway industry, employees are one of our core assets, and 

cultivating professional talents is a vital goal for us. There were no major changes to our human resource structure in 2018 compared 

to 2017.

Human Resource Structure in 2018

 Category Male Female

Total labor force

Total (both male and female) 4,473

Total 2,879 1,594

Percentage 64% 36%

Fixed term contract

Contract employees 18 38

Secondee employees 0 0

Outsourced employees 3 7

Total number of employees on  
fixed term contracts

21 45

Non-fixed term contracts
Total number of employees on  

non-fixed term contracts
2,858 1,549

Rank

Vice President and above 0.16% 0.04%

Assistant Vice President 0.36% 0.05%

Manager and Deputy Manager 4.00% 0.94%

Section Chief 10.17% 2.97%

General employees 49.68% 31.63%

Education background

General and vocational high  
school and below

4.5% 1.3%

University/Junior college 50.3% 30.8%

Masters 9.3% 3.5%

PhD 0.3% 0.0%

Other multiple indicators
Indigenous employees 0.8% 1.1%

Disabled employees 0.7% 0.4%

Age

Management level

Under 30 years old 0.0% 0.0%

30 to 50 years old 8.9% 3.1%

Over 50 years old 5.8% 0.9%

Non-management 
level

Under 30 years old 12.9% 13.2%

30 to 50 years old 35.4% 18.0%

Over 50 years old 1.4% 0.4%

Note: 1. Fixed term contract employees are mostly first-line interns (including station, service, and maintenance).

2. The management is defined as managers of section chief level and above.

3. The formula used in 2016 was as follows: Percentage of a certain group of people = Number of people in the particular group/Total number 
of employees for a certain gender. In 2017, this formula was adjusted to the following: Percentage of a certain group of people = Number of 
people in the particular group/Total labor force.

4. Due to rounding of data, the sum of data may not be exactly 100%.

Inclusion and Equal Employment

We do not implement talent recruitment based on race, skin color, religion, gender or nationality. We also comply with local laws 

and regulations related to employee compensation, employment period, work conditions and employment rights, including the 

Labor Standards Act, the Employment Service Act, and the Act of Gender Equality in Employment.

Statistics of New Employees in 2018

Category Male Female

Category

Train staff 0 20

Station staff 37 92

Operation control personnel 11 4

Train driver 10 0

Maintenance personnel 105 2

Others 60 32

Age

Under 30 years old 164 127

30 to 50 years old 57 23

Over 50 years old 2 0

Total 223 150

Percentage 5.0% 3.4%

Male

Female

59.8% 40.2%

2018 New 
Employee Rate 
Composition: 

Gender

Under 30 years old

30 to 50 years old

Over 50 years old

78.0%

21.4%

 2018 New 
Employee Rate 
Composition:  

Age

Over 50 years old
0.5%

5.4%

34.6%
28.7%

24.7%

 2018 New Employee  
Rate Composition:  

Job Category

Operation control personnel
4.0%

Train driver
2.7%

Train staff

Station staff

Operation control personnel

Train driver

Maintenance personnel

Others
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Employee Turnover Statistics in 2018

 Category Male Female

 Category

Train staff 3 30

Station staff 35 69

Operation control personnel 8 2

Train driver 4 0

Maintenance personnel 67 2

Others 48 26

Age

Under 30 years old 100 100

30 to 50 years old 49 29

Over 50 years old 16 0

Total 165 129

Percentage 3.7% 2.9%

Male

Female

56.1% 43.9%

2018 Employee 
Turnover Rate 
Composition: 

Gender

68.0%

26.5%

2018 Employee 
Turnover 

Composition:  

Age

Over 50 years old
5.4%

11.2%

35.4%
23.5%

25.2%

 2018 Employee Turnover 
Rate Composition:  

Job Category

Train driver
1.4%

In 2018, the turnover rate for all employees was 6.6%, a significant decrease compared to an average turnover rate of 9.4% in the five 

most recent years.

Turnover Rates in Previous Years

0.00%

2.00%

8.00%

4.00%

12.00%

6.00%

14.00%

10.00%

16.00%

2017 2018201620152014(Year)

3.84%

3.67%

6.17%

6.38%

3.82%

5.35%

7.42%

13.80%

11.51%

7.66% 7.44%
6.57%

3.76% 3.69%

2.88%

Total turnover rate

Turnover rate for males

Turnover rate for females

Note: Turnover rate = Number of resigned personnel in a particular year/Total number of employees at the end of the particular year.

With regard to regulations for the employment of persons with disablities, we have set up a specific section for the recruitment of 

persons with disablities on our recruitment website, and hire disabled employees according to job characteristics. In 2018, we have 

been employing 46 disabled employees, where seven of them were severely disabled. As for the employment of indigenous people, 

two indigenous people were employed at THSRC in 2018, bringing the total number of indigenous employees at THSRC to 48 people. 

In the future, THSRC will also continue to conduct recruitment through various channels to ensure diversity among employees.

In order to improve the quality of life among employees, the starting salary of junior staffs at THSRC is higher than the basic salary in 

Taiwan. We publicly disclose the average salary of full-time non-management employees in accordance with the requirements of Taiwan 

Stock Exchange (TWSE). Employee compensation is determined and approved according to work experience, education background, and 

specialization, and does not differ due to gender or ethnicity. We have also planned a transparent salary and remuneration policy to 

reward our employees based on operational performance. The ratio of salary of female to male general employees differs from one to 

one because technical professionals are mostly males and salaries for positions related to labor services are generally higher than other 

position; whereas the ratio of salary of females to males in management positions approaches one to one, thus demonstrating equality 

in THSRC’s salary and remuneration policy. Besides, in order to protect the rights of secondee and outsourced employee, their salaries 

are determined and approved by THSRC, and manpower agencies are required to provide them with labor contracts and salary-related 

documents, with a view to ensuring that the salaries of these personnel comply with the relevant regulations.

Comparison with Basic Salaries in Taiwan

Item  Female Male

Local basic salary 22,000 

Starting salary for junior staff 32,000 32,000

Ratio of starting salary for junior staff to local basic salary 1.45 1.45

Ratio of Basic Salaries for Females and Males

0.92

0.88

1.04

0.96

1.12

1

1.16

1.08

Section Chief General employeesManager and 
Deputy Manager

Assistant Vice 
President

Vice President  
and above

1.1
1.12

0.97 0.98 0.99

Salaries for males

Salary for females

Under 30 years old

30 to 50 years old

Over 50 years old

Train staff

Station staff

Operation control personnel

Train driver

Maintenance personnel

Others

Operation control personnel
3.4%
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Information on Salaries of Full-time Non-management Employees

Item Unit 2017 2018 Annual difference

Number of full-time non-management employees Number of people 4,281 4,355 1.73%

Total salary of full-time non-management employees NT$ thousands 3,629,023 3,865,345 6.51%

Average salary of full-time non-management employees NT$ thousands 848 888 4.70%

Comprehensive Employee Training

In order to provide quality and professional services, employees must have professional knowledge and service skills required for the 

positions they hold after joining THSRC.

Training New Employees

We conduct four days of training for all new employees, and arrange visits to HSR stations and depots, in order to increase their 

preliminary understanding of the mechanical structure and system operations of HSR trains. New employee training also emphasizes 

THSRC’s value proposition, employee code of conduct and ethical conduct, so as to enhance compliance with anti-corruption 

policies among all employees. This category of training takes place for approximately two hours. For details regarding other ethical 

management-related training, refer to the section titled “Management Principles.”

Training Based on Four Major Competencies

THSRC’s training system focuses on two major aspects of “safety” and “service,” and also incorporates four major competencies of core 

competencies, professional competencies, management competencies, and work efficiency, into dedicated training courses taught 

mainly by our internal lecturers, with a view to providing comprehensive competency training courses in our training system. We have 

established the “Training Management and Digital Learning System” and a mobile learning app. In 2018, we continued to encourage 

employees to search for information on training courses, teaching records of internal lecturers, individual learning records and training-

related reports, and even interact with internal lecturers through this system, which have clearly improved learning effectiveness. In 

2018, the number of employees participating in digital learning every month increased by 35.2% compared to that in 2017.

Training Based on Four Major Competencies

We enable first-line professional technical and service personnel to receive training required for their positions according to different 

job requirements, as well as require them to pass a series of rigorous qualification certifications (including classroom lectures, 

hands-on activities, practical exercises, tests, and assessments), and undergo retraining and event simulation exercises. In particular, 

HSR train drivers not only have to undergo at least 1,300 hours of professional driving courses for more than eight months, but also 

attend THSRC’s internal training test to obtain driving certification after completing training, and pass the High Speed Rail Driving 

License test through MOTC before they can start performing their duties as a train driver.

Education and Training Results

THSRC’s training model is mainly divided into internal and external training courses, online digital courses and practical exercises, with 

a view to meeting our employees’ great passion for learning and achieving our high standards and requirements for professional skills.

Training Hours in 2018

 Category (Unit: Hours) Male Female Total

All employees at THSRC

Number of training hours per capita(Note 1) 115.3 103.6 111.1

Average number of training hours per 
training session (Note 2) 7.2 7.1 7.2

Average number of  
class hours for different 

levels (Note 3)

Vice President and above 9.2 7.8 8.9

Assistant Vice President 8.2 12.2 8.6

Manager and Deputy Manager 15.5 14.7 15.3

Section Chief 99.4 101.2 99.8

General employees 129.9 105.4 120.4

Average number of 
class hours for different 

categories (Note 4)

Train staff 193.7 184.9 186.4

Station staff 177.7 142.4 154.8

Operation control personnel 163.7 172.6 165.6

Train driver 315.8 463.0 332.3

Maintenance personnel 170.0 140.8 170.0

Others 72.8 48.3 63.2

Note: 1. The training hours of males and females differ from each other mainly because of the ratio of males and females and different professional 

training attended due to job differences.

2. “Average number of training hours per training session” aims to present the number of training hours per training session for each person 

every year.

3. Average number of class hours for different levels is calculated by dividing the total number of training hours for a particular level by the 

number of employees at the particular level at the end of the year.

4. Average number of class hours for different categories is calculated by dividing the number of training hours for a particular category by the 

number of employees for the particular category at the end of the year.

In 2018, the training categories with the highest number of person-hours were operational service, maintenance and railway safety 

courses in professional HSR training, which were training courses for various types of professionals in the aspect of professional 

competencies. Moreover, in order to ensure efficient management of supervisors at section chief level and above who have been 

newly appointed and taken office in the two most recent years, THSRC has planned a three-day “Management Practice and Case 

Study Camp for Supervisors,” in order to assist employees in achieving management effectiveness and driving overall performance. 

For general employees, we provide online courses, such as train helper, ethical conduct training, confidential information protection 

operations, as well as information safety and management.

Developing Internal Lecturers

In response to the need for conducting nearly 3,000 safety, services and technical professional courses annually, THSRC continues 

to develop internal lecturers, who are selected or recommended by senior personnel or supervisors from professional technical, 

service, and management units. These internal lecturers can teach internal courses at THSRC after passing our internal lecturer 

training courses and practical exercise certification. In 2018, THSRC developed a total of 64 qualified internal lecturers. As of 2018, 

approximately 750 main lecturers have been developed cumulatively, where the average teaching hours of each lecturer during the 

year was 65 hours.

To improve employees’ job 
skills and work efficiency 

through guidance and 
project execution

To advance management 
philosophy and thinking, 

strategic thinking, planning and 
organization among managers

All employees

First-line, middle and top managers

To shape employees 
values, safety, quality, 

and services

To enhance job knowledge and 
skills required by employees

Management 
competencies

Core 
competencies

Professional 
competencies

Work efficiency
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Performance guidance Performance interview Annual appraisal results

After KPI (Key Performance Indicator) are set, 
supervisors manage appraisees’ performance 
on a daily basis, routinely review the progress 
of target achievement, provide employees 
with the support required to complete their 
jobs and feedback regarding work results, 
attitude and behavior. Supervisors also assist 
subordinates in achieving their KPI through 
work guidance and assistance.

Employees and supervisors discuss about 
the achievement of work performance, 
and “competencies.” Supervisors provide 
appropriate feedback, assist and counsel 
their subordinates to enhance/improve 
their performance, discuss about 
employees’ individual development 
plans, and plan specific approaches.

Appraisal results will be used as 
the basis of reference for training 
and development plans, job 
transfers, promotions, salary 
adjustments, bonus distribution, 
etc. for employees.

Talent Management and Motivation

All employees and supervisors at THSRC undergo performance appraisal once every year, and are ranked according to performance 

appraisal results. Performance rankingare divided into five levels, namely “Excellent,” “Exceeded Expectation,” “Met Expectation 

Plus,” “Met Expectation,” and “Un-acceptable, Need improvement.” 

THSRC’s Performance Appraisal Process

In 2018, a total of 4,372 employees, out of 4,365 employees, underwent performance appraisal, accounting for 99.84% of the total 

number of employees who should underwent performance appraisal. The seven employees who did not complete performance 

appraisal were allowed to skip performance appraisal upon confirmation by both the employees and their supervisors as they 

resigned, or were on long-term sick leave, or applied for childbirth leave during the performance appraisal period.

Promotion and Development of High-performing Talents

THSRC has long been implementing the talent development program known as “Career Path,” which designs different retention and career 

development paths for high-performing talents at first-line units and personnel in different positions, and integrates annual manpower 

inventory audit, in order to meet manpower requirements at new HSR stations. High-performing personnel at first-line units has to attend 

management associate training courses, and complete delegated tasks within a period of time before undergoing site supervision for 

promotion. After ability assessment, THSRC will promote them to management positions when such positions are vacant.

In order to ensure fair and rigorous promotion review procedures, THSRC launched self-conducted review meetings at divisions 

when handling promotions in 2018, in hopes of ensuring fair competition among employees and enabling THSRC to search for 

outstanding talents while meeting organizational developments and job allocations, in order to increase the core competitiveness of 

THSRC and our employees, thereby improving business performance.

Protection of Rights and Considerate Care

Labor Relations

We attach great importance to talent development and motivation, and care for the protection of employee rights. The relevant 

protection and grievance systems are listed as follows: With regard to labor relations, THSRC has launched discussions with the 

THSRC Labor Union on various issues every month beginning the third quarter of 2016, in order to maintain labor-management 

harmony. Labor-management conferences are regularly convened every quarter at 19 HSR stations, with an issue resolution average 

rate of 84%. Unresolved issues are included in the following meeting for subsequent tracking.

We also strictly abide by laws and regulations, and have established multiple grievance channels to provide a safe, equal, and 

high-quality work environment. The processes for filing and handling grievances are shown in the following diagram. THSRC did 

not encounter any major labor disputes in 2018. In the future, we will continue to actively handle our colleagues’ grievances and 

opinions in a positive manner.

Process Flow for Employee Grievance Channels

Convening of  
labor-management meeting

Our first labor-management meeting was held on December 24, 2003, and our labor-management 
conference at business premises was held on July 1, 2016, after which labor-management meetings are 
held every quarter. In 2018, a total of 76 labor-management meetings were held at 19 business premises.

Establishment of the  
grievance appeals system

THSRC has established and implemented the “Grievance Regulation” for employees, in order to 
effectively implement policies and maintain employee relations.

Sexual harassment prevention 
and grievance system

We have established and implemented our “Sexual Harassment Prevention and Handling Regulation” 
in accordance with the Act of Gender Equality in Employment and “Regulations for Establishing 
Measures of Prevention, Correction, Complaint and Punishment of Sexual Harassment at Workplace” 
to ensure physical and mental safety of all employees in the workplace, strengthen prevention of 
sexual harassment incidents, and disseminate related information. We promote relevant information 
through the training program for new employees and the E-learning platform and also display our 
grievance hotline and fax number on our corporate website, business premises, and workplaces to 
effectively prevent external and internal incidences of sexual harassment.

Act of Gender Equality in 
Employment

THSRC has established breastfeeding rooms for passengers and staff to encourage and support 
breastfeeding policies.

Labor Health Protection 
Regulations

THSRC has established infirmaries at headquarter, OMC building and all maintenance bases, and set 
up with better standards than those required by the relevant laws and regulations at HSR stations, to 
provide passengers and employees with emergency medical assistance.

Mental Health Protection 
Regulation

THSRC has established the “Mental Health Protection Regulation,” which serve as the mechanism for 
employees’ mental health protection jointly maintained by unit supervisors, accident investigation 
units and human source personnel in case of accidents.

Handled by the responsible unit and the accepting unit

Investigation by the Human Resources Division and  
review by the Grievance Review Committee

Employee is not satisfied with  
the investigation results

Received by the Employee 
Relations Department for  

future reference

Confirmed by the President

Apply for second-layer  
grievance to the Employee 

Relations Department

Employee is satisfied with 
the investigation results

Employee files a grievance

First-layer 
grievance 
channel

Second-layer 
grievance 
channel
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In addition, with the support of the Chairman and the President, THSRC organized the Systematic employee opinion survey in May 

2018 to learn about the current situation through a more comprehensive survey. Before the start of the survey, a total of six survey 

briefing sessions were held between April 25, 2018 and May 4, 2018 to explain the content of the survey, in hopes of examining the 

operational status of THSRC from employees’ perspective and obtaining their actual responses. In this survey, 4,373 questionnaires 

were distributed, and 3,163 questionnaires were successfully collected (with the response rate at 72.3%), in which 2,852 of them were 

valid questionnaires (with the percentage of valid questionnaires at 65.2%). After the completion of employee opinion survey, we 

arranged meetings to be attended by department-level managers to draft action plans, and internal expert training courses, so that 

managers can propose department-level improvement plans (a total of 35 plans) based on the survey results, as well as initiate the 

implementation and tracking of these plans in 2019, in hopes of improving employee satisfaction indicators in the upcoming survey.

In order for the Chairman to listen to employees’ voices in a more intimate manner, THSRC has organized the “Be There with the 

Chairman Forum” at Zuoying Maintenance Depot, Nangang Headquarter and Taoyuan OMC Building in November 2018. Participants 

of the forum came from all levels of THSRC. A total of 90 employees participated with 92.1% of attendance rate being recorded among 

those who registered. Each session was hosted by the Chairman, and was participated by the President and four senior executives. 

During these forums, the Chairman explained to the attendees about the concept of “ethical management, enhancing corporate 

governance, and fulfilling corporate social responsibility” he proposed to the senior executives on his first day in the office, and shared 

the results of the Systematic employee opinion survey and the duration of subsequent action plans. The Chairman also answered 

questions raised by our colleagues, which led to further interactions between our colleagues with senior executives.

1 2

1. Be There with the Chairman Forum  
held at Zuoying Depot on 
November 16.

2. Be There with the Chairman Forum 
held at Nangang Headquaters on 
November 23.

Occupational Safety and Health

THSRC regards safety as the highest guiding principle for decision-making and actions, and formulates safety and health policies  

as our policy commitment to ensure the safety and health of passengers, workers and the public. We will continue our commitment 

to promote occupational safety and health goals, and improve related performance.

Management Mechanism and Performance

THSRC regularly convenes the “Occupational Safety and Health Committee” (consisting of one chairman, one executive secretary, 

and 17 committee members, where seven of them are labor representatives, accounting for one-third of all committee members), 

which is responsible for reviewing and making decisions on major occupational safety and health issues at THSRC. When attending 

the Occupational Safety and Health Committee meetings every quarter, labor representatives appointed by the THSRC Labor Union 

will first submit safety and health-related proposals to be approved by the committee. The relevant unit will then implement the 

proposals according to the resolutions of the committee, and use various resources at THSRC to track and close these proposals, so 

that the proposals can be completed effectively.

Since the establishment, THSRC has built and maintained an occupational safety and health management system during the 

construction process. In 2017, THSRC completed double certification involving Taiwan Occupational Safety and Health Management 

System (TOSHMS) CNS 15506 and the OHSAS 18001 Health and Safety Management System (please refer to Appendices for the 

certificates), which covers all HSR stations, maintenance depots, facilities along the HSR line and office spaces. As the largest 

occupational safety and health management certifications in Taiwan, these certifications have established an important milestone 

for our occupational safety and health management. In July 2018, THSRC applied for the “Operation Directions for the Performance 

Recognition of the Occupational Safety and Health Management Systems of Business Entities,” and approved under the Ministry of 

Labor in December the same year, thereby achieving a win-win goal of creating labor safety and sustainable management.

THSRC implements safety and health management targets based on quantitative and traceable indicators. Besides, THSRC sets different 

targets for employees, contractors and suppliers, and actively carries out measurements and supervision to inspect and audit mechanisms 

periodically or non-periodically, so as to implement internal safety and health management mechanisms. We have also established a 

complete notification system in order to effectively cope with and reduce negative impact during occupational disasters. In 2018, the 

achievement of targets related to safety and health management as well as the occupational safety index is listed as follows:

Safety and Health Management Goals (Note 1) in 2018

Item Goal  

(Note 2)

Actual data
Male Female Total

Employees

Occupational accidents  
at the workplace

Number of persons involved in 
occupational accidents ≦ 4 7 10 17

Number of days lost due to 
disabling injury ≦ 40 139 38 177

 Traffic-related accidents 
outside the workplace

Number of persons involved in 
traffic-related accidents ≦ 13 11 7 18

Number of days lost due to 
disabling injury ≦ 166 158 430 588

Contractors  
and suppliers

Number of people in fatal accidents 0 0 0 0

Number of people in accidents involving at least three victims 0 0 0 0

Number of people in accidents involving at least one victim 
who needs to be hospitalized for treatment

0 0 0 0

Note: 1. The settlement date for safety and health management targets was February 28, 2019.

2. All the occupation accidents were truly reported without any hidden management mechanisms. The types of occupational accidents which 
accounted for high percentages of all occupational accidents at the workplace were falls (32%), improper actions (17%), and bumps (16%). 
Of all types of occupational accidents at the workplace, accidents involving motorcycle rides accounted for 82.7% of all traffic-related 
occupational accidents, where such accidents were mainly resulted from slipping (33%), colliding with other vehicles (32%) and being hit (22%).

Occupational Accident Notification Process

On-site notification
Send notifications to local labor 

inspection agencies
Subsequent investigation

Request personnel in charge of job 
sites to report occupational accidents 
immediately after confirming the 
number of victims, the initial severity 
of injuries and the sequence of events 
in occupational accidents according to 
the severity of these accidents.

Accidents involving death or at least three 
victims or at least one victim who needs to be 
hospitalized for treatment at the workplace 
of THSRSC have to be reported to local labor 
inspection agencies within eight hours after such 
accidents take place, and to supervisors using 
the occupational accident notification system.

Appoint appropriate personnel, as well 
as meet labor representatives and the 
Occupational Safety and Health Office 
representative, in order to complete 
investigations, analyses and records 
within the specified time limit.

Regarding the “Occupational Accident Notification Process,” our senior executives demonstrate determination to implement “safety 

first,” and also reward reports of false alarms and occupational accidents, in hopes of eliminating hidden and true root causes and 

improving potential hazards and risks. We have also taken the initiative to organize a total of 61 activities related to the “Occupational 

Safety and Health Week Program and Results Reporting” in cooperation with the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, 

such as safety and health promotion, occupational safety meetings, health inspection and management, technical counseling, safety 

competitions, health promotion and labor safety competitions, education and training (scooter checks and safe driving training), and 

disaster prevention drills. Safety awareness is internalized into the hearts of employees through the support of our leaders and the 

participation of all employees. In 2018, our disabling injury severity rate (SR) and frequency-severity indicator (FSI) were better than 

the industry average of the same parameters in the rail transportation industry from 2016 to 2018 according to statistics provided by 

the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, Ministry of Labor.

Occupational Safety Index

Item
2018 2016 to 2018 average Rail 

transportation industryMale Female Total

Disabling injury frequency rate (FR) 1.23 3.21 1.93 0.95

Disabling injury severity rate (SR) 24 12 20 187

Frequency-severity rate (FSR) 0.17 0.19 0.19 0.32

Number of deaths 0 0 0 ---

Absence rate (AR) 1% 3% 1% ---

Note: 1. Disabling injury frequency rate (FR) = (Number of disabling injuries x 1,000,000) ÷ Total man-hours worked. 

2. Absence rate (AR) = (Number of days absent ÷ Total number of working days) × 100%, where the number of days absent includes sick leave 
and work-related injury leave.

3. Disabling injury severity rate (SR) = (Total number of days lost × 1,000,000) ÷ Total man-hours worked.

4. Frequency-severity rate (FSI) =  √［Disabling injury frequency rate (FR)× Disabling injury severity rate (SR)÷100］

5. Number of deaths refers to the number of employees who died due to work-related injuries.
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Employee Health-Safety Management Measures and Health Promotion

Employees are the most important asset of a company; THSRC has established the Occupational Safety and Health Office which is 

responsible for coordinating various physical and health examinations, carrying out health management and analysis, as well as 

planning and formulating various health promotion activities. In addition, this office conducts workplace inspections, regularly 

implements operational environment monitoring, collects and records occupational accident statistics, and carries out investigations 

into potential risk factors related to work environment and organizations, external environments and personal living habits, in order 

to assess workplace risk factors, thereby promoting employee health.

To promote employee health and implement health management, we have set up health stations at HSR stations and medical 

rooms at maintenance depots, while equipping these rooms with health measuring tools, private spaces and a professional nursing 

consultation environment. Besides, the operations section of each HSR station and each resident office area are also equipped with 

rest rooms and certified breastfeeding rooms.

In addition, new employees are required to attend four days of new employee training and professional training according to 

their positions after reporting for duty. We establish the relevant regulations in accordance with the law, and require employees to 

perform their duties in accordance with these regulations. The Occupational Safety and Health Office conducts inspections based on 

supervision and audit plans. Every year, we organize health promotion activities and on-site health visits by medical personnel, and 

also conduct health examinations which are superior to those stipulated in the relevant regulations, where general employees aged 

45 years old and above undergo health examination once a year, and those aged under 45 years old undergo health examination 

once every two years, while train personnel undergoes health examination once a year.

Health Promotion Activities in 2018

On-site health visits

• In 2018, a total of 145 on-site visits by specially invited occupational medicine specialists were 
conducted to provide on-site services, serving a total of 300 persons. On the other hand, the 
Occupational Safety and Health Office served a total of 194 persons, while the Maintenance 
Management Division served a total of 106 persons.

• Individual cases requiring improvements or assistance from unit supervisors were submitted 
separately to the relevant units for approval and advice were provided by resident physicians. 
Advice accepted by unit supervisors were tracked and cases closed were kept for future reference.

Disease and epidemic 
prevention promotion

THSRC set up the occupational safety and health column and the THSR High Speed Vision Newsletter to 
regularly publish new health knowledge, and conducted a variety of disease and epidemic prevention 
activities. A total of 22 articles related to this topic were published in 2018.

E-Health Ten Thousand Steps 
Weight Loss Competition

From March 15 to June 7, 2018, THSRC organized the “E-Health Ten Thousand Steps Weight 
Loss Competition.” This event was participated by a total of 282 persons, where 261 
participatedcolleagues lost a total weight of 1,014.1 kg in 12 weeks, with an average weight loss of  
3.8 kg and a fat loss percentage of 2.12%.

Physical fitness test
A professional medical team provided consultation on test results and on-the-spot personal exercise 
recommendations to a total of 114 participants.

Health seminars
THSRC conducted 10 sessions of health seminars, which topics included sleep apnea, weight loss with 
health nutrition, etc. A total of 406 persons participated.

We actively promote occupational health-related measures with excellent results; hence, we have been awarded the “Badge of 

Accredited Healthy Workplace” by the Health Promotion Administration, Ministry of Health and Welfare, demonstrating our efforts 

to realize employee care and enabling us to gain high recognition for our corporate image.

Employee Care Measures

In August 2017, THSRC established the “Care and Consolation Team” consisting of 18 members from various units, whose main 

responsible is to provide patients with care during hospitalization due to major accidents. The task of the team is to provide simple 

consultation on trauma and psychological treatment, emotional relief, consolation, medical assistance, medical insurance and 

bereavement compensation, and legal matters for injured or dead passengers. THSRC also organized a variety of psychological care 

courses to improve members’ abilities to identify and determine stress and emotions. These techniques are used not only in care for 

injured victims, but also to develop employees’ ability to assist people around them in overcoming a sense of loss or difficult times, 

thereby becoming a “Mutual Caring” for others and themselves.

In May 2018, the Care and Consolation Team also launched member recruitment and peace-of-mind service training activities along 

the HSR line in north, central and south Taiwan. Furthermore, in order to prevent psychological health hazards caused by illegal 

activities at the workplace to employees, THSRC also invited qualified psychological consultants to hold a total of six psychological 

health talks for employees, which were supervised and participated by a total of 330 employees, to effectively improve the physical 

and mental health and safety of employees, as well as to strengthen the ability of supervisors and employees at all levels to prevent 

and respond to psychological hazards at the workplace.

Experience Sharing at THSRC during a Psychological Care Course

THSRC has formulated the relevant welfare regulations, established a complete employee welfare system, and set up an employee 

welfare committee to handle various welfare measures and operations. We also regularly ensure the market competitiveness of our 

welfare plans by referencing market surveys provided by external consulting companies.

THSRC’s Employee Welfare Benefits

• Parental leave without pay

• Registered childcare facilities

• Breastfeeding room and facilities

• Special discounts 

for employees at 

contracted merchant 

stores in areas such as 

entertainment, food 

and beverage, travel, 

accommodation, 

group buying of 

consumer goods, etc.

• Club activity subsidies

• Travel activity subsidies

• Rotational employee care

• Annual ticket coupons

• Psychological counseling

• Health care assistance

• Group insurance

• Travel insurance

• Funeral subsidy

• Wedding subsidy

• Relocation subsidy

• Major disaster solatium

• Work-related injury 

consolation and care

• Holiday gifts

• Birthday gifts

Subsidies 

Others

Employee support 
programs

Work-life balance

Childcare support
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Carrying for Society and Developing Local Area

Development Platforms

THSR ART Together Program

To deepen links between HSR stations and local arts, we planned the “THSR ART Together Program” since 2015, to creating humanistic 

memories at HSR stations through art performances. We invited schools, art groups or individuals with performing experience to 

perform at each session for 30 minutes at HSR stations. By supporting local arts and cultural activities, we strive to convey the spirit 

of “Touch,” which is one of the main components of 4Ts, and demonstrate corporate social responsibility, with a view to continuously 

building THSRC “to be the platform for advancement and enjoyment.” In 2018, the “THSR ART Together Program” features a diverse 

range of performances, including dancing, traditional Chinese orchestra, modern orchestra, calligraphy, caroling, and singing.

Results of the “THSR ART Together Program” in 2018

Venues Number of sessions applied Number of performers
Taoyuan Station, Hsinchu Station, Miaoli Station, Taichung Station, 

Changhua Station, Yunlin Station, Chiayi Station, Tainan Station, and 
Zuoying Station (a total of nine stations)

100 3,166

“THSR ART Together Program” in 2018

THSR Museum

Officially launched on January 5, 2017, the “THSR Museum”  is Taiwan’s first and only museum based on the corporate image of 

THSRC, and serves as an important platform for external image and communication. We attract local and foreign visitors to visit the 

museum through its rich exhibition themes, cultural talks and interactive technology devices. As of the end of 2018, a total of 1,445 

groups comprising more than 45,000 visitors have visited the museum.

In 2018, the THSR Museum hosted 11 talks in spring and autumn, which were attended by a total of 711 people. The main theme of 

these talks was “Connecting to Sustainability - The Vision and Future of Taiwan Railway,” focusing on the “110th Anniversary of the 

West Coast Line” in Taiwan’s first railway space revolution. Professional lecturers were also invited to share the content of “Technology,” 

“Transportation,” “Taiwan,” and “Touch” in talks based on THSRC’s 4T corporate image structures. These talks attracted large numbers 

of attendees from the public, and with museum tour and quiz contests, attendees gave positive feedback and review at the end of 

these talks, with the satisfaction survey result averaging 4.7 points (out of 5 points). In addition, the museum also received railway 

and related professional and diplomatic delegations from Texas Central Railway, Kuala Lumpur-Singapore High Speed Rail, Vietnam, 

Thailand, South Korea, Japan, and Mainland China, thereby positively promoting the achievements of THSRC after commencement 

of operations to the world.

THSRC not only organizes arts events at HSR stations from time to time to enhance the connection between HSR stations and local 

areas, but also offers areas for the placement of arts merchandises in line with local government policy promotion and planning. A 

total of 69 government brochures applications were accepted in 2018.

Static visual arts at Taiwan High Speed Rail Opening Year of Arts

Dynamic performing arts at Taiwan High Speed Rail Opening Year of Arts

Taiwan High Speed Rail Opening Year of Arts

With THSRC entering its second decade of operations in 2018, we continue to think about how to take a more proactive role in 

connecting the public closer to the beauty of Taiwan. Hence, in April of the same year, we launched “Taiwan High Speed Rail 

Opening Year of Arts” together with National Culture and Arts Foundation (NCAF) based on the theme titled “Encounter with Arts” to 

deepen the connection between HSR stations and local areas through three types of stages and levels of “Infiltration, Dissemination, 

and Internalization” and long-term, cross-regional planning, and further drive the spread of local cultural connotation, allowing arts 

to be constantly present and bringing a touch of art with depth to passengers and THSRC employees.

The first stage, “Infiltration” was launched in May 2018, and lasted till September. In the area of static visual arts, artist Michael Lin 

used to incorporate flower patterns of ancient houses into large visual art window stickers at Taichung Station, the THSR “T-Life” 

magazine, aprons of service personnel, window blinds and artistic train tickets sold via ticket vending machines at HSR stations. For 

dynamic performing arts, we invited young and contemporary new-generation performing art groups to perform at Taichung Station 

from time to time. From May to July, a total of seven professional performing art groups were invited to deliver performances at 42 

sessions. On July 23, we even collaborated with the American Institute in Taiwan (AIT) to invite the National Youth Orchestra of the 

United States of America (NYO-USA) to deliver special performances at Taichung Station and Nangang Station.

“Taiwan High Speed Rail Opening Year of Arts” has achieved fruitful results as the engagement rate of related posts on our Facebook 

Page was 15.64%, which was higher than the average engagement rate on regular Facebook pages. In the first half of 2019, we will 

continue to launch the subsequent stages of this program, namely “Dissemination” and “Internalization” stages.

Window art clings Artistic tickets Trolley and apron
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Humanistic Care

THSRC has so far become an important part of people’s life. To promote interaction between urban and rural areas and drive the development of local industries, we connect 11 counties and cities, 76 townships, to strive not only realizing the characteristics of the transportation 

industry, but also implementing corporate social responsibility and extending love and warmth by providing support to disadvantaged groups. In 2018, THSRC has provided a cumulative total of NT$11,508,302 in sponsorships to social welfare and care.

High-Speed Educational Endowment Program

Since 2010, we have continuously run the “High-Speed Educational Endowment 

Program” in collaboration with World Vision Taiwan, Eden Social Welfare 

Foundation, Child Welfare League Foundation, etc., inviting the public to 

make donations through various fundraising platforms, including donation 

envelopes on train seatbacks, donation boxes on all HSR stations or online giving 

by scanning a QR code, with a view to assisting developmentally delayed or 

economic disadvantaged children in learning happily and growing up at ease. 

In 2018, we worked together with the After School Association of Taiwan to raise 

approximately NT$8 million worth of funds. In the past nine years, this program 

has raised a total of around NT$120 million in donations, benefiting nearly 22,000 

disadvantaged and developmentally delayed children.
 ▼ High-Speed Educational Endowment Program:  

Creating a secret happy learning base for children in need

Happy Learning and Exploration

In August 2018, we planned the “Happy Learning and Exploration” event 

supported by the 2018 High-Speed Educational Endowment Program, in 

collaboration with Taoyuan Metro Corporation and Taoyuan International Airport 

Corporation Ltd. This event included a one-day visit to the “THSR Museum,” the 

“Taoyuan Metro Qingpu Maintenance Depot,” “Taoyuan International Airport 

Terminal 2,” etc. THSRC Chairman Chiang Yao-Chung and After School Association 

of Taiwan Chairman Wu Nien-Jen served as HSR train driver and train master, 

respectively, and became the children’s guides in the “THSR Museum,” so that the 

children could enjoy an exciting and memorable “HSR exploration trip.”
 ▼ A drawing from one of the children after participating in the  

“Happy Learning and Exploration”

THSRC Winter Outreach Blood Drive

Since 2012, in order to help major hospitals in Taiwan to store sufficient amounts of blood, THSRC has encouraged our colleagues to donate blood at 11 HSR stations 

and the headquarter in Nangang, especially during the end of the year when major hospitals face severe blood shortage and has also invited tourists and the public 

to participate in this activity. In addition, THSRC demonstrates efforts in charities and fulfilling corporate social responsibility by releasing internal instant message 

tocolleagues. This activity is regularly held at the end of each year. In 2018, a total of 1,117 people participated in this activity and donated 1,620 bags of blood, while a 

total of 7,214 bags of blood were collected in the past seven years.

 ▼ THSRC employees actively donated blood to spread love during winter in 2018

Participation in Major International Events

We actively participate in major international events, such as the “2018 Asia 

Pacific Social Enterprise Summit,” the “2018 Taiwan Lantern Festival,” the “2018 

World Cup Championship Night on Ketagalan Boulevard ,” the “2018 Swinging 

Skirts LPGA Taiwan Championship,” etc. In addition to assisting in publicity, 

THSRC also offered train discounts and sponsorship to the organizers and their 

personnel, as well as contestants.
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 ▼  “Travelling with Saplings” event in 2018

Green Energy, Environmental Protection and  
Sustainable Public Welfare

On April 13, 2018, THSRC organized the “Travelling with Saplings Program” at Hsinchu 

HSR Station, where thousands of Taiwan’s native saplings, including Oil Camellia, Orange 

Jasmine, Taiwan Wampee, Lanyu Podocarp, Ceylon Ardisia, Fengkang Persimmon and Taiwan 

Persimmon, also known as Taiwan Ebony, which were cultivated by Taiwan Forestry Research 

Institute, were given to passengers. Besides, kindergarten school children were also invited 

to collect the saplings, symbolizing that it takes a decade to grow a tree, but a hundred years 

to nurture a person continuously and endlessly. This “Travelling with Saplings Program” has 

been organized in five consecutive years since 2014, where a cumulative total of nearly 9,000 

Taiwan native saplings have been given out at HSR stations. THSRC hopes that through this 

event, passengers traveling between north and south Taiwan can help to spread greenery to 

different places and enhance the importance of environmental greening.

Local Commitment to Jacana Conservation

THSRC participates in efforts to conserve pheasant-tailed Jacanas 

in Guantian, Tainan, in order to fulfill our commitment to 

environmental protection, and also assist in the construction 

of habitats for Jacanas. After the establishment of the Jacana 

Ecological Education Park, THSRC continues to provide 

sponsorship to the management unit of this park. Since 2000, 

THSRC has sponsored a total of over NT$63 million into this 

park in order to create Taiwan’s first artificial habit restoration 

project jointly conducted by the government, development units 

and civil groups. The artificial habitat for Jacanas covered a land 

area of approximately 15 hectares. In order to ensure the best 

protection of the Jacana group and their habitat, we not only 

actively collaborate with experts and scholars, but also seek the 

participation of volunteer. According to statistics provided by Wild 

Bird Society of Tainan, the number of Jacanas (including females, 

males and fledglings) has greatly risen from 9 in 2000 to 197 in 

2018. With the expansion of habitat for the Jacana group, the 

number of Jacanas in the Greater Tainan region was the highest in 

2016 at 1,272 Jacanas, and a total of 1,292 Jacanas were recorded 

in 2018, thereby demonstrating the effects of preservation of 

Jancanas and their habitat.

In 2007, the Jacana Restored Habitat was officially renamed as 

the “Jacana Ecological Education Park,” which is open to the 

public. Since its establishment till 2018, this park has welcomed 

nearly 220,000 visitors. We assisted in making park instruction 

facilities, and designed the display area and the interaction 

area, in order to strengthen the education function of this park 

and specifically exhibit the effects of restoration works. This park 

not only provides the public with the opportunity to learn about 

the ecology of Jacanas, but has also attracted international 

attention, thus becoming a rare successful experience of 

“coexistence between development and conservation.”

THSRC Smiling Train Program

A small number of rural groups or disadvantaged groups do not have the opportunity to 

arrange for outdoor trips often. Therefore, since 2009, we have been running the “THSRC 

Smiling Train Program” in collaboration with education and charity organizations in various 

local areas, in order to assist disadvantaged groups or individuals to take HSR rides for free or 

at discounted fares, so that they can feel the care and love provided by THSRC. As of 2018, we 

have assisted a total of 808 disadvantaged groups and 139,528 people to take HSR rides, thus 

sponsoring NT$9,433,990 worth of HSR train tickets.

 ▼ THSRC Smiling Train Program

Disaster Relief Program

In order for fulfill corporate social responsibility and demonstrate humanitarian care and 

spirit, we have planned the “Disaster Relief Program” in the event of major natural disasters in 

Taiwan, and work hand in hand with the government to assist in disaster relief. Disaster relief 

groups or individuals who apply to this program (one hour before the ride) can take a free HSR 

train ride to reach the disaster location on time and quickly to help the disaster victims rebuild 

their homes. In 2018, we implemented this program twice. During the “Hualien Earthquake 

Disaster Relief Program” (from February 7, 2018 to February 28, 2018), THSRC also donated 

a total of NT$5 million to the “Ministry of Health and Welfare Disaster Relief Account” for 

reconstruction of the disaster area. Besides, during the “823 Tropical Low Pressure Flood Relief 

Program” (from August 23, 2018 to September 16, 2018), THSRC contributed nearly 1,200 free 

HSR train tickets to actively support disaster relief efforts.

 ▼ “Disaster Relief Program” in 2018
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HSR Camps for Talent Development

In order for the basic knowledge and positive image of HSR to take root in students at all levels of education, as well as 

to promote and deepen railway knowledge among them, THSRC has organized summer and winter activities known as 

“HSR Camp” for students from universities and junior colleges, general and vocational high schools, secondary schools, 

as well as fifth and sixth grade students. Guided tours and related courses are arranged to lead students to understand 

the past history, present operations and future prospect of THSRC. In 2018, 12 batches of camp activities were held 

and participated by 360 people, with a total of 3,445 applicants. These camps have successfully developed potential 

outstanding railway talents, and enhanced THSRC’s excellent corporate image.
 ▼ Young students participated in 2018 HSR Camp activities

 ▼ THSRC colleagues and their families enjoyed a fulfilling and enriching day during “THSRC Family Day” in 2018

THSRC Family Day

Since 2011, we have been organizing “THSRC Family Day,” inviting employees to enjoy a one-day trip together with their 

families. This event includes visits to maintenance depots, preparation center, operation control center, driver and service 

personnel training, which not only enables employees’ family members to learn about their contributions to THSRC, but 

also allows employees to establish a deep understanding of the work content of their colleagues at other units. In 2018, 

we organized eight sessions of “Family Day,” which were participated by a total of 630 people (including employees and 

their dependents).
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Table 1. 2018 THSRc Industry Associations Participation

Industry association participated Description

Chung-Hwa Railway Industry Development Association
Development and promotion of the railway industry,  
with the President serving as the vice chairman of the association

Chinese Institute of Transportation Development and promotion of the railway industry

Rail Engineering Society of Taiwan
Development and promotion of the railway industry,  
with the Chairman serving as the 9th chairman of the society

Business Council for Sustainable Development of Taiwan Development and promotion of corporate sustainable development

Center for Corporate Sustainability
Development and promotion of corporate sustainable development, 
with the Chairman serving as the advisory director of the center

Supply Management Institute ,Taiwan Development and promotion of the transportation industry

Taiwan Association of Disaster Prevention Industry Promotion and exchange in disaster prevention

Intelligent Transportation Society of Taiwan
Development and promotion of the transportation industry,  
with the President serving as the executive director of the society

Chinese Institute of Engineers Academic and technical cultural exchange in engineering

Asia Silicon Valley Development Plan’s Major League IoT Development and promotion of the transportation industry

Taiwan Stock Affairs Association Stock Exchanges and the Promotion of Information

Taiwan Corporate Governance Association Development and exchange in corporate governance

The Institute of Internal Auditors-Chinese Taiwan Development and promotion of internal audit

Computer Audit Association Exchange and promotion of computer audit

Association of Industrial Relations, R.O.C. Development and exchange in labor relations

Chinese Human Resource Management Association Development and promotion of human resources

Accounting Research and Development Foundation Exchange and promotion of accounting business

China Productivity Center, Knowledge Exchange Meeting Exchange and promotion of cross-industry knowledge

Chinese Society for Quality Promote quality assurance 

Taiwan Visitors Association Promote marketing business

Note: Information on meetings of THSRC Chairman and President at various industry associations in 2018 is listed as follows:

(1) Chung-Hwa Railway Industry Development Association: Attended 1 Board of Directors’ meeting.

(2) Rail Engineering Society of Taiwan: Convened 4 Board of Supervisors’ meeting.

(3) Center for Corporate Sustainability: Attended 3 Board of Directors’ meetings.

(4) Intelligent Transportation Society of Taiwan: Attended 3 Board of Directors’ meetings.

Table 2. Human Resource Structure

 Category
2016 2017

Male Female Male Female

Labor force

Total employees 4,349 4,410

 Labor force 2,750 1,599 2,829 1,581

Percentage 63% 37% 64% 36%

Fixed- term 
contract

Contract employees 27 41 28 41

Secondee employees 2 0 2 0

Outsourced employees 2 13 5 4

Total number of employees on fixed- term contracts 31 54 35 45

Total number of employees on non-fixed term contracts 2,719 1,545 2,794 1,536

Total  2,750  1,599 2,829 1,581 

Rank

Vice President and above 0.3% 0.1% 0.16% 0.05%

Assistant Vice President 0.7% 0.1% 0.45% 0.05%

Manager and Deputy Manager 6.4% 2.2% 4.10% 0.86%

Section Chief 6.7% 2.1% 10.09% 2.83%

General employees 85.9% 95.4% 49.34% 32.06%

Education 

General and vocational high school and below 6.6% 0.7% 4.9% 1.4%

University/Junior college 79.3% 90.9% 50.1% 31.1%

Masters 13.6% 8.4% 8.9% 3.2%

PhD 0.5% 0.1% 0.2% 0.0%

Other  
indicators

Indigenous employees  0.90%  0.10% 0.86% 0.23%

Disabled employees  0.80%  0.40% 0.75% 0.36%

Age

Management  
level

Under 30 years old 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

30 to 50 years old 8.1% 3.3% 5.3% 1.4%

Over 50 years old 6.1% 1.2% 4.2% 0.5%

Non- 
management  

level

Under 30 years old 23.0% 48.8% 13.5% 14.4%

30 to 50 years old 59.3% 45.3% 38.7% 19.0%

Over 50 years old 3.5% 1.3% 2.3% 0.5%
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Table 3. Statistics of New Employees

 Category
2016 2017

Male Female Male Female

Category

Train staff 7 62 2 16

Station staff 86 249 19 37

Operation control personnel 0 0 1 0

Train driver 16 1 3 1

Maintenance personnel 231 0 129 0

Others 70 67 38 30

Age

Under 30 years old 277 337 137 60

30 to 50 years old 126 39 53 22

Over 50 years old 7 3 2 2

Total 410 379 192 84

Percentage 9.41% 8.69% 4.4% 1.9%

Table 4. Statistics of Turnover Rate

 Category
2016 2017

Male Female Male Female

Category

Train staff 5 39 2 27

Station staff 36 95 39 105

Operation control personnel 4 0 3 3

Train driver 4 0 4 0

Maintenance personnel 53 0 75 0

Others 65 32 39 31

Age

Under 30 years old 64 131 99 134

30 to 50 years old 55 31 40 30

Over 50 years old 48 4 23 2

Total 167 166 162 166

Percentage 3.84% 3.82% 3.67% 3.76%

Table 5. Training Hours

2016 2017
Unit: Hours Male Female Total Male Female Total

All employees at THSRC

Average number of training hours  
per capita

98.7 99.7 99.1 144.5 106.8 130.7

Average number of training hours  
per training session

7.3 7.4 7.3 7.4 7.3 7.4

Average number of class hours for different levels 
(total number of training hours for a particular level/ number of employees at the particular level at the end of the year)

Vice President and above 9.0 57.5 17.8 10.6 9.0 10.2

Assistant Vice President 19.2 215.0 37.8 7.3 14.0 7.6

Manager and Deputy Manager 146.1 44.2 128.8 17.8 16.9 17.6

Section Chief 33.7 100.4 44.0 49.7 116.3 57.4

General employees 101.5 99.9 96.0 149.3 108.7 134.1

Average number of class hours for different categories  
(number of training hours for a particular category/ number of employees for the particular category at the end of the year)

Train staff 125.0 91.3 96.9 450.4 139.0 177.9

Station staff 91.6 119.4 109.2 204.2 146.8 166.7

Operation control personnel 191.5 248.8 203.5 109.1 862.8 247.4

Train driver 384.4 577.1 401.1 210.5 812.3 276.6

Maintenance personnel 77.6 128.9 77.6 175.3 64.0 175.2

Others 52.5 34.5 45.6 83.7 16.1 56.6

Table 6. Environmental Performance Overview

2016 2017 2018 GRI indicator

Total energy (GJ) 2,162,939.48 2,234,113.29 2,227,147.11 GRI 302-1

Average energy consumption per passenger (kWh) 0.34 0.32 0.31 GRI 302-3

Energy savings at Taipei Headquarters 
(compared to 2009) (MWh)

332.66 391.01 370.65 GRI 302-4

Water conservation rate (compared to the previous year) -7.5% 1.8% -1.1% GRI 303-1

General industrial waste (metric tons) 8,227.72 6,972.09 8,190.79

GRI 306-2
General industrial waste recycled (metric tons) 934.61 1,077.42 1,283.01

General industrial waste incineration (metric tons) 7,293.11 5,894.67 6,907.78

Hazardous industrial waste (metric tons) 0.00 0.00 0.00

Greenhouse gas emission (metric tons CO2e): Scope 1 1,014.34 1,078.40 1,098.36 GRI 305-1

Greenhouse gas emission (metric tons CO2e): Scope 2 316,295.12 341,410.30 340,295.79 GRI 305-2
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GRI Index
GRI Standards Disclosure Corresponding chapter or subchapter Page 

No. Other explanation

General Disclosures (Core Option)

GRI 102: 
General 
Disclosures 
2016

1. Organizational profile

102-1 Name of the organization • About this Report 2

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services

• Operating Bases and Services
• Ticket Types and Promotions
• High-quality Products with Smart 

Selling

12
29
30 

102-3 Location of headquarters
• Operating Bases and Services 12

102-4 Location of operations

102-5 Ownership and legal form • Shareholding Structure 17

102-6 Markets served • Operating Bases and Services 12

102-7 Scale of the organization
• Operating Bases and Services
• Nurturing Talent and Value 

Cultivation

12
53 

102-8 Information on employees and other 
workers

• Nurturing Talent and Value 
Cultivation

53

102-9 Supply chain
• Operating Bases and Services
• Supply Chain Communication and 

Requirements

12
37 

102-10 Significant changes to the organization 
and its supply chain

• Operating Bases and Services 12

102-11 Precautionary Principle or approach

• Safety Services and Responsible 
Transportation

• Climate Change Adaptation
• Train Safety and Disaster Prevention 

and Response

19 

22
23 

102-12 External initiatives
• THSRC Sustainability Strategy 

Blueprint
13

102-13 Membership of associations
• Technical Exchanges
• Appendix Table 1

35
63

2. Strategy

102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker
• Letter from the Chairman
• Letter from the President

3
4

3. Ethics and integrity

102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms 
of behavior

• Management Principles 44

4. Governance

102-18 Governance structure
• Corporate Governance Framework
• Functional Committees

43
44

5. Stakeholder engagement

102-40 List of stakeholder groups • Identification of Stakeholders 6

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements • Labor Relations 56

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders • Identification of Stakeholders 6

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement • Identification and Responses to 
Material Topics

• Quality Advancement Direction and 
Review

• Customer Affirmation

6 

21 
 

32
102-44 Key topics and concerns raised

GRI Standards Disclosure Corresponding chapter or subchapter Page 
No. Other explanation

GRI 102: 
General 
Disclosures 
2016

6. Reporting practice

102-45 Entities included in the consolidated 
financial statements

• About this Report 2

102-46 Defining report content and topic 
Boundaries • Identification and Responses to 

Material Topics
6

102-47 List of material topics

102-48 Restatements of information

• About this Report 2

102-49 Changes in reporting

In 2017, the 
material topic 
titled “Occupational 
Safety and Health” 
was incorporated 
into “Safety 
Management“

102-50 Reporting period

102-51 Date of most recent report

102-52 Reporting cycle

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the 
report

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with 
the GRI Standards

102-55 GRI Index • GRI Index 69

102-56 External assurance
• About this Report
• Opinion Statement

2
68

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 
2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

• Identification and Responses to 
Material Topics

6

103-2 The management approach and its 
components

• Disclosed under topics of concern

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Material Topic

Safety management

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 
2016

103-2 The management approach and its 
components

• Transportation -  
Professional Transportation

• Technology -  
Innovative Technology

• Touch -  
Sustainable Care

18 

27 

41 103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

GRI 416: 
Customer 
Health and 
Safety 2016

416-1 Assessment of the health and safety 
impacts of product and service categories

• Safety and Quality Management 
System

20

GRI 403: 
Occupational 
Health and 
Safety 2016

403-1 Workers representation in formal 
joint management-worker health and safety 
committees

• Management Mechanism and 
Performance

57

Disaster prevention and major incident countermeasures

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 
2016

103-2 The management approach and its 
components • Transportation -  

Professional Transportation
18

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach
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GRI Standards Disclosure Corresponding chapter or subchapter Page 
No. Other explanation

Operational strategies

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 
2016

103-2 The management approach and its 
components

• About Taiwan High Speed Rail 
Corporation

• Taiwan -  
Enhancing Local Connection

11 

33 
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Corporate governance

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 
2016

103-2 The management approach and its 
components • Touch -  

Sustainable Care
41

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

GRI 205: 
Anti-
corruption 
2016

205-2 Communication and training about anti-
corruption policies and procedures

• Management Principles
• Training New Employees
• Anti-competitive and  

Anti-corruption Practices

44
55
37 

205-3 Confirmed incidents of corruption and 
actions taken

• Management Principles 44

GRI 405: 
Diversity 
and Equal 
Opportunity 
2016

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and 
employees

• Information on Members of 
Governance Organization

43

Operational Performance

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 
2016

103-2 The management approach and its 
components • About Taiwan High Speed Rail 

Corporation
11

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

GRI 201: 
Economic 
Performance 
2016

201-1 Direct economic value generated and 
distributed

• Operational Performance and 
Sustainable Practices

16

201-4 Financial assistance received from 
government

• Operational Performance and 
Sustainable Practices

• Shareholding Structure

16 

17

Traffic dispersion and transit services

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 
2016

103-2 The management approach and its 
components 

• Transportation -  
Professional Transportation

• Taiwan -  
Enhancing Local Connection

18 

33 
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Product price

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 
2016

103-2 The management approach and its 
components • Transportation -  

Professional Transportation
18

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

GRI 203: 
Indirect 
Economic 
Impacts 2016

203-2 Significant indirect economic impacts • Ticket Types and Promotions 29

Legal compliance

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 
2016

103-2 The management approach and its 
components • Touch -  

Sustainable Care
41

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

GRI 307: 
Environ-
mental 
Compliance

307-1 Non-compliance with environmental laws 
and regulations

• Legal Compliance
• Neighboring Care
• Wastewater and Waste Treatment

45
26
51

GRI 416: 
Customer 
Health and 
Safety 2016

416-2 Incidents of non-compliance concerning the 
health and safety impacts of products and services

• High-quality Products with Smart 
Selling

30

GRI Standards Disclosure Corresponding chapter or subchapter Page 
No. Other explanation

GRI 417: 
Marketing 
and Labeling 
2016

417-2 Incidents of non-compliance concerning 
product and service information and labeling • Legal Compliance

• Passenger Services
45
29417-3 Incidents of non-compliance concerning 

marketing communications

GRI 419: 
Socio-
economic 
Compliance 
2016

419-1 Non-compliance with laws and regulations 
in the social and economic area

• Legal Compliance 45

Passenger rights

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 
2016

103-2 The management approach and its 
components 

• Transportation -  
Professional Transportation

• Technology -  
Innovative Technology

18 

27 
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

GRI 418: 
Customer 
Privacy 2016

418-1 Substantiated complaints regarding 
concerning breaches of customer privacy and 
losses of customer data

• Information Security Management 30

Corporate image

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 
2016

103-2 The management approach and its 
components

• About Taiwan High Speed Rail 
Corporation

• Taiwan -  
Enhancing Local Connection

11 

33 
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

GRI 203: 
Indirect 
Economic 
Impacts 2016

203-1 Infrastructure investments and services 
supported

• Spirit of High Speed Rail and 
Mission of Sustainability

13

203-2 Significant indirect economic impacts • Connecting with Local Area 34

Protection of labor rights

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 
2016

103-2 The management approach and its 
components • Touch -  

Sustainable Care
41

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

GRI 402: 
Labor/ 
Management 
Relations 
2016

402-1 Minimum notice periods regarding 
operational changes

• Labor Relations 56

Adjustments made 
by THSRC according 
to major changes in 
operations comply 
with regulatory 
requirements

GRI 407: 
Freedom of 
Association 
and 
Collective 
Bargaining 
2016

407-1 Operations and suppliers in which the 
right to freedom of association and collective 
bargaining may be at risk

• Labor Relations
• Supply Chain Communication and 

Requirements

56
37 

Product/service quality

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 
2016

103-2 The management approach and its 
components • Transportation -  

Professional Transportation
18 

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Transparency of information disclosure

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 
2016

103-2 The management approach and its 
components • Technology -  

Innovative Technology
27 

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Climate change adaptation strategies

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 
2016

103-2 The management approach and its 
components • Transportation -  

Professional Transportation
18 

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach
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GRI Standards Disclosure Corresponding chapter or subchapter Page 
No. Other explanation

Talent placement and development

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 
2016

103-2 The management approach and its 
components • Touch -  

Sustainable Care
41

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

GRI 202: 
Market 
Presence 
2016

202-1 Ratios of standard entry level wage by 
gender compared to local minimum wage

• Operating Bases and Services
• Inclusion and Equal Employment

12
53

GRI 401: 
Employment 
2016

401-1 New employee hires and employee 
turnover

• Inclusion and Equal Employment 53

GRI 404: 
Training and 
Education 
2016

404-1 Average hours of training per year per 
employee

• Education and Training Results 55

404-3 Percentage of employees receiving regular 
performance and career development reviews

• Talent Management and Motivation 56

Employee care

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 
2016

103-2 The management approach and its 
components • Touch -  

Sustainable Care
41

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

GRI 201: 
Economic 
Performance 
2016

201-1 Direct economic value generated and 
distributed

• Operational Performance and 
Sustainable Practices

16

GRI 401: 
Employment 
2016

401-2 Benefits provided to full-time employees 
that are not provided to temporary or part-time 
employees

• Employee Care Measures 58

Supplier management

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 
2016

103-2 The management approach and its 
components • Taiwan -  

Enhancing Local Connection
33

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

GRI 204: 
Procurement 
Practices 
2016

204-1 Proportion of spending on local suppliers
• Operating Bases and Services
• Localized Supply Chain

12
39

GRI 414: 
Supplier 
Social 
Assessment 
2016

414-1 New suppliers that were screened using 
social criteria

• Supply Chain Communication and 
Requirements

37

Reduction of noise and vibrations

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 
2016

103-2 The management approach and its 
components • Transportation -  

Professional Transportation
18

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

GRI 413: 
Local 
Communities 
2016

413-2 Operations with significant actual and 
potential negative impacts on local communities

• Neighboring Care 26

Innovative services

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 
2016

103-2 The management approach and its 
components • Technology -  

Innovative Technology
27

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Comparison of the “Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation Rules Governing the Preparation  
and Filing of Corporate Social Responsibility Reports by TWSE Listed Companies”

Item Corresponding chapter or subchapter

Information on Salaries of Full-time Non-management Employees • Nurturing Talent and Value Cultivation

Comparison of the “Corporate Social Responsibility Best Practice Principles for  
TWSE/GTSM Listed Companies”

Item Corresponding chapter or subchapter

Chapter I General Principles • Sustainability Strategies and Goals

Chapter 2 Exercising Corporate Governance • Sustainable Governance and Ethical Corporate Management

Chapter 3 Fostering a Sustainable Environment • Low-Carbon Train Operation and Environmental Sustainability

Chapter 4 Preserving Public Welfare
• Partner Relationship Management and Local Supply
• Nurturing Talent and Value Cultivation
• Carrying for Society and Developing Local Area

Chapter 5 Enhancing Disclosure of Corporate  
Social Responsibility Information

• About this Report

Chapter 6 Supplementary Provisions • Identification and Responses to Material Topics

https://www.thsrc.com.tw/tw/Article/ArticleContent/c16dcbbe-00f8-42cb-a3c8-c58f7eb83cac
https://www.thsrc.com.tw/tw/Article/ArticleContent/c16dcbbe-00f8-42cb-a3c8-c58f7eb83cac
https://www.thsrc.com.tw/event/tmp/pdf/20180605_regulation02.pdf
http://www.thsrc.com.tw/tw/Article/ArticleContent/02881df1-9d82-44da-9691-8a7afabed42d
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